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Executive Summary

The PLESA Experience:
Training and Employment Seivices for

Persons of Limited English-Speaking Ability

Background
la 3976, the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Admini-

stration (ETA), Office of National Programs awarded $3 million in grants to

4) CITA prime sponsors to provide emplormalt and training services to

Persons f Limited English-Speaking Ability (PLESA). Nose than 6,300

persons, primarily lispenic and Asian were provided English language

instruction, vocational training, and/or employment services through these

grants.

In 1977, the Office of Research and Development awarded a research

contract to University Research Corporation to describe and document the

PUS& experience. Three reports were produced under this contract. The

first report provides summary descriptions of each of the 47 projects. The

second report is a set of 10 case studies of individual PLESA projects.

This third report describes and analyses the overall PIMA experience: the

approaches taken, issues raised, and recOmmendations for the future.

Organization ot the Report

Chapter 1 describes the background of the PIMA program, discussing how

and why the program was initiated as well as how it relates to the overall

CITA program.

Chapter 2 describes the 47 PIMA projects in general, focusing on

similarities and differences in level of funding, services offered, target

groups served, types of training provided, and goals and objectives. A

Cr'



summary table of the 47 URSA projects, their participants,
training, grant amounts, and grant periods is included.

Chapters 3 through 7 describe specific aspects of the PLESA
such as planning, recruiting, English language instruction, and
Each chapter describes the various approaches taken by the PLESA
issues that emerged, and recommendations for prime sponsors andETA.

alleler 8 assesses the overall PLESA experience and includes a dis-\,
cuision of the implications for future programs and policies.

areas of

projects,
so.forth.
projects,

There are two appendices. Appendix A is an annotated bibliography of
instructional materials for persons of limited English-speaking ability.
Appendix II is a listing of national, regional, and local organizations that
can serve as resources for prima sponsors who are interested in providing
PLESA services.

Findings

The PLESA money was used to serve 6547 people who otherwise could not
have been served. It resulted in 2560 of these people getting jobs and
perhaps another 1000 becoming eligible for Title I training.

Project staff learned a lot about serving PLESAs because of this
program. There was some success in upgrading the English language ability
of MBAs and in overcoming obstacles to employment. There was'also some
success in meeting the federal priorities set for PLESAs and in getting the
program established within the prime sponsors' regular CETA program.

But the successes were not as numerous as the designers of the program
may have expected. Only 39 percent of the PLESA participants were placed in
jobs. Job retention apparently was not high. English language ability did
not improve enough in many cases to enable participants to get and hold
jobs. The program was not successful in meeting three of the federal
priorities, and almost two-thirds of the prime sponsors did not continue
their PLESA projects.

But the PLESA experience demonstrates that the need is there, that
special services are required, and that prime sponsors can mount effective
projects to assist PLESAs.

What about the future? The reality is that another national program is
unlikely. If services are to be provided at all, the prime sponsors will
have to take the lead. ETA can provide indirect support through training,
technical assistance to prime sponsors, research and demonstration projects,
and policy development.

Recommendations
Chapters 3 through 7 include specific recommendations for prime

sponsors, ETA, and the Administration and Congress. These recommendations

vl
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are drawn from the experiences of the PLESA projeCts. Many of the recom
mendatioas constitute an "operator's guide" for prime sponsor and project

stales who are interested in providing services to PLESAs. Xey recommenda-

tions include the following:

bitse sponsors should:

1. Assume the responsibility for serving MBAs, recognizing that
they are a large and growing group in need of special attention

and services.

2. Plan projects thoroughly from the start. Include an assessment of

training needs &Meet specific performance objectives.

3 Organize projects along client lines to anomie that attention is

given to clients by a single staff person or team.

4. Develop specific selection criteria that are based on what can be

achieved.

5. Provide personal, cultural, and vocational counseling to clients

as an integral part of any project.

6. Target ESL training toward specific manpower objectives and

include world-of-work orientation in the urriculum.

When vocational training is offered, integrate it with ESL
training; offer the training bilingually, but emphasize English.

8. Develop jobs that are carefully matched to client interests and

skills.

9. Ensure that follow-up information on retention and success is

collected, evaluated, and fed back to projects.

To assist prime sponsors, ETA should:

1. Sponsor research into such areas as the employment and training

needs of PLESAs; the types of jobs for which they can be trained

in different periods of time; the English language requirements

for various occupational fields; the actual cost of providing
different types of services to PLESAs.

2. Provide technical assistance to prime sponsors in running a PLESA

project; setting performance objectives; selecting participants;

selecting ESL and vocational materials; conducting follow-up of

participants; and monitoring and evaluating PLESA projects.

3. Conduct development and demonstration projects. ETA could sponsor

a series of different demonstration projects for serving different

vil
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types of PLESAs and develop a comprehensive set of ?lanpower ESL
text books for PLESAs.

4. Provide training to build the competence of projects to serve
PLESAs; and disseminate information concerning innovative ap-
proaches, and materials.

The Administration and Congress can also play a supportive role by recog-
nizing that PLESAs are a large and growing group in need of special at-
tention and services; by developing an interagency strategy for providing
these services; by encouraging coordination among the various agencies
involved in serving MBAs; and by reviewing and revising the legislation
that deals with persons of limited English-speaking ability.

vill
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Preface

This is the last of three reports on the Department of Labor's program

for Persons of Limited English-Speaking Ability (PLESA). The first report

was a Summary of Projects FUnded. It contained one-page descriptions of

each of the 47 PLESA projects. The second report was a set of ten case

studies of projects that had developed innovative approaches to serving

PLIESAs.

This report summarizes the overall PLESA experience. It describes the

various approaches the projects took to planning, recruiting,. training, and

so forth. It identifies the principal issues in each of these areas and

makes recommendations for serving PLESAs in the future.

This report, like the otheti, is not an evaluation of the PLESA program

as much as a study of the lessons learned. It is hoped that prime sponsors

and project staff will find this information not only informative, but

useful for planning and operating employment and training services for

PLESAs.

The report is based on information gathered from several sources. The

winning proposals submitted by the 47 PLESA projects were reviewed; data

from project reports and ETA's management information system were gathered

and analyzed; telephone interviews were conducted with all 47 prime.sponsors

and some project directors; and site visits were made to 36 projects.

The report was prepared by three of the core project stiff. Marta

Kelsey wrote Chapters 1 and 2; compiled the Annotated Bibliography on

instructional English as a Second language materials (Appendix A), and the

list of Resources Available (Appendix B). She also coordinated production

of the report. Kamer Davis wrote the chapters on English language instruc-

tion (Chapter 5) and vocational instruction (Chapter 6). Jack Reynolds

wrote the chapters on planning (Chapter 3), recruitment (Chapter 4), and job

development (Chapter 7). Ms. Davis and Dr. Reynolds collaborated on the

concluding chapter (Chapter 8). Gwen Knight and Judith Edwards assisted in

the production.
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Glossary
ABE Adult Basic Education

ABLE Adult Basic Learning Education Test

APL Adult Perf- ince Level

CZTA Compreheraive Employment and Training Act

DREW U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare

DOL U. S. Department of Labor

ETA Employment and Training Administration

ESL English as a Second Language

GED General Educational Development Test

MESL Manpower English as a Second Language

OJT On-the-job Training

SER Services Employment and Redevelopment; Jobs

for Progress, Inc.
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Part I: Introduction

eeee

Chapters l and / discuss the background of the PLESA program

and the. PLESA projects 'overall. Similarities, and differences

.among the projects are highlighted.., %

The,PLESA program 'iniwered a need in the.country to assist a

growing population of persons of limited English-speaking ability.

Under the authority of Title III of the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973, as amended, $5 million 'dollars vas

awarded to 47 prime sponsors to develop and implement programs

designed to meet the expressed needs of PLESAs.

Most projects planned to improve the employability of /USA.

by improving their English-speaking ability. Most projects (94

percent) offered.ESL training although some (40 percent) also

, included octupational akilli training and general education

courses.* ,Over 6,500 persons were .served by the PLESA,projects;

most were *spanic. The .projects were widely distributed geo-

graphically, but there were at least two in every region. Table 1

in Chapter 2 presents summari information on all 47 PLESA proj-

ects, including location; numbers of participants, both planned

aid lictuilly served; ind breakdowns by language group, training

areas, grant amount; and grant period.
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Chapter 1
The Background of PLESA

Practically all official busi-
ness and government transactions in
the United States are conducted in
English. This can create a barrier
for the many residents of this

cduntry who either do not speak
English at all or who have only a
limited ability to comprehend and
converse in English. Many of these

individuals are immigrants and

refugees, but some are native-born
citizens of the United States.
Spanish-speaking individuals repre-
sent the largest group of non-

English speakers, but there are

also substantial numbers of South-
east Asians--Vietnamese, Laotians,

and Cambodians--and other groups.

In the early 1970's, it became
increasingly apparent that these

persons of limited English-speaking
ability were having difficulty
entering the labor force. The lan-
guage barrier further handl:capped

these people because they were un-
able to participate in training

programs to learn a marketable

skill. For the most part, the few
jobs available which do not require
English are in low-level, dead-end
occupations.

The need for federal training
programs aimed at this particular

3

disadvantaged segment of the popu-
lation was articulated frequently

by sympathetic legislators and

representatives. Several solutions

emerged. Some advocated bilingual
vocational education programs.

Othe,s felt that the thrust of pro-
grams should be to increase English
-speaking ability so that English
language 'vocational training could
be given.

When the Comprehensive Employ-
ment Training Act (CETA), was en-

acted in 1973, it established a

flexible and decentralized system

of federal, state, and local pro-
grams to provide job training and
employment opportunities for un-

employed, underemployed, and

economically disadvantaged people.

The act consisted of six titles,
each with a different purpose and
thrust.*

Title I, Comprehensive Man-

power Services, provided for

manpower treinings programs
conducted with flexible gragts

*CETA was reauthorized on October
11, 1978 and the various titles
have changed, slightly. See the

Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act Amendments of 1978.



by state and local govern-
mental "prime sponsors."

Title II, Public Employment
Programs, provided for transi-
tional public service. jobs
%lades the supervision of state
and local governmental prime
sponsors and other "eligible
applications" in "areas of
substantial unemployment."
These were defined as areas
where the unemployment rate
had been at least 6.5 percent
for three consecutive months:,

Title III, Special lederal
Responsibilities, was the
Secretary of Labor's discre-
tionary account for special
target groups such as Mi-
grants, Indians, limited
English-speaking, older work-
ers, handicapped, etc.

Title IV, Job Corps, continued
special programs for disadvan-
taged young men and women.

Title V, National Commission
for Manpower Policy, estab-
lished a commission with the
responsibility for examining
manpower issues, suggesting
ways and means of 4aaling with
them, and advising the
Secretary on national manpower
issues.

Title VI, Emergency Jobs Pro-
grams, established a transi-
tional public service job pro-
gram to be conducted by state
and local prime sponsors.

Title III of CETA identified
unique target groups in need of
special attention. Youths, of-

fenders, older workers, and other
so-called disadvantaged groups as

well as persons of limited English-

4

speaking ability (PLESAs) were felt
to have added disabilities warrant-
ing additional assistance. With
regard to PLESAs, Title III recor
nixed the, need to offer special
programs to ensure that.unemployed
and underemployed participants re-
ceived manpower training, related
assistance, and supportive services
designed to increase employment and
training opportunities.

Specifically, when persons of
limited English-speaking ability
constitute a significant portion of
a prime sponsor's target popula-
tion, federal regulations* require
the prime sponsor to develop pro-
grams with operating procedures for
the following:

Teaching job skills in the
primary language of such
persons for occupations which
do not require a high pro-
ficiency in English;

Developing new employment op-
portunities for persons of
limited English-speaking
ability;

Developing opportunities for
promotion within existing em-
ployment situations for such
persons;

Disseminating appropriate
information and providing job
placement and counseling as-
sistance in the primary
language of such persons;

Conducting training and em-
ployment programs in the pri-
mary language of such persons;

*See Federal Register, Vol. 40 No.
101, Part II, May 23, 1975, Subpart
C, Section 95.33(c).

1 f



Conducting programs designed
to increase the English speak-
ing abilities of such persons.

In late 1975, the Office of
National Programs of ETA issued a
"field memorandum" to all Regional
Offices authorizing them to request
proposals from prime sponsors for
conducting special projects for
persons of limited English-speaking
ability under Title III. Prime
sponsors were expected to develop
projects in line with the six
guidelines listed above. The pro-
jects could have included classroom
training, job development, job
placement, supportive services, and
upgrade training.

In December 1975, the first

$2.5 million reserved for these

projects was divided among the

Department of Labor's ten regions
on the basis of need, determined,
in part, by estimates of: I) the.

number of persons of limited

English-speaking ability; and 2)

unemployment rates in each region.

The Regional Offices had the
authority to award grants following
a competitive grant award procedure
prepared by the Office of National
Programs. Only Title I prime spon-
sors in the 50 states and the

District of Columbia were eligible
to compete. Each region was re-

quired to have at least one project
and it was suggested that the

Regional Offices establish a

$100,000 to $200,000 limit on the

size,of individual grants to allow

as many prime sponsors as possible

5

to use the available resources.

Project proposals were devel-
.

oped according to specifications
spelled out in a Request for

Proposals (RFP) distributed to the
prime sponsors. The proposals were

reviewed according to competitive
procurement processes, but certaia
criteria were emphasized. Need,

the potential ability to provide

effective and timely services,

staff capability, prior experience
with the proposed target group, im-
mediacy of start-up time, and cost
were all considered and weighed in
awarding graits to prime sponsors.

Final awards were made in

February 1976, and projects began
as early as March I, 1976. Most of

the awards were for one year.

An additional $2.5 million was
made available to the regions for

PLESA projects in June 1976. Some

proposals originally not funded

were funded at this time; other

projects were given more money to
continue or expand ongoing

services.

The overall goal of the PLESA

program was to ease the way into

the workforce for persons whose

limited English-speaking ability

was an obstacle to employment.

Individual projects, however, fre-

quently developed more immediate

and concrete objectives related to

raising the level of English-

language capability and increasing
job-seeking and occupational skills

of participants.
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Chapter 2
The PIMA Projects: An Overview

Ey 1976, the Deportment of
Labor had awarded Title III grants
totaling $5 million to 47 prime
sponsors cross the country.* Most
of the prime sponsors contracted
with a loCal agency to provide ser-
vices to PIMA participants. The
contractors usually provided train-
ing in English as a second language
(ESL). This was sometimes combined
with adult basic education (ABB) or
occupational skills training. Al-
lowances as well as support ser-.
vices, such as counseling, job

development, and transportation

*Seven of these prime sponsors

'funded more than one project. For
example, Oakland divided its grant
between two projects. There were
actually SS separate projects

funded by the 47 prime sponsors.
In addition to Oakland, New York
City had two projects; Pennsylvania
had four; Chicago, three; Los

Angeles had three; Orange County
(California) had two; and Sonoma

had two. For clarity and due to
the vature of data available, it

was decided to group the multiple
projects together and use the 47
prime sponsors as the base for re-
porting on the projects.

were provided to participants as
needed.

The project in Clary was fairly

typical. The City of Clary, the

prima Sponsor, contracted with SIR

t Jobs tor Progress, Inc., to provide
all services. Eispanic clients were
recruited and their English was
tested. They were taught English,
offered preparatory training for

the high school equivalency teat

(00), and prepared for employment.
Allowances, counseling, and job

development were also provided.

The 47 projects differed wide-
ly in all respects: level of fund-

ing, services offered, target
groups served, and so forth. For

example, in funding, the prime
sponsor in Springfield received a
grant of only $25,000; Atlanta re-
ceived $162,000; 'and Tucson re-

ceived one of the larger grants of
$258,000.

A summary of the 47 PIMA pro-
jects, their participants, areas of
training, grant amounts, and grant
periods is contained in Table 1 at

the end of this chapter, where
there is also a map of the regional
distribution of projects.
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2.1: The Goals and Objectives of PUSA Projects
Although employment was the

ultimate.goal of the program, many
projects focused on improving the
English-speaking ability of clients
as a more immediate objective. In
quite a few cases, attainment of a
certain level of proficiency in
English was a prerequtsite to place-
sent in unsubsidised employment or
on-the-job training. Also, some
prime sponsors set a certain level
of English proficiency (usually the
equivalent of a sixth grade compe-
tency level) as a prerequisite to
enrollment in Title I vocational
training programs. Therefore, some
projects, such as Oklahoma City,
used their PLESA grants to teach
English to, participants so that
they couid enter regular CITA
training programs in carpentry,
plumbing, brick-laying, electrical
trades, and so forth.

For some clients, the English
language training was all that was
needed to help them get a job.

Many Vietnamese clients, for exam-
ple, often WA marketable skills
but could not communicate well
enough to obtain or keep a job.
For others, particularly Mexican-
Americans, language training was

not considered enough. Thus, some
projects, such as the one in Tucson,
combined.language and skills train-
ing for clients.

Because many participants in
the PLUM program were refugees or
immigrants, projects serving them
often included cultural awareness

. and survival skills components.
These components were usually
designed to acquaint the client
with suCh basic skills as using a
telephone, reading Went ads, shop-
ping for food, and using public
transportation. A number of pro-
jects also included basic education
components to prepare their clients
for civil service examinations,
other qualifying examinations, or
earning a high school equivalency
diploma. The project in Cleveland,
for example, offered a course that
combined English, skills training,
and test preparation.

A few projects were designed
to develop curricula or bilingual,
vocational, and linguistic materi-
als. Honolulu, for example, devel-
oped culturally oriented English as
a Second Language curricula in auto
body repair and nursing.

2.2: Wpes of °Raining and Services
Projects tended to emphasize

three types of training: English
language, occupational skills, and
general education. About 90 per-
cent of the projects provided com-
binations of these. The principal
training, however, was ESL. More
than 90 percent of the PIMA pro-
jects conducted some form of ESL
instruction (see Figure 1).

Another 40 percent provided some

8

form 'of occupational skills train-
ing, most often in conjunction with
the ESL program. The skills taught
ranged from training in accounting
and clerical work to paramedical
and welding courses.. In addition,
more than a quarter of the projects
gave some instruction in general
education subjects, such as mathe-
matics and science.

There were some differences by

"7 .'(.75,4



Figure 1: Type of Training Offered by PLESA Projects

General education
COUrses

Occupational skills
training

English as a Second
Language

= 13) 128%

(N 19) 140%

(N = 44)
194%

Percent of Projects (N 47)

*NOTE: Totals exceed 47 projects and 100 percent because many

projects offered more than one type of training.

region in the types of training of-

fered, For instance, projects in

the Nertheast (Regions I and II)
tended to be small. In Region II,

all the projects offered ESL in-
struction combined with occupation-
al skills training. The projects

in the Far West (Regions IX and X),

on tLe other hand, were usually
large and fewer of them provided
occupational skills training.

Many projects also 'provided

all or some of the traditional em-

ployment-related services that are

routinely offered by the prime

sponsor, .such as recruitment,

selection, assessment, counseling,
job development, placement, follow-

up, and supportive services, in ad-

dition to the training and instruc-

tion. These related services were
usually made available either

through Title I or through Title

III; in a few cases, a subcontrac-

tor or community organization pro-

vided some of the services and paid

for them with non-CETA funds.

2.3: Federal Priorities That Were Emphasized

CETA regulations required

prime sponsors to provide services

for people of limited English-

speaking ability that would meet

the six requirements described in

Chapter 1. Sometimes prime spon-

sors provided these services

through their PLESA grants. Some-

times they used Title I or other
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funds. Some prime sponsors used

PLESA funds to provide some ser-
vices and Title I to provide other

services. In some cases the ser-
vices were not provided at all, as
Figure 2 shows.

None of the projects taught
occupational skills in the primary



Vigure 21 Federal Priorities Eipphasized by PLERA Projects

1. Teaching of occupational skills
in the primary language of such
persons for occupationi which do
not require a high proficiency
in English.*

2. Developing new employment oppor-
tunities for persons limited in
English-speaking ability.

3. Developing opportunities for pro-
motion within existing egployment
situations for such persons.

4. Disseminating appropriate infor-
mation and providing job placement
and counseling assistance in the
primary language of such.persons.

5. Conducting training and employment
programs in the primary language
of such persons.*

6. Conducting programs designed to
increase the English-speaking
ability of such persons.

*Not Provided

(53%) (30%)

1) (11%)

(N Is 27)

83%

pffiff,f3-1, es%

(57%) (28%)

(N 2)

(N 42)

(89%)

language (requirement 1), nor did
they conduct training and employ-
ment programs in the primary
language (requirement 5). (The

rationale for this is discussed in
Chapter 8, section 8.5.) Some
projects had bilingual instruc-
tors, but instructions were
usually offered in the native lan-
guage only if it was felt that the
students could not first under-
stand in English. On the other
hand, the development of new em-
ployment opportunities (require-

Number of projects (N 47)

PLESA

10

Title

ment 2) was an area that all but
eight of the projects addressed.
Interestingly, a third of the

.projects provided these activities
through the prime sponsor's regu-
lar program supported by Title I

which was combined with Title III.
Very few projects developed promo-
tion opportunities (requirement
3). The reasons reported for this
was that most projects dealt pri-
marily with unemployed rather than
underemployed persons.



2.4: The PUSA Participants

The approximately 6,500
persons served by the PIMA pro-
jects spoke many different lan-
guages and came from a variety of
backgrounds, although the majority
were Hispanic and Asian. Almost
half of the projects served more
than one target group, as Figure 3
shows.

The Hispanics who partici-
pated were mostly Mexican-Ameri-
cans and Puerto Ricans, but there
were some Central and South Ameri-
can immigrants, as well as a few
Cubans, Spanish, and Portugese
people. Most of the Asian par-
ticipants. were -either Vietnamese

Hispanic

Asian

Other

refugees, Koreans, or Filipinos,
but there were also Cambodians,
Chinese, and a few Laotians, Bur-
mese, Japanese, and.Thais. A few
of the projeqs served very unique
target groups. For example, one
project in Pennsylvania was de-
signed for Russian immigrants.
Another project served Gullah-
speaking residents of South Caro-
lina's Sea Islands. Native Ameri-
cans were enrolled in several
projects, but no PIMA projects
were designed exclusively to serve
them.* A few projects served
Haitians and a small project in
Massachusetts had some Armenian
participants,

Figure 3: Target Groups of PLESA Projects*

(N Es 47)

(N S2 40)

(N en 24)

(N eg 9 ) I 19%

51%

85%

*Since some of the projects served more than one target group,
the totals do not add up to 47 projects or 100 percent.
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*Problems of Native Americans have
been addressed in a separate Title
III Special National Program.



Hispanic

Asian

Other

Figure 41 PLUM Participants

(N w 6547)

N m 4853

13.521 21%

5%

is 336

174%

2.5: Project Locations

The distribution of the pro-
jects can be seen in the accompany-
ing map, which shows some varia-
tions by region. A cluster of pro-
jects in the Northemsf (Regions I
and II) served primarily Hispanics.
Regions III and Iv had only two
projects each; they served Viet-
namese, Russians, and Gullahs. The
projects scattered around Region V
served mostly Hispanics. A larger

12

cluster for projects in Region VI
(mostly in Texas). also served.

Hispanics primarily. The five pro-
jects in Region VII and VIII
served Hispanics, Asians, and na-
tive Americans. The projects in
the Far West ( Region IX and X) ac-
counted for the bulk of the Asians:
served by PLESA, but these projects
also served a large number of
Hispanics.



Plgure st Geographic Distribution of P4ESA Gi.antees
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PISMO
SUNNIS

TAILS 1: Summary of PIMA /*ideate

PANTICIPAPTS =MUNI AMISS*

ACTUAL SIL OCCUP.

MINIMS NISPANIC ASIAN OINI2 SIMS IP
SANT
ANOINT OAST IMOD

Bridgeport, CT la 11 11 I $40,000 10/1/76 - 9/30177

New Naves, CT ao 23 23 - T T ir saaso 4/1/76 6/30/7/

Cambridge, NA 13 13 2 11 T-1 T-1 I 80,540 4/1/76 4130,11

Bergen County, NJ ss 110 os - 12 T ir * 100,000 6/38/76 6/22/77

illissbetb. NJ 52 53 ss . v ir * ?MOO 7/1/76 - 6/30/77

Jersey City, NJ 140 135 135 . . v ir 1 78,150 811/16 - 6/30/7/

Passaic County, NJ so 65 65 . . v m is 54,746 5/1/76 - 2/0/17

New Tack City, NT 160 160 160 - . v ir I 218,508 7/1/76 . 12/1/76

State of New York 40 37 57 - . V ir ir 25,590 5/1/16 - 8/31/77

III Pbiladelphis, PA 119 203 - - 203 T ir N 95,000 511176 - 4/30111

State of Peensylvania 467 407 216 191 - V ii f 95,000 711176 - 9/30/77

IV Atlaats, OA 428 394 315 19 2 n I 162,000 10/1/76 - 3/31/18

State of South Caroline 41 48 - 48 2 N II 162,000 5/21/76 2/31/71

V Cbicago, IL 270 435 344 91 v is ill 105,380 711176 - 6/30/77

Nock Island, IL 30 40 40 . . T a I 43,500 7/1/76 - 8/21/7/

Gary, IN 40 45 as . v is is 6.,000 7112/76 - 6/30/77

Lansing, NI 70 s: 52 - . T ir I 103,500 7/1/76 - 6130177

Cleveland, ON 398 422 422 it v I 103,508 4/1/76 - 3/3117/



OROION LOCATION
!LAM
IMMMX1

TAM I: Ilmmmery of RUA Projects
(comtimmed)

PARTICIPANTS IMAIMIMMIAMMAM*

ACTUAL in °Ow.
1111111111 111INANIC ASIAN OMR 8111181

ois
ID

MAW,
ANOINT GOAN! PINIOR

_

VI State of New Nemico 70 72 71 1 - 7 X X #95,003 7/1/76 800/77

Oklahoma City, OK 130 156 98 52 6 7 7-1 ill 63,510 7/1/16 - 6/30/17

Austin, TX 66 43 19 24 .,. 7 ir.-I 7 87,440 3/1/76 - 11126,77

Corpus Christi, TX 49 32 SS 4 - 7 *7 /'-1 87,440 3/1/76 - 4/30/77

Cameros County, TX 168 393 393 - - 7 If 7 87,448 3/1/76 - 3/31/77
,

Dallas, TX 72 107 96 11 - 7 7-1 X WOOS 7/1/76 - 9/30/7/

lil Paso, TX 64 64 61 2 1 7 7-1 7 87,448 3/1/76 2/28/77
.. V

Ft. Worth, TX 225 207 76 131 - 7 X X 95,8 6/30/76 3/31/78

Hidalgo, TX 735 646 646 - - 7 X X MOAN 3/1/76 - 4/30/77

NcLeaman, TX 195 306 271 35 - 7 11 X 90,450 7/1/76 - 9/30/77

Laredo/Webb, TX 36 36 35 1 N T X 87,440 3/1/76 - 2/28/77

State of Texas 185 75 75 - - 7 I . 7 115.49S 7/1/76 -4/30/77

VII Kansas City, KS 68 64 56 8 0 7 1 1 90,862 18/1/76 - 3/31/78

Kansas City, NO 128 76 43 33 0- 7 9 1 40,800 3/211/76 9/30/77

Springfield, NO so 45 - 45 - 7 X X 25,538 3129/76 - 3/21/77

VIII state of Utah 45 59 59 - - 7 1 X 122,880 7/1/76 - 9/30/77

State of Wyoming 77 63 38 20 S 7 7 7 122,008 3/1/76 - 2/28/77
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.

,

LOCATION

MEW
NUMMI

TABLB 1: Summary of PLBSA Projects,

(Continued)

PARTICIPANTS MINI= ABBAS*

ACTUAL ESL OCCUP.

NUM HISPANIC ASIAN OTHER SKILLS

OBN
IS

MAST
MUIR OUST mug

II Tucson, AZ 177 194 187 7 - I I V $01,228 4/15/76 - 4/14177

Los Angelei Connty, CA 100 116 60 56 - I T-1 1-1 160,000 10/1/76 - 9/30/77

Oakland, CA 253 302 217 85 - I Y 2401184 10/1/76 - 9/30/77

Orange County, CA 105 130 110 20 Y m 150,000 3/15/76 - 3/14/77

San Francisco, CA 98 124
,

v 124 - I M 302,955 4/1/76 - 6/30/77

Sonoma, CA 30 34 34 - Y M 70,000 4/1/76 - 12/31/76

Ventura, CA 75 68 64 - - Ir Ir 119,980 4/1/76 - 3/31/77

Honolulu, NI 104 85 85 - Y T-I 1-1 178,883 8/1/16 - 12/30/77

State of Hawaii t5 49 - - 49 N N 50,000 8/1/76 - 6/30/77

Las Vegas, NV 86 125 31 94 - Y N 160,000 7/1/76 - 6/30/77

X Hid-Wilamette, OR 90 86 86 Y T-1 T-1 maw 2/10/78 - 2/9/77.

0

Tacoma, WA 200 170 36 134 - Y Y 90,800 7/1/76 - 6/30/77

TOTALS 6291 6,547 4,853 1,358 336 Y = 44 19 13 $4,997,194

(N=40) (M=24) (11=9) N = 2 B 30

T-I = 1 20 4

*8 = Not Offered
Y = Yea, offered
T-1 = offered through Tule I

'
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Part II: The PLESA Components

Chapters 3 through 7 describe how the PLESA projects were
planned and organized, how clients were recruited, selected,
counseled and trained, and how job development was conducted.

Each chapter follows a standard format. A summary intro-
duces each chapter and points out the key lessons learned from
the MESA experience. The remainder of the chapter is divided
into sections that deal with such program components as recruit-
ment, selection, and counseling. Bach section hes three parts: a
description of the approaches used, a discussion of the issues
raised, and a list of reeommendations.

Some of the areas under discussion overlap and some repeti-
tion is unavoidable, but it is hoped that by organizing the
chapters in this way, users (prime sponsor and project staff)
will be able to locate easily the material that relates to their
functions, whether those functions are planning, recruiting,
training, or job development.



Chapter 3
Planning and Organization

This chapter describes the ap-
proaches prime sponsors and pro-

jects used in planning, identifying
the target groups, deciding on the
length of training, organizing the
projects, staffing them, budgeting
funds, and providing for monitoring
'end evaluation.

In general, insufficient
planning was a serious problem for
the PLESA program. Many prime

sponsors said that they did not

have enough time to plan nor learn
about the target groups and their
needs. Consequently, most projects
underestimated the amount of time

it would take to serve PLESAs

adequately.

Regarding organization, most
prime sponsors selected one or more
subcontractors to run the PLESA

project, but there were many dif-

ferent organizational structures,

and some worked better than others.
Projects in which one agency had
overall responsibility seemed to

work better than projects in which

authority was split along func-

tional lines, with one agency

responsible for intake, another for

training, and so forth. Also, com-
munity-based agencies seemed to run

more effective projects than did

community educational institutions,

due primarily to their greater con-
tact with the ethnic community as a
whole.

Staffing was consistently re-
ported to be very important to the

success of the projects. Teamwork

was deemed especially essential, as

was the ability of the counselors
to speak the same language as

clients.

The funding level created

problems for some projects. In al-

locating funds, ETA expected prime

sponsors to supplement the , Title

III grant with funds from Title I

and other sources.' In many caies
this is what happened. Some ser-

vices were paid for with PLESA
funds and other services were paid
for bath I funds. Still;

many prime sponsors noted that the

-costs of serving PLESAs are

generally higher than those of

serving other populations, and the
grants were insufficient to make up

the difference. Some prime spon-

sors felt that because PLESAs are a

special target group, the grants
should .be large enough to cover the
total cost of serving them.

How much it actually cost to
serve a PLESA could not be deter-
mined. The projects did not record

.19 ,



expenditures in a way that made it
possible to do this. Follow-up
data on project performance were
also incomplete. Most prime spon-
sors did,no follow-up of particiu
pants and very little monitoring of
the subgrantees that they used to
carry out their PLZSA projects.
The reasons they gave were that the
grants were too small, and since
the PLESA program was designed as a
onetime activity, evaluation would
not be useful.

The principal lesson that
emerges from the PLESA experience
is that careful, systematic
planning is a prerequisite to an

,x effective project. A related
lesson is that planning needs to be
client-centered; that is, the back-
ground, problems, learning objec-
tives, and placement goals'of this
particular population must be con-
sidered from the start.

3.1: Planning Strategies

Approaches
The PLESA program was a one-

shot effort and prime sponsors re-
ported that the notification of
the avatlability of funds caught
them off guard. Once the Request
for Proposals was issued there was
very little time to respond. Con-
sequently, many prime sponsors
prepared stock proposals ihat of-
fered to provide more of. the same
services they were already provid-
ing under Title I, or that com-
munity-based agencies were provid-
ing Apder other funding. The\pro-
posals emphasized ESL, but some
also included GED preparation 'or
vocational training, employment
counseling, job development, and

so forth. Tucson, Cleveland, and
almost 20 other projects submitted
these standard types of proposals.

Some projects that originally
did plan to do something different
did not have enough time to work
out the arrangements and so ended
up putting the money into existing
services provided by community
agencies or local colleges. In

Oakland, for example, the prime

sponsor had planned to consolidate
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the activities of' four community
agencies and establish onecentral-
ized training center for PLESAs.
Negotiations broke down and the
prime sponsor decided to use the
grant_funds to support the.ongoing
services of two of the agencies.

Some projects did plan to
initiate new services or serve a

new clientele. Most of these Inehic"

ects had more difficulties tun
those which used the grant primar-
ily to expand or modify current
services. The Utah Balance of
State planners, for example, found
that they had seriously underesti-
mated the time and resources
needed to conduct a project for
PLESAs. Kansas City, Missouri,
had had no experience in dealing
with its Vietnamese target popu-
lation and had to guess at
feasible obj!ctives. Thus, ac-
cording to the staff, most of the
grant period was spent conducting
the project by "trial and error."

In general, most of these
projects did their planning with-
out outside advice. For example,
none sought technical assistance
and only a few involved employers



and unions in the planning phase.
There was not enough time, they
said. Elizabeth and Cambridge did
involve employers in the initial
stages of their projects and this
resulted in commitments to hire
PLISAs even before the projects
began. Unfortunately, neither
project maintained sufficient con-
tact after the initial efforts and
thus the jobs disappeared.

A few projects planned to de-
velop and test curricula or mate-
rials. New York State attempted
to develop and test English
language materials for Spanish-
speaking drug 'abusers. Cameron
County planned to develop a model
delivery system and materials for
English language instruction, and
basic education. McLennan County
was supposed to translate and field-
test the Adult Performance Level En-
glish Language Curriculum developed
by the University of Texas. None of
these projects was able to accom-
plish what was planned, again due in
part to underestimates of the time
required to do such Work.

Two developmental projects that
had more success were Honolulu and
New Holland. New Holland added a
vocational English section to an al-
ready functioning ESL resource
library, and produced a selected and
.annotated bibliography. Honolulu
developed and tested 31 ESL booklets
and 30 vocational-education video-
tapes for training clients from
Korea, Vietnam, and the Phillippines
to become nursing aides and auto
body repair workers. Except for the
work of these two projects, the

grants were not used for research,
development or controlled experi-
ments of new approaches.

21

Issues
The principal question facing

most prime sponsors was: What is the
best way to use a limited amount of
PLESA funds? Should they provide
more ongoing services? Demonstrate
new approaches? Conduct research?
Develop new materials? Most pro:
jects reported that they provided
services for several reasons.
First, the RFP required the prime
sponsors to "provide training" and
especially "training (that would en-
able) persons to speak and use the

English lantuage." Second, there
was too little time to plan new
approaches. Third, the grants
were .generally too small and the
grant °period too short to conduct
research or demonstration pro-
jects. -And finally, the need

seemed so great that it made
sense, many prime sponsors said,
to use the money to help as many
people as possible.

Several prime sponsors and

projects felt that because this

was a one-shot program, the money
might have been better spent on

research, demonstration, and de-

velopment projects: But most
prime sponsors, if given the

chance again, said they would use
the money to provide services. If

money is allocated for PLESA in

the future, it will be important
to build in more planning and

technical .assistance resources.

Otherwise, the tendency will be
simply to re-fund what is already
being done, because this requires
little planning and lead time, or

to attempt something new and run

into problems because of insuf-

ficient planning.

Who should be involved in the
planning process? Certainly if



planners are inexperienced in
dealing with PLESAs, tIL advice of
knowledgeable persons should be
sought. Moreover, experience
indicates that prime sponsors can
expect to be more effective in both
designing and operating PLESA pro-

jects if they have employers and
unions involved in the whole pro-
cess. Besides helping to identkfy
selection criteria skill requisre-

meats for jobs, and training needs,

they can also be active job

developers.

Recommendations

1. ETA should allow more time for planning of special emphasis
programs like PLESA.

2. Prime sponsors and projects should allow more time for de-
tailed, operational planning of PIMA services, particularly
if the project is a neurone.

3. If prime sponsors plan to develop new PLESA projects, and are
inexperienced in their delivery, they should seek technical
assistance in planning and organizing their projects through
the manpower institute program. Other sources might be
yegional training centers and DEW.

4. Prime sponsort and Projects should involve potential em-
ployers and unions in the planning process.

3.2: Identifying the Target Group

Approaches
Most prime si Ls had very

little data to use to identify the
target groups in need of service
and their specific training needs.
For instance, the 1970 census data
that was available was outdated
and did uot identify PLESA as such.
Moreover, PLESAs tend to be under-
estimated in census data in any

case. Thus, projects relied on

other approaches. Tucson relied

on experience and informal discus-

sions with community agencies to

identify its target group; so did
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New. York, San Francisco, and most
other areas.

Oakland's approach was fiirly
representative. The prime sponsor
used the PLESA grant to support

the ongoing services of two com-
munity agencies the Educacion Para
Adelantar (EPA) and the Oakland
Chinese Community Council (OCCC).

EPA's clientele is the city's
Spanish-American community, both
residents and new immigrants. OCCC
serves the Chinese community, also
made up of residents and immi-

grants. Both groups already had



ongoing community programs, in-

cluding ESL; GED preparation, and
office skills training. They also
had long waiting lists of individ-
uals who wanted to get into these
programs.

Neither agency had a formal
procedure for identifying the needs
of potential clients. They used

the 1970 census data and other
available demographic statistics
to describe the magnitude of the
need. And the demand was apparent-
ly large enough that formal pro-
cedures for identifying the

individuals who needed services
were unnecessary. The number of

individuals to be served in

Oakland was determined largely by
dividing the money available by

the subcontractor's projected cost
of serving a client.

Other projects used demo-
graphic data more specifically to
identify those who, needed to be

served. For example, Hawaii used
immigration data to estimate the
number of PLISAs in the state.

Filipinos, Koreans, and Vietnamese
were the largest groups and were
identified as the groups most in

.need. The project staff later
determined that these groups had
different needs. For instance,

the Filipinos knew how to speak
English, but had a heavy accent.
They needed to improve their con-
versational skills, especially
pronunciation. The Vietnamese had
little or no English training but
had a working knowledge of English
because of their recent exposure
to Americans. The Koreans had the
most difficulty speaking and were
also particularly shy.

Most of the projects assumed
that "PLESA" referred to immigrants
or first and second generation
Americans who had not learned
English in school. The principal
target groups identified generally

WHAT IS A PLESA?

CETA legislation did not give an operational definition of
what was meant by a "Person of Limited English-speaking Ability."
Many projects found that they needed a definition. Is a PLESA
someone who speaks no English--a monolingual? Does ,the definition
include those who speak some English, or those who are more fluent
but have a limited vocabulary or pronunciation problems? Is tl,t

definition limited to speaking ability or does it include limited
reading, writing, and comprehension ability also?

Tucson was one project that attempted to come up with a
definition of a PLESA. Their first one was general rather than
operational: "Soweone who is not a native speaker of English."
Recently, Tucson set a new operational definition that excludes
the person who speaks no English at all: "A person of limited

English-speaking ability is a level three ESLer." Level three
refers to a score between 200 and 300 on the Ilyin testing scaled-0.

an intermediate-level competence.
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followed the geographic distribu-
tion of Hispanics and Asians around
the country. In the East and Mid-
west, Puerto Ricans were usually
identified as PLESAs; in the South-
west, it usually was Mexican-
Americans; in the far West, it was
Mexican-Americans and Asians. But
others were also identified--

Haitians, Armenians, and Portu-
guese in Cambridge; Russians in
Philadelphia; and Gullahs in South
Carolina. Vietnamese refugees who
had been settled in selected areas
around the United States were
identified as target groups in

Pennsylvania, Georgia, Kansas,

Wyoming, Utah, Texas, Nevada,

California, Oregon, Washington,
and Hawaii.

issues
Who should be

of PLESA programs?
lation and the EPP
definition: "The

the target group
The CETA legis-
provided a broad
term 'limited

English-speaking ability' shall
mein an inability to speak English
which impairs a person's ability

to seek or obtain employment and
whose normal language is other than
English." Although this seemed

enough at first, most projects
learned that they needed a more

specific operational definition.

Identifying PLESAs by demographic
characteristics was too crude.

English-speaking ability varied
not only among the various groups,
but within them. Some Spanish-

speaking Mexican-Americans, for

example, were well-educated and

could read English but had never
learned to speak it. Others were
illiterate in both Spanish and

.English and had to learn to read

and write in their native language
before they could be taught

English.

Lacking more specific defini-
tions or guidelines, the projects
identified their target groups in
broad terms, usually without re-

gard for level of English-speaking
ability. Thus, some projects had
illiterates and advanced students

, in the same courses. Many found
that they couldn't run effective
projects this way. They could be
much more effective when the stu-
dents were closer to the same
level.

Then, the next question
arose: What was the appropriate
level for entering Atudents? Some
projects planned to take only the
uneducated, monolingual, unskilled
PLESA, the "hard core" most in need
of help. Others thought they would
have a better chance of success if
they took people who had some edu-
cation,. spoke some English, or had
some skills. This led to charges
that some prime sponsors were
ti creaming," that is, taking the

best qualified candidat(s. How-
ever, the reality is that within a
six-mondatraining period there is
very little that can be done to

prepare illiterate and unskilled
PLESAs for jobs that require lan-
guage and occupational skills.

Should prime sponsors take

the most qualified applicants or

concentrate on the hard core? In
theory, CETA was designed to help
the hardcore unemployed get the

training and services they needed to
get jobs. But such people are often
difficult to help in the short time
that CETA programs have to work with
them. They tend to need at least a
year of English and adult basic
education before they are ready for
employment-related English and occu-
pational skill training. And, it

costs more to help them because they
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THEY COME IN AT DIFFERENT LEVELS

Soma PLESAs entered,a project as functional illiterates with
no skills; others were semi-skilled but spoke no English; still
others were skilled and spoke some English. Here are some of the
criteria that projects found were important in setting their own
definition of a PLESA:

Literacy: Can the'2person read and write atty language?

English language ability: How well ca:, the person
- speak
- listen
- read
- write?

Educational level: What functional level of education
does the person have?

Vocational/occupational skills: What skills does the

person have and are they marketable?

need more services and longer-term
training.

Which is better--to help many
who need only a little help, or, a
few who need a lot of help? Tucson
chose the former approach and was
very successful. CandiJates had to
have a seventh grade education to be
eligible for skills training. One
hundred fifty clients, or 77 percent
of all who entered the Tucson pro-
ject, were placed in jobs. Cleve-
land, on the other hand, worked with
the hard core--and more of them--and
was less successful. Only 34 per-
cent of their 422 clients were

placed.

Since "hard core" PLESAs appear
to need general ABE, literacy, and
English training before they are

ready for job-related English and

skills training, it may well prove
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more effective for prime sponsors to
recommend that such preliminary
training needs be served through

other agencies. For example,
HEW-sponsored ABE programs and
English classes run by a number of
community agencies already offer
such training.

The problem for prime spon-
sors in making such recommenda-
tions at this time is that the
PLESA definition is so broad and
the CETA commitment to serving the
hard core so definite that failing
to meet the needs of the "hard
core" directly may be interpreted
as It creaming." More specific
guidance at the national level and
better information on types and
numbers of PLESAs needing services
at the local level may both be

needed if planning is to be made
more responsIve to clients' employ-
ment-related needs.



Greater coordination between
DOL and DHEW services would also
be helpful. This could result in

an integrated and comprehensive
approach to serving the full range
of PLESA needs.

Rocommormiciflamts

1. Prime sponsors should develop more precise information on the

types and numbers of PLESAs in their areas and the specific

needs they have for training.

2. ETA should develop a specific operational definition of a
PLESA to enable prime sponsors to identify the target group
intended to be served by CETA legislation.

3. Prime sponsors should carefully define which subset of.the
PLESA population they plan to serve and develop employment

and training services to meet the specific needs of that

group.

4. ETA and DHEW should sponsor basic research into the employ-

ment and training needs of PLESAs, the types of jobs for

which they can be trained in different periods of time, and

the English language requirements for various occupational

fields.

3.3: Length of Training

Approaches
Some projects offered only 100

hours of ESL instruction, many of-
fered from 12 to 16 weeks, quite a
few offered six months, and a few
offered a whole year. However, as

mentioned earlier, practically all
of the PLESA projects underestimated
the amount of time needed for the

training. One project, for example,
after realizing that four months of
training was not enough, put the

students through a second four-month

cycle.

Projects that offered voca-

tional training also found tbat

more time was needed for training.

Laredo, for example, took six

months to teach the PLESAs what is
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normally a three-month voCational

course. The problem there was not
only lack of English ability, but

also lack of basic education. Many
projects found that they needed to
begin with remedial education,

particularly mathematics and

reading.

In another case, Salem

planned to offer six months of ESL
followed by six months of voca-

tional and on-the-job training.

As soon as the first class of

students was formed the staff

realized that six months wouldn't
be enough. The prime sponsor re-
vised the objectives to provide

one year of ESL to be followed by
vocational training, more ESL under
Title I, or both.



Issues

How long should a PLESA pro-
gram bel The /mount of time needed
for, BSL and other training ap-
pareitly depends on the language
sad educational level of the client
on entry. In general, the less
one knows, the longer it will take
for training. An unskilled, inex-
perienced, monolingual, and il-
literate PIMA may require two to
three years of training. First,
he or she will need to learn to
read and write in the native lan-
guage; next ,comes basic education;
then comes English; finally; skill
training. Some. of- this training
can le conducted concurrently, but
most project staff who had any
experience with this hard-core type
of client felt the training should
be done sequentially.

If the client is already
skilled in a trsde and is literate
in his or her own language, then
English instruction may be all that
is needed. San Francisco found-
this out. The Vietnamese refugees
that the project was serving were
generally skilled, well-educated,
and accustomed to Jaaseroom in-
struction. They learned quickly
and got jobs quickly. But, the
next wave of Vietnamese refugees,
the so-called "boat people," is

likely to be less educated. They

411

will probably need much more
training and assistance.

Some of the project staff said
they realized that there was not
enough time in the PLESA grant to
teach people all they needed to
know to get and hold a job. So,

they planned.to concentrate on ESL
and basic education. Those who
completed the PLESA project were
then to be enrolled in skills
training. In effect, these pro-
jects used PLESA as a, feeder to
the prima sponsor's regular Title
I services. Some projects that
had planned to offer the full com-
plement of English and occupation-
al skills training within the grant
period soon realized that they
could not, and changed their
plans.

In general, ETA, regional of-
fices and the prime sponsors can
expect that programs for PLESAs will
take longer than six months, even
when the clientele is not the "hard
core." Clients who haVe skills and
are educated can benefit from a one
to four-month ESL program, but those
who are less skilled and educated
will need much longer programs, pro-
bably at least a year. Monolingual
clients who are also unskilled and
uneducated (the "hard core") will
need three or four years to aomplete
basic education, English and skills
training.

Recommendations
1. Prime sponsors should either allow much more time for serving

those PLESA clients who need literacy, basic education, and
skills training in addition to ESL or consider referring such
"hard core" clients to ABE and general ESL programs funded by
other agencies for preliminary training.
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2. Prime sponsors should develop separate courses for PLESA
clients who need: (1). ESL only; (2) ESL and skills training;

or (3) ESL, skills training, and remedial education.

3. ETA should sponsor a series of specific demonstration pro-

jects for serving different levels of PLESAs. These would

serve as models for future projects.

411.% 3.4: Organizing the NASA Project

AlOproadhes

Most of the PLESA projects

were administered by Title I prime
sponsors who used subcontractors
to provide training and other ser-
vices. Only three prime sponsors,
in Bridgeport, New Haven, and Las

Vegas, ran the projects them-

selves.

Bridgeport had a small grant
to train 12 Hispanics in building

maintenance and English. The

.prime sponsor hired an instructor
who ran the entire project. New
Haven used existing staff to pro-
vide ESL, on-the-job training, and
other CETA services to 23

Hispanics. Las Vegas hired six

people to run its $160,000 pro-

ject, which provided ESL instruc-
tion to 125 clients. The Las

Vegas prime sponsor integrated. the
program into its service system:

Title III staff provided instruc-
tion and counseling; Title I staff
provided job development, support,

and other services. All three of
these projects reported administra-
tive problems. The projects were
generally too small to demand suf-
ficient attention, the prime spon-
sors said, and they tended to

suffer from a lack of coordination
with other CETA services adminis-
tered by the prime sponsors.
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When prime sponsors used one
or more subcontractors to provide

services, they went about it in

many different ways.

One way, which we will des-
cribe as a client-oriented organi-
zation, had one agency or subcon-
tractor responsible for the pro-

ject. Thus, some prime sponsors,
like Cleveland and Gary, gave all
the grant funds to one subcon-
tractor who provided all of the

services--recruitment, counseling,

ESL, vocational training, job de-
velopment. Others, like Orange
County and New York City also used
the client-centered approach but
they split the money between two
subcontractors, each of whom picked
a client group and provided them
with the full range of services.
For example, Orange County subcon-
tracted with one community group

to provide training and services
to Hispanics, and with another to
provide the same services to

Asians. New York City used two

different community *agencies to

provide services to Puerto Ricans
who lived in different parts of

the city.

Still other prime sponsors

divided their grants among more

than two independent projects,

often geographically dispersed,
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each Of which provided all the re-
4uired services to its client
group. Utah and Penniylvania did
this.. Utah split gp its grant
among three subcontractors, each
of which ran an independent ESL
prosram in different parts of the
state. Pennsylvania split up its
grant among four subcontractors in
different parts of the state.

The other major approach is
one we have termed functional
organization. Many prime sponsors
iplit up functioni.by subcontract-
ing out some services and provid-
ing the rest themselves. Typical
of this approach was the El Paso
project which made a contract with
the Bilingual Institute to provide
32 weeks of ESL instruction. The
prime sponsor provided counseling,
job development, and supportive
services through Title I.

Another functional approach
was .used by Kansas C.ty, Kansas,
which organized its PIMA project
on three tiers. The prime sponsor
was responsible for setting objec-
tives, selecting the curriculum,
staffing, and monitoring. A con-
tractor was responsible for re-

cruitment of clients, selection,
assessment, counseling, and job
development. That contractor made
a subcontract with a third
organization to provide the ESL
instruction.

Wyoming probably represents
the extreme in functional subcon-
tracting. In fact, the project
was designed as an experiment in

community organization. The prime
sponsor wanted to demonstrate that
local community organizations
could work together to identify,
counsel, train, and find jobs for
the non-English-speaking, hard-
core unemployed. Four subcon-

tractors were involved: Community
Action of Laramie County was
responsible for recruitment of
clients; Laramie County Community
College was responsible for train-
ing; the Employment Security
Commission disbursed allowances;
and SER Jobs for Progress, Inc.,
was responsible for selection and
counseling of clients, job develop-
ment, and follow-up.

In Addition to the wide
variety of organizational struc-
tures, projects used a diverse
range of subcontractors. Most
prime sponsors selected either
community agencies or community

*colleges. Some selected adult
learning centers, such as the
Hidalgo-Starr Cooperative for Adult
Programs Pi Hidalgo.County. A few
projects made contracts with pri-
vate firms. For example, Fort
WorO selected the Berlitz School
of Languages and Passaic selected
Worldwide Education Services, Inc.

The range of community-based
agencies used as subcontractors
was wide. SER, Jobs for Progress,
Inc., was one of the most active
community-based agencies involved
in the PLESA program. Local SER
affiliates were subcontractors in
Gary, Chicago, Corpus Christi,

Dallas, Santa Fe, Cheyenne,
Tucson, and Orange County. Other
community-based agencies involved
as PLESA subcontractors included
the Puerto Rican Forum in New York
City; the Jewish Employment and
Vocational Service in Philadelphia;
the YMCA in Reading; the Korean
American Community Services in

Chicago; the Springfield Area
Council of Churches in Spring-
field; and the United Chinese
Restaurant Association in Los
Angeles, among others.
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The community college subcon-
tractors also encompassed a wide

raiie of edudational institutions.,
ipcluding local school districts,

school boards, and universities.

For example, among subcontractors

in this category were Union

College in Elizabeth, Widener.

College in Chester, the Atlanta

Board of Education in Georgia,

Black Hawk 'Junior. College in Rock
Island, the Lansing School District
in Michigan, the University of

Texas in Austin, Laredo Junior

College in Texas, the Utah State
Board of Education; the University
of Hawaii's - community college

wystem; and Chemeketa Community

College in Salem.

"Issues

What is the best way to

organize a PLESA The most

important conside ation seemed to

be whether a proYect was organized

along "client" or "functional"

lines. In the former case, which
seemed to work Oetter, one subcon-

tractor was responsible for pro-

viding all the services; in the

latter, several subcontractors

split up the services.

In the case of divided

responsibility, often no single

person or agency was accountable

to the client. Each one. dealt

with only a part, not the whole,

person. In the client-oriented
organization, the staff got to know

the client's strengths and weak-

nesses, and they seemed more will-

ing and able to work with that

person to achieve the client's

goals. Communication and coordi-

nation among the key staff seemed

to be easier and reportedly oc-

curred more often when the staff

was located in one agency.

The organizational pattern

was not the single most important

element. Coordination among the

key staff, particularly the coun-

selors, instructors, and job de-

velopers, was probably even more
significant. Some projects, such

as the one in Tucson, were success-
ful despite a functionally differ-
entiated organization, because the
staff from the different agencies
worked together and coordinated

their efforts. Other projects,

such as Cleveland's, were less

successful even though they were

superficially organized along

client linet with one subcon-

tractor responsible for all ser-

vices. Internally, Cleveland's

subcontractor was .actually

organized by dis,:rete functions,

and there was little communication
and coordination among the key

staff.

In general, prime spo ors

can expect to have more successfu--..,

projects when they choose .subcon-

tractors o can prOvide 'ail of

the serLces needed rather than

choose ote subcontractor for re-

cruitmenti another for instrudo-

tion, a ehird for job development,

and so on. With a number of con-
tractors involved, both coordina-
tion and overall management become
more difficult. Also, different

types of organizations with dif-

feredt philosophies and approaches
may compete, thus compounding the

difficult s, particularly, if the

agencies lave aot worked together
before. For example, the projects

in Atlanta, Jersey City, and

Cheyenne, which were conceived just
for the PLESA grant, brought

together subcontractors that had

never worked together, and all

three had problems. In Jersey

City, the prime sponsor finally

had to take control of the project



when one of the subcontractors did
not perform well. In Cheyenne,
poor Communication among the sub-
'contractors and unclear defini-
.tiona of .roles were problems that
hindered progress. Coordination
and communication were a/so prob-
lems for the Atlanta project.

On the other hand, the pro-
jects in Sonoma and Vlntura
COUAtits and in Tucson used sub-
contractors who had ongoing work-

to the prime sponsors. Many also
already had programs in ESL, skills
training, and .jpb development and
were able to ise theix PLESA funds
to serve more people in an ongoing
program. Because they knew, the
community, knew .their people, and
were .known by employers, these
agencies seemed to be ,more effec-
tive in recruiting, counseling,
training, and developing jobs than
the'commuhity colleges.

ing relationships, and appeared to
operate much more smoothly. Their
PLESA grants merely provided ad-
ditional funds for processing more
clients through existing programs.

As was the case with plan-
ning, time was a pivotal element
in otganizing the projects. The
PIMA grants were esseLtially too
short to allow experimentation with
new types of organizational
systems. Projects that brought
subcontractors together for the
first time reported problems in
clarifying lines of communication,
and in setting coordination p0-
cedures. There simply was not
enough time, they said, to work
out differences and to set up ef-
fective overall management.

Finally, the nature of the
,subcontractor chosen also seemed
to make a 4ifference, and com-
munity-based agencies seemed to be
the most' effective. The com-
munityTbaped agencies were locally
run, advOcacy' agencies for their
people. Many had been CETA
grantees before and were well known

Most of the commtinity
leges were selected .because
had ESL or vocational training
capability. But they were
inv!lved in and knowledgeable
about the community., the clients,
and the potential employers
PLESA clients .than the community-
based . agencies. Another problem
was their approach to ESL instruc-
tion. Often, it was less practical
and more academic than that
vided by the community-based
agencies.

In summary, prime sponsors
are likely to have more succeSsful
projects if they chooSe a si4gle,
community-based subcontractor
rather than community educational
institutions or more than one
contractor. This should be parti-
cularly true if the community-
based agency already has ESL
vocational training capability.
In the case of multiple subcon7:
tractors, those who ,had worked'.
together before successfully
tended to work together more
cessfully in the PLESA program.

col-
they
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also
suc-
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ploommommiams

1. Where feasible, prime sponsors should Organize their PIMA
projects along "client lines", where one subcontractor prov-

idei all services, rather than along "functional lines,"

where several subcontractors provide only a part of the

services.

2. Regardless of the organizational structure selected, prime

sponsors should make sure that the counselors, instructors,

and job developer coordinate their work to avoid fragmenta-

tion of responsibility for the client.

3. If a project is going to be organized functionally And more

than one subcontractor has to be chosen, then prime sponsors

should select subcontractors who have worked together suc-

cessfully before. If this is not possible, time should be

allocated during the planning phase for team building.

4. As far as possible, pr*me sponsors should make contracts with

community-based agencies to run PLESA projects, since they

have been the most effective in helping PLESAs.

365: Staffing

Approaches
Most projects hired some new

staff specifically for the PLESA

project and supplemented them with
existing personnel who were work-
ing on other projects for the sub-

contractor or prime sponsor. For

example, South Carolina hired a

full-time project director/coun-

selor, a full-time secretary/book-

keeper, two full-time teachers,

and three part-time teachers, who

alfo served as counselors. This

staff was assisted by personnel

from the employment office and

Vocational Rehabilitation Center
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who helped with intake, client

assessment, and job drvelopment.

Some projects, such as Tucson,
did not hire any new staff. They
used existing personnel and merely
integrated the PLESA students into
an ongoing program. A few projects
"bought slots" in ongoing training
programs and had no control over
the training staff. For example,

Austin subcontracted with the

Department of Continuing Education
of the University of. Texas for ESL

instruction, and the University

used regular ESL staff for the

training.
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Who are the key staff for a
,PLESA project? Each project hired
and ueeedifferent types of staff,
depending on the services they pro-
vided and how much existing staff
they could use. But the key staff
were generally agreed to be a pro-
ject director/coordinator, ESL
instructors, vocational in-
structors, counselors, and job
developers. Most projects hired
different people for each func-
tion, but a fro, like South
Carolina, combined functions, with
the project director also acting
as the counselor. In Utah one
project director also developed
the curriculum, provided the ESL
instruction, and counseled the
clients. However, this turned out
to be too much for one person to
handle and additional staff had to
be hired.

How important is coordination
and teamwork among staff? If job
functions were highly divided, then
coordination and teamwork became
very important. If the staff did
not work closely together the
clients suffered. They were seen
less as people and more as sub-
jects to be trained, counseled,
paid, or placed. The staff in such
projects did not .have a complete
view of what the clients were like,
how they were doing, and what hap-
pened to them at the end of the
project. They tended to become
isolated and dealt only with their
"piece" of the client.

In addition to the importance
of coordination and teamwork,
several other staffing lessons were
learned from the PLESA experience.
Time and again sensitivity and a

willingness to work extra hard
emerged as one of the most
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critical predictors of staff
success. Staff who were commit-
ted, empathetic, and cared about
the clients were identified by
clients and other staff alike as
-being the keys to a successful
program.

Finally, what about the lan-
guage and cultural background of
the staff? Should they be of the
same ethnic background as the
clients? Should they be able to
speak the same language? Most pro-
ject staff felt that this was
important for counselors, but not
for the rest of the staff. Coun-
selors have to be able to find out
what bothers people and help them
deal with very personal problems.
Since most of the clients did not
speak much English, it was impor-
tant for counseloo to be able to
speak the client's language so that
they could communicate freely.
And, since many of the clients'
personal problems were related to
cultural issues, it was important
for the counselor to understand
the culture of clients.

For instructors and other
staff, cultural empathy was re-
portedly more important than
actually being froM the same cul-
ture. The ability of personnel to
speak the clients' native language
was more important in some pro-
jects than others, depending
usually on the type of training
offered. For projects that were
attempting bilingual vocational
skills training, it was very im-
portant. Yet, in many ESL classes,
it was deemed more important that
the instructor be a native speaker
of English than that he or she
speak the clients' languages.

In general, prime sponsors

4



can expect to have more effective
PLESA projects if they hire fully
trakned staff who understand the

culture of the clients and speak
their language. This is particu-

larly true for the counselors.

Also, projects will usually work
more smoothly if the staff func-
tions as a team and maintains a

high degree of coordination..

Recommendations
1. Prime sponsors should structure PLESA projects to ensure

teamwork and coordination among the ,key staff, especially

counselors, instructors, and job developers.-

2. Counselors should be able to speak the language of their

clients, and preferably come from the same cultural back-

ground. This is less important for other staff, but all

.should be sensitive to cultural differences.

3.6: Budgeting
Approaches

Instead of developing a plan
and then setting 4 budge, for that

plan, almost all prime sponsors

began with a given dollar amount,
and then figured out what could be

done with that amount of money.

However, in most cases, they sup-

plemented their PLES\A grants with

Title I. or other fu4ds.. That was

perfectly acceptable.\ In .allocat-

ing funds, ETA expected prime

sponsors to use PLESA funds 'to

provide for some services and

Title I and other funds to provide
for the remaining services.

Some prime sponsors used more
outside funds than others. As

noted earlier, Cambridge spent

almost all of its grant on

allowances and provided training

through Title I. Its Title III

cost per participant was approxi-
mately $6,000. Cameron County

used its grant for training and
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provided all other services, in-

cluding allowances,- "through Title

I. Its Title III cost per partici-
pant was just over $200.

The largest cost item was al-
lowances--37 percent of the PLESA
funds were allocated to this one-

item. And, according to many

prime sponsors, it is a necessary
expense. For, as they pointed out,
it is 'unreasonable to expect an

Unemployed person to enroll in a

full-time, six-month training pro-
gram without an allowance. As 'one

official in Laredo said, "What

student can come for eight hours a
day without an allowance? What is
he going to live on?" In general,

for both those projects that did

offer allowances and those that

did not, this expense was viewed

as an important one.

Support services were another
costly budget item, accounting for

about 17 percent of the PLESA

funds. Many projects cut back on



such services because they became
so costly. Day care and transpor-
tation were particularly needed by
clients but could not always be
provided.

For*the most part, all of the
other functions were underbudgeted
as well. Thirty-one percent of the

budgets were allocated to train-
ing, but many projects had to sup-
plement this with training pro-
vided for under Title I. About 15
percent of the grant monies went
to administration and wages and
fringe benefits for staff, but
this also had to be supplemented
in many instances.

Figute 6: Cost Catogories for PLESA Projects

Administration
$667,485

13%

Services
$851,803 .

17%

Allowances
$1,868,349

37%

Training
$1,529,643

31%

Wages $45,011

Fringe Benefits $34,953
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How much.shoula a PLESA pro-
ject cost? It is not.possible to
compute the actual costs of the

PIMA projects since most of the
projects neither recorded nor re-
ported actual-expenditures for the
non-Title III portion of the

budget. But prime sponsors and

project staff generally agree that
they are expensive, probably cost-
ing between $5,000 and $10,000 per
participant, although the official
Title III cost averaged $800 per

participant.

Practically everyone surveyed

felt that the amount of moneY
available was too small to offer a
full range of services to any

significant percentage of the

PLESA population. A few grants

were as small as $25,000. Ia some
areas the prime sponsors divided a
moderate amount of money between
two or more projects. New York
City, for example, divided

$218,508 between two independent

projects. Los Angeles divided
$160,000 among three projects. As
the prime sponsor in Cleveland

a*d, "You can't do much with

WHO SHOULD PAY FOR PLESA?
Si

A key issue that emerged during the course of this study is

who is responsible for funding PLESA services? Many prime spon-

sors feel it is the responsibility of the national office to

provide special funds for services that are mandated for special

populations, such as PLESAs. These people have special needs,

they argue, and that requires special funding. They would like to

see funding for PLESA continued through special grants.

The national office feels it is the responsibility of the

prime sponsors to provide services to PLESAs as a regular part of

their CETA programs. The PLESA program was a one-time windfall to

help prime sponsors build services for PLESAs into those programs.

The prime sponsors have the responsibility for determining who

will and will not be served by CETA in their communities.

Furthermore, they are required by federal regulations to serve

PLESAs under regular programs when they are a significant segment

of the overall population in need. Finally, they argue, the

reality is that further special funding for PLESAs is unlikely.

If they are to be served at all, the local prime sponsors must

assume the responsibility for paying the costs from other funds.

The problem, of course, is that PLESAs are expensive to

train. Besides CETA money, prime sponsors may be able to get

additional funds for PLESAs from federal and state vocational
education programs, DHEW special programs for refugees and ESL

instruction, and from Title XX allocations from DHEW to the

states.
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$100,000. Give us $500,000 and
we'll set -up a good demonstra-
tion." But only six projects had
$150,000 or more to put into a
single effort: Atlanta, Honolulu,
Las Vegas, San Francisco, South
Carolina, and Tucson.

As mentioned, most prime spon-
sors supplemented their limited
PLESA grants with Title I and other
funds. This explains why the "cost
per participant" and the "cost per
plicement" reported by the
projects vary so much-=the reported

figures are based only on the
Title III expenditures. The real
costs, which include Title I and
other expenditures, are probably
fairly similar for most projects.

In general, if ETA, through
special grants, or the prime spoil",
sors through regularsfundinvexpect
to reach a significant percentage of
the PLESA population, money will
have to be allocated in larger sums.
Costs of $250,000 to $500,000 for a
single project would probably not be
excessive.

Recommendations
1. ETA should conduct a study of the actual cost of providing

different types of services to PLESAs so that prime sponsors
can develop realistic budgets.

2. If the PLESA program is to be effective on a iational level,
much more money will be required and larger grants will need
to be made to individual projects.

3.7: Monitoring and Evaluation
AmpramcMhes

Most prime sponsors did not
evaluate their PLESA projects and
provided only a minimal amount of
monitoring. The reasons given most
often were 1) the grants were too
small to warrant much attention,
and 2) the PLESA program was a one-
time effort, so evaluation wasn't
useful.

In Utah, for example, the
prime sponsor pointed out that
their rather small $122,000 grant
was further divided among three
subcontractors. Monitoring would
have required as much paperwork

and attention as a large grant,
and the prime sponsor did not have
enough staff to do this adequate-
ly. The Bridgeport prime sponsor
noted that there had not been time
to track its $40,000 PLESA project
as it was only a small part of a
very large ongoing operation.

The monitoring and evaluation
that were done were usually infor-
mal, involving site visits and re-
view of statistical, financial, and
progress reports. Fort Worth's ap-
proach was informal, but nonetheless
provided a good sense of what was
going on. Its monitoring and evalu-
ation consisted of: 1) periodic
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site visits; 2) prime sponsor month-
ly staff reviews of the project's

.statistical and financial reports;

3) feedback from staff in frequent
contact with the program; and 4)

periodic observation of classes.

Some .prime sponsords wrote spe-

cific performance objectives into

their contracts with the provider

agencies and used these to monitor

performance. Springfield, Oakland,

and San Francisco did this. San

Francisco alraady had an elaborate
performance. monitoring and reporting

system set up and added the PLESA

grant to the system. The system al-

lows the prime sponsor to aggregate

data for all projects and to mak4

comparisons among them.

San Francis6 also assigned

two staff members to monitor its
two PLESA project subcontractors.
Their role was to act as facili-

tators and liaison between the

prime sponsor and the contractors.
Several other prime sponsors used a
similar approach and said Vat. it
worked. However, such an effort re-
quires more staff, which adds to the

bureaucracy and to administrative

costs.

As for the data collected for
DOL statistical reports, they were
often incomplete and sometimes in-

accurate. The data were supposed to
be reported by the projects to the

prime sponsors. Primes send them oa

to the regional offices which in

turn forward them to Washington for

compilation and analysis. As of

this writing, ETA cannot provide an

accurate count of the numbcr of

individuals who entered the PLESA

program, were terminated, or were
placed in jobs. There are several
reasons for this:

Incomplete rekatim. Some

projects lave not submitted the
required data even though their
contracts ended a year or more
ago.

Disputed counts. A few sUb-
contractors,and prime sponsors,
have not been able to agree on'
the correct figures. This was a
problem when a client was en-
rolled under regular Title
training as well'as under Title

Double counting. Some projects

enrolled the same individual
two, three, or even four times

and counted the person anew

each time.

Issues
Because of the way the data

were collected, it is not possible
to provide breakdowns of the
clients by national origin (Puerto
Rican, Vietnamese, etc.) or com-
plete information on the types of
services provided (ESL only, em-

ployment services, etc.). Also,

the data reporting categories did
not include the six priority ser-
vices mandated by the legislation
and described in Chapter 1. Thus,
it is not possible to tell exactly
how many prime sponsors addressed,
or how many clients received, the

mandated services.

Monitoring by the regional
offices was also minimal, and for

the same reasons cited by the prime
sponsors: small grants relative
to the overall CETA program and
the one-time nature of the PLESA
program made evaluation appear
unnecessary.

Evaluation of the PLESA pro-
gram at the national level was not
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part of the original plan. The
Office of Program Evaluation and
Research (OPER) was.brought in when
the program was almost completed.
Thus, it was not possible to build
in a standardized evaluation proto-
col, nor to set up the controls

required to validate demonstration
projects. If this situation is to
be changed for future projeits,
the national office will have to
take the lead since the 'need is

for standardized monitoring and
evaluation.

Recommendations
1. ETA should require monitoring and evaluation of special

projects, such as PLESA. To ensure this, the Department of
Labor could establish monitoring requirements for special
grants such as this, and provide self-evaluation guidelines
for the prime sponsors.

2. In the future, ETA should involve the Office of Program
Evaluation .and Research (OPER) from the start in special
one-shot programs, such as PLESA. Special reporting require-
ments should be considered if full evaluation of the program
is to be achieved.
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Chapter. 4
Recruitment, Selection, and Counseling

This chapter describes the

various epproaches that the PLESA

projects took .to recruiting,

selecting, and counseling PLESA

clients and some of the supportive
services that were provided to

thel.

In general, most projects did
not have any problem recruiting
clients because the number in need

was so great. Selection was a

problem, and most projects found

that the selection criteria they

used identified only some of the

important client characteristics.

Some projects, which tried to

stress economic need as a major

selection criterion, found that

their clients did not have enough

education or skills background to
complete the training offered.

Others, which emphasized aptitude,
didn't always get clients who were

motivated to complete the program.

Assessment tools were hard

for many projects to find. Some

41110110

developed their own and some used
commercial tests. Most projects
felt that existing tests were not
designed to serve this population.

Counseling and supportive
services turned out to be very im-
portant. Many of the PLESAs had

serious personal as well as voca-
tional counseling needs. Most pro-
jects found that if these needs

were not addressed the student's

ability to learn, to get a job,

and to hold a job was affected.

The principal lesson that

emerges from the PIMA experience
is that prime sponsors and

projects have to understand and

identify the special needs of

PLESA participants if recruitment,

selection, counseling, and sup-

portive services are to be effec-

tive. Projects that did this ap-
peared to have more success than

projects that assumed PLESAs were
like ereryone else who needed a

job.

Recruitment
Approaches

Recruiting enough clients was
not a problem for most projects
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because the number in need was so
lreat. Some projects had long

waiting lists and merely identi-

fied applicants from those lists.



"We always have a waiting list of
2,000,4and we get 25 to 35 appli-
cations daily," noted the Laredo
prime sponsor. Cambridge had a
backlog.of more than 70 applica-
tions of eligible immigrants when'
its project was funded. Some pro-
jects, such as the ones in Bridge-
port,. Rock Island, and Tacoma,
took referrals from Title I

programs.

Some of the projects that
advertised the PLESA program were
swamped with applications. Sonoma
had 200 applications for 30 open-
ings. One of the New York City
projects had over 300 applicants
for 50 training slots a week after
announcing the project. One of
the San Francisco projects had
over 400 applications for its
first 20 openings.

A few projects did have dif-
ficulty finding appropriate appli-
cants. One of the Orange County
projects and the Tacoma project
intially had problems recruiting
Vietnamese, but both soon at-
tracted enough candidates. Fort
Worth had a different experience.
The project was designed to serve
Hispanics, but when it was adver-
tised a large number of Southeast
Asians applied. So, the staff re-
vised the planned target group and
served the Southeast Asians.

Laredo and a few other pro-
jects had difficulty recruiting
females for training in male-
dominated jobs, and males for many
office jobs. Despite a specific
recruitment effort, no females ap-
plied for Laredo's electrician's
course and no males applied for
the import-export clerk course.
The prime sponsor attributes this
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to Latin culture in
where "a man is never
and a woman is
electrician."

the area,
a secretary
never an

The projects that mounted re-
cruiting efforts used various ap-
proaches. The most- typical were
contacts with community agencies,
mass media advertising, and
referrals from employment 'ser-
vices. Many projects used all of
these approaches. In general, the
project staff felt that word-of-
mouth advertising through churches
and community agencies was the
most effective way to recruit
clients.

A few projects developed in-
novative approaches to recruiting.
Fort Worth conducted a telephone
and mail survey, put on a street
festival, and held a raffle. A
projeet in Orange County used its
quarterly luncheon with community
agencies to promote the project.
Project teachers and aides in
McLennan County conducted a door-
to-door recruiting campaign in one
of the targeted barrios.

In Wyoming, a noteworthy fea-
ture of the project was its com-
munity-based approach to recruit-
ment. The Community Action Agency
had an ongoing outreach program in
which local outreach workers went
out daily into selected areas of
the county to interview people in
their homes about their needs.
The PLESA project was added as one
of the available services and when
an outreach worker identified
someone who needed help and was
eligible for the project, the
worker took an application and
sent it in for processing.
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Issues
Is recruitment necessary if

there is a backlog of applicants
waiting for services? Most pro-
jects seem to think it is if the
"right" people are going to get

into the program. Tbose on wait-
ing lista may not be as much in
wed or as qualified as others in
the community who have not applied
fior CSTA assistance. And, persons
whose English is poor, who are
recent immigrants, or who are un-
aware of CSTA services, may be

difficult to identify without an

aggressive recruiting effort.

6-)
What type of recruiting is'

best? According to the project

staff, the grapevine works best.

But some projects were very suc-

cessful with mass media campaigns

on television and, particularly,

radio stations that broadcast in

the language of the target groups.
The Wyoming approach was probably

the most comprehensive and ac-

curate means of recruiting those

in the target group, but it would
not be feasible.in many localities

unless an agency was already con-
ducting an outreach program.

Another important issue in

this area concerns coordination

and communication .between the

recruiters and the project

planners. The recruiters need to
know what criteria to use in

'identifying candidates, for

screening should begin at this

stage.'

In general, prime sponsors

can expect to have more effective

projects if they actively recruit
the types of people the PLESA pro-
ject is designed to help. Since

the need is so great, probably any

type of recruiting effort will

produce more people than can be

served. Thus, screening should

begin early.

Recommendations

1. PLESA projects should actively recruit clients, not just rely

on waiting lists or referrals from Title I projects, if the

most appropriate clients are to be enrolled.

2. Prime sponsors should develop clear recruiting criteria and

guidelines so that screening of clients can begin at this

stage.

3. Many methods of recruiting are effective, but the experience

of a few projects indicates that the most effective may be

house-to-house surveys. The next most effective approach

probably is word-of-mouth advertising through community

agencies.



4:2: Selection

Approaches
The PLESA projects used a vari-

ety of approaches to select partici-
pants. Some projects, such as Fort
Worth and Ventura, left selection to
Title I staff. But most did their
own selection, at least in part.

* The approach used in Gary was fairly
typical. Initial screening was done
by a Title I,intake specialist who
determined if the applicant was eli-
gible for CETA service's. The spe-
cialist also did a rough assessment
of the applicant's needs. Next, an
appointment was made with a coun-

4, selor who tried to determine whether
the applicant's needs could be met
by the PLESA project. If so, the
applicant met with the instructor
for testing. Both the Adult Basic
Learning Exam (ABLE) and the Cali-
fornia Test of Basic Skills were
used, as well as an oral interview
to determine English skills. Then
the applicant met with the job de-
veloper to discuss vocational inter-
ests, goals, skills, and aptitudes.
The counselor, instructor, and job
developer--an employment development
team--then met, to put together a
plan to help that client through vo-
cational training, ESL instruction,
GED preparation, or job development.
If the team agreed that the client
could be helped by the project, the
client was enrolled.

Some projects, such as Atlanta
and Pennsylvania's Allentown and
Reading projects, consciously
avoided screening. There, anyone in
need of services who met CETA eli-
gibility criteria was accepted.

Most projects used both formal
and informal assessment procedures.
Structured tests and interviews with
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staff were the two most common prod.
cedures used. Very often they were
used together, as in Gary.

The staff responsible for ap-
praisal and selection also varied
among the projects. Some projects
had Title I staff do this; others
did it themselves. Sometimes the
instructors alone did the selection,
and sometimes a team decided, as in
Gary. The United Chinese Restaurant
Association also used a team alp.

proach and found it successful be-
cause each team member represented a
key component of the project (in-
stzuction, counseling, job develop-
ment) and each knew what was re-
quired to be successful. The Asso-
ciation also felt that the team ap-
proach lessened bias.

t Some projects used a neutral
third party to certify eligibility
and protect the projects from
charges of bias. San Francisco
4ad the state Job Services Office
do this. They felt this worked
well because the subcontractors
could recruit and screen appli-
cants, but were insulated by the
Job Services Offige from pressures
to select any particular individ-
ual. Salem had a problem in this
area because selection was done
directly by the monitor from the
prime sponsor's staff, who was
also the intake officer and a

Vietnamese besides. Some
Vietnamese who did not get into
the project blamed him personally,
and this affected his standing in
the community.

According to many project
staffs, the most important part of



WIDELY USED ASSESSMENT TOOLS

PLESA projects used a variety of formal assessment tools to
test language, educational, and skill levels of clkents. Most
projects found that no single test was adequate for assessing
entry level skills or predicting success. The most commonly used
tests were:

. 'dult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE)

Basic Occupational Language Test (BOLT)

Beta Test

California Achievement Test

o California Test of Basic Skills

English as a Second Language Test

English Language Structure Tests (Ilyin)

Ilyin Oral Interview

Institute for Intensive Language Learning Test

Institute of Modern Languages Oral Proficiency

to The John Test, A Test of Oral Proficiency for ESL
Placement

Metropolitan Achievement Test

Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency

Michigan Vocational/Technical Performance Objectives

Pictorial Test on Bilingualism and Language Dominance

Test of General Abiiity

e Wide Range Scale
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selection involved the criteria
used. There wee considerable
variation here, but most projects
used a combination of three
general criteria: need, level of

knowledge, and motivation.*

s

Many of the projects that
were designed to be offiked in con-
junction with existing Title I pro-

grams adopted the eligibility re-
quirements of Title I. These said

that participants must be unem-

ployed, have a low income and only
a part-time job and be seeking

full-time employment, or be full-
time employees with wages below

the poverty level. These crite-

ria, and liiited English-speaking

ability, were the most common

measures of need.

CHOOSING SELECTION CRITERIA

Most projects found that selection was one of the most.impor-
tant, and difficult tasks in running a PLESA Project. It was
particularly difficult to balance need, level of knowledge, and
motivation in selecting clients. One project that tried was the
Oakland Chinese Community Council. They tested, interviewed, and
finally rated each applicant on six classes of criteria. Their

system is outlined below.'

Points

5

10

5

20

40

Cateeori

Completion of application (neatness, complete-
ness, English usage)

Family background (dependents, number in
family who are working)

Educational background (general, level
attained, technical)

Employment background (job skills, salary
increases, promotions)

Availability for employment (job interests;
acceptable alternatives; conditions regatding
time, transportation, working conditions;
physical ability)

The Oaklan Chinese Community Council was particularly con-
cerned with the individual's ambition, motivation to work, will-
ingness to accept less than ideal working ronditions, and general

attitude. The rating form and system they used formalized these
concerns, and those selected for their program were those with the

highest scores.
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Many projects added other
criteria. Some would not take
young people and some would not
take older people; some would only
take heads of households; some
would not'takg more than one per-
son from a family; some wanted to
have several people from.the same
family in the same class. One
project, Wyoming, assigned points
to applicants based on various
criteria of need and used them to
select participants. For in-
stance, a disabled veteran got'
eight points, a handicapped person
got three, an ex-offender got two,
and so on. Priority was given to
those applicants who had the
largest number of points.

Laredo would not allow par-.
ticipants to enter PLESA if they
had already participated in a CETA
program. Rock Island gave prefer-
ence to candidates who had not
received previous language
training.

Level of knowledge was the
second major selection criterion
commonly used. It was often used
as an indicator of aptitude as

well as a measure for setting
minimal prerequisites.

Projects generally attempted
to assess language ability, educa-
tional level, or both. Almost all
of the projects conducted oral
interviews to determine language
competence, but mai:* found that

such interviews alone rarely pro-
vided an accurate assessment of

overall language level. Several

projects attcmpted general liter-

acy/education measurements, using
the California tests or the ABLE
test. However, these tests were

not designed to measure language
ability per se, and scores do not
necessarily correlate with a
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person's ability to do well in
training. In fact, one of Orange
County's projects found a negative
correlation. Those who did well

on the tests did not do well in
class. Philadelphia used the Beta
Test initially but found that the
correlation between the scores and
success in the program was so low
that the test was eliminated.

A number of projects used
standardized language assessment
tests, mat often the John picture
vocabulary test to measure verbal
and reading ability, or the Ilyin
test of oral proficiency. Scores
on both the Ilyin oral and place-
ment tests were used by some pro-
jects to ensure a minimum level of
entry competence and to place
students into basic, intermediate,
or advanced level English
training.

Some projects developed
unique assessment procedures. The
Cambridge projects used a four-
part ,procedure to test speaking
(through an interview), listening
comprehension (through answering
ten progressively harder ques-
tions), reading (through standard-
ized tests), and writing (through
completing an intake assessment
form that was also progressively
more difficult).

Quite a few projects used
prior educational level as a

screening criterion. Oakland only
took people with five years or
less of formal education; New York
took those with six yeari or more;
Cambridge took people between the
eighth and twelfth grade levels;
and Laredo took those with nine or
more years of education. But many
projects found that education
level did not always reflect
either actual level of education



attained or ability to do well in
training. For example, New Mexico
found that persons with an eighth
grade Mexican education had
roughly the equivalent of a fifth
grade education in this country.

Motivation was the third major
area scrutinized by projects. Many
projects that did not consider this
later said that it should be in-
cluded in all future assessment.

For example, Sonoma, Wyoming, and
Oklahoma .found that some of their
clients would not take jobs after
they had completed training. Some
Asian wives of servicemen had taken
the course to learn English and to
get the allowances; they never in-
tended to work. Other projects,

like San Francisco and New York,
were careful not to enroll these

"stipend seekers," and they used

detailed interviews in tneir as-

sessment to probe motivation to

work.

Issues
Most of the PLESA projects

had problems with selection. Those
that tried to select the most needy
applicants sometimes found that

they had enrolled illiterates or

unskilled people whom they could

do little to help in the training
program they had designed.

Projects that emphasized

aptitude often found that their

test results were not useful in

determining who would complete

training and seek and hold jobs.

Which criteria, then, should

projects stress in selecting PLESA
participants? The PLESA .ex-

perl ce indicates that need,

level of knowledge, aptitude, and

motivation should all be consider-
ed. How much weirht is given to

each must depend on what the pro-
ject is designed to accomplish.

For example, if the 'project is

designed to train PLESAs for six

months to get jobs as clerks, then
selection criteria should be based
on what can be accomplished in a
six-month training course. Suc-

cessful candidates will need a

certain level of language and voca-
tional aptitude as well as motiva-
tion to complete the course suc-

cessfully and succeed as clerks.

Selecting persons who do not meet
these criteria will only cause

frustration and failure.

Clearly, prime sponsors will

have more effective projects if

they match selection criteria with
training objectives.

How to assess caneidates ac-
curately was another issue. The
PLESA experience indicates that no
single test was sufficient. In

fact, many- appeared to be mislead-
ing when used in isolation. In

particular, tests designed to mea-
sure literacy did not necessarily
provide accurate data concerning

the full range of language skills
possessed by candidates. More-

over, literacy levels in English

are rarely accurate predictors of
success in training.

Projects that used several

assessment procedures seemed to

have more effective results than

. those that relied on only one.

Combinations of formal tests and

informal interview's reportedly

worked well. The interviews were
particularly important for assess-
ing motivation, but they were also
helpful for assessing language

skills.
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Regardless of format, another

question arose: Who should do the



assessment and selection? Using a
neutral, third party to certify
CETA eligibility seemed to be an
effective way of insulating the

project staff from- political and

personal pressures. But assess-

:sent of knowledge level and

motivation seemed to be done best
by a teem composed of the key prom
ject staff: counselors, instruc-

,tors, and job developers. Using a

team reduced the bias that is

inherent in selection based on

subjective interviews. Hiving

people who'will be responsible for

helping the client reach his or

her employment objective also

seemed to make selection more

realistic.

Finally, few projects involved

employers or unions in the selec-
tion process. If this were done,
it would probably be an effective
way to identify the criteria that
are important for employment and
to co-opt employers and unions to
help develop jobs for PLESA
graduates.

In general, prime sponsors

can expect to have more effective
projects if they establish specific
selection criteria for PLESA par-
ticipants. The criteria that seem
to be most relevant are level of
knowledge, aptitude and motivation,
as well at the need for help. And

is important that selection is
based on what can be achieved in a
limited training period.

Recommendations

1. Prime sponsors and projects should develop selection criteria
that are based on what can be achieved in the course of

training for PLESAs. Entry-level requirements should be
established and used as selection criteria.

2. ETA should provide guidance that would assist prime sponsors
in developing general selection criteria for PLESAs.

Literacy in English should not be a criterion.

3. Projects should use both formal and informal assessment

procedures to measure need, level of knowledge, English

skills (particularly oral), vocational Aptitude, and ex-

pressed motivation. These should be used in combination,
since no single procedure oc test can provide sufficient
information. Projects should nt,t rely on general literacy
tests for selection.

4. ETA should determine whether it fs feasible to develop a
standard test for assessing the language level of PLESAs.
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5. Where feasible, projects shouid use a neutral third party for

\\\

eligibility, certification. However, selection should be done
Xby the project staff, preferably by'a team cnnsisting of the
ounselor, instructor, and job developer.

\
6. PrOjects should involve potential employers and unions in

developing the.selection and assessment procedures.

4.3: Counseling and Suppoitivi Services

Approaches

Most projects provided some
form of employment counselihg.
That is discussed fully in Chapter
7. This section is concerned with
personal counseling and related
supportive services.

Many IIIESAs had problems that
demanded counseling and.assistance.
Few projects anticipated the magni-
tude of this need. In providing
employment counseling, the staff
often found that they had to deal
with personal anxieties and
cultural issues as well as job is-
sues. If the problems were not
addressed, the staff found that
the problems began to interfere
with the student's ability to
learn, to get a job, and to hold a
job.

The problems that the PLESAs
experienced ranged from marital
difficulties, alcoholism and drug
abuse, to findiug housing and
settling immigration problems.
Many also needed supportive ser-
vices, particularly transporation
and child care. For, without such
services, some clients could not
attend training.

The Vietnamese refugees
seemed to have some of the gravest
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problems of all.' For example, in
San Francisco the staff found that
many of the refugees had held high
level positions in Vietnam. They
were depressed -about their sudden
change' in sUtus, concerned about
their prospects, and full of.anxie.,
ties about the types of jobs they
could, get. The staff said they
referred serious problems, such as
mental instability, to other
agencies, but they learned to deal
with the smaller personal problems
themselves.

In Salem, the counselor was a
refugee from Vietnam and was appar-
ently very effective in helping the
PLESA clients, most of whom were
Vietnamese. He reported that many
of the refugees experienced severe
depression and loss of self-confi-
dence, requiring personal as well as
employment counseling.

Most of the projects provided
counseling and supportive services
either through Title I programs or
by referrals to outside agencies.
For example, El Paso provided bi-
lingual counseling, transportation,
and day care under Title I. Laredo
did not deal with personal problems
directly. If personal counseling or
support were needed, the client was
referred either to the counselor at
Laredo Junior College or an appro-
priate community agency.



ARE COUNSELING AND SUPPORT SERVICES NEEDED"

Many PLESA projects underestimated tbe needs that their PLESA
clients had for personal counseling and\support servics. The

list below contains some of the more commqn issues and problems
..that projects reported a'need to deal with. \

Marital relations

Self-confidence

Housing

Immigration

Alcoholism

Transportation

Medical care

Family planning

Absenteeism

Tardiness

Grooming

Child care

Legal problems

Drug abuse

Mental health

Financial assistance

Projects that did not plan for
counseling, soon realized it was

needed. Neither project in New York
City had even a part-time counselor
budgeted, aad the dixectors and

staff felt that this as a serious
lack. The project directors did

counseling, but this took time away
from other tasks. The instructors
found out that iewas difficult to
be both an impartial instructor and
a concerned listener to problems.

Other projects also found that
having instructors double as coun-
selors did not work well. Utah
found that counseling was very im-
portant, but that if the instructors
did it, they had no time for teach-
ing. The Oakland project staff

found themselves ,involved in per-
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sonal counseling on marital, finan-
cial, and other problems that they

did not feel.they had enough time or
expertise to deal with. Eventually

they began turning these problems
over to the Employment Development
Department for referral to more ap-

propriate agencies.

Most projects that did provide
counseling used bilingual counsel-
ors. This was important because the
clients had difficulty expressing
themselves in English. A few pro-
jects taat did rely on English-
speaking counselors, learned that
this did not work well. The clients
just became more frustrated when
they couldn't fully discuss their
problems or understand the advice
they received.



CULTURAL ISSUES--THEY'RE IMPORTANT

PLESAs are different from other economically disadvantaged
people in two iiportant ways. They don't speak English. And most

of them come from other cultures. Prime sponsors need to

recognize this in planning a project for PLESAs.

What can a prime sponsor do to prepare a training program for
people from other cultures? Here are some of the things that were
done or that prime sponsors suggested need to be done.

Prepare for culture shock. San Francisco dealt with

many Vietnamese refugees. They learned that these

'people needed counseling and support to overcome the
shock of being uprooted from their native culture and
settled in an alien environment. In general, refugees

seem to suffer culture shock more than immigrants.
Migrants from other states or territories suffer less

and residents suffer least of all.

Anticipate cultural ceremonies and holidays. In the

middle of training, one Utah project found that the
Native American students had returned to their tribes

for tribal ceremonies. Not only did that interrupt

training, but some never returned. Other projects

learned that religious and national holidays must be

identified and allowed for--otherwise, the students are
distracted or don't show up.

Prepare for conflict resolution. Most Asians do not

like direct confrontation. It can be embarrassing. Los

Angeles, Oakland, and several other projects set up
buffer systems, Alereby students and staff dealt with

sensitive issues through a third party.

Prepare for differeut work values. Many projects found
that PLESA pArticipants had very different values from

other Americans where work was concerned. For example,

Bergen County noted that its participants did not seek

out 'further work when a task was completed. They
wondered why supervisors failed to assign them more,
while supervisors felt them to be shirking.

Share cultural customs. Several projects encouraged

participants to discuss their customs, display their
national costumes, and in other ways share their customs
with other PLESA participants and staff. This was good

for morale and also a handy device for stimulating

conversation.
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Issues

Should counseling and support
services be a part of PLESA pro-
jects? Most projects felt they
should because the need is so great,
and if services were not provided,
it tended to jeopardise the training
effort. Clients had particular dif-
ficulty in arranging for transporta-
tion and day care, and often missed
class when services were not pro-
vided. As a result, many projects
found that services had to be pro-
vided, either by the staff itself,
or through referrals to 4outside

agencies.

The main problem was that most
projects did not budget funds for
these services, and they are very
expensive. In the future, the PLESA
projects will either have to budget
for these services or select indivi-
duals who do not need them, if that
is possible.

Who should provide the ser-

vices? Counseling was often done by
regular program staff, but it is

such an integral part of the PLESA

progra that it probably should be
done oy PIMA project staffs. The
counselor vas often a key staff mem-
ber. If the Title I counselor can
be a full member of the PLESA pro-
ject team, then this should be an
acceptable arrangement. If not,
then a PLESA project will probably
need its own counselor.

The PLESA experience demon-
strated that the counselor should be
bilingual, and preferably from the
same culture as the clients. The
counselor needs to be well-trained,
sensitive, and supportive, and
should have no other project duties.
Projects that combined project
director and counselor or instructor
and counselor roles found this

generally unacceptable.

In general, prime spontors can
expect to have more effective PLESA
projects if they budget funds speci-
fically for counseling and support
services and employ a full-time, bi-
lingual counselor to provide many of
the services.

Recommendations

1. The prime sponsors and projects should budget funds specifi-
cally for counseling services for PLESA projects.

2. Counselors should be bilingual and preferably from the same
cultural background as the PLESA client.

3. Prime sponsors should be prepared to deal with a variety of
personal and cultural counseling needs as well as employment
counseling needs.

4. Prime sponsors should be prepared to provide key support
services, such as transportation and day care.
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Chapter 5
English Language 'Raining

This chap5er describes the
objettives prime sponsors and
projects set for ESL.instruction,
the types of English taught, de
livery approaches, and materials
used.

ESL training was the one
component that almost all of the
projects had in common. However,
types of training, delivery
methods, and materials used dif-
fered significantly from project
to project, as did client needs
and expectations. A major ques-
tion facing most of the projects
concerned the kind of training
that should be offered to meet
both manpower goals and client
needs. Most recognized that the
training should' focus on job-
related objectives, using man-
power-focused ESL (or MESL) in-

stead of general purpose ESL, but
many were unsure just what MESL
should be.

The majority of the projects
were far too optimistic in project-
ing the degree of English improve-
ment that could be expected within
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the time- frame allotted for

courses. Some projects failed to
recovize that a basic knowledge
of English is required before
clients can learn the English
needed for jobs that require a
high level of interaction with
others. Other projects failed to
match instructional methodology
and paterials to the job placement
objectives that they set.

Projects that were successful
in their training were generally
those with prior experience in

providing ESL instruction to

vocationally-oriented adult.

They had a better sense of the
amount of improvement they could
expect and, therefore, developed
programs that related English
directly to vocational needs.

The principal lesson that
emerges from the PLESA experience
is that for projects to be suc-
cessful, course objectives need to
be realistic and focused on the

English that clients need to get
and hold jobs.



5.1: Course Objectives

Approach.'

There was really only one
goal underlying all instruct.i.ln

and materials development provided
by the PLESA projects: improvement
of functional English language
skills to such an extent that em-
ployability would be enhanced.

Specific objectives, ,however,

varied from project to project.
They fell most often into one or
more of the following categories:

Improvement of basic sur-
vival skills

Raising the level of
client literacy (usually
in conjunction with ABE
instruction or GED
preparation)

Placement in unsubsidized
employment

Placement in jobs or en-
rollment in Title I
training

Enrollment in Title I
training

Lmprovement of job-re-
lated English.

Improvement of basic survival
skills was an objective primarily

among those projects teaching

English to immigrants or clien.
with little formal,education. The

Utah
that

project,
survival

for example,
English was

stated
taught

so that participants could respond

appropriately in English in work

situations.

Raising .the level of client

literacy, most often either to a
sixth grade level or.to the level

required.to pass the GED egam, was
an objective for projects dealing

with low-education clients or high

school dropouts. Cameron County,
for example, developed a curriculum
to combine ABE in Spanish with
"transitional" ESL, to bring illit-
erate clients to a sixth grade
reading level. New York City's
Hunts Point program and the Gary
project, among others, combined ESL
and GED instruction.

Placement in unsubsidised ein

ployment was the primary concern

for some of the projects. Orange

Cbunty, for ex/41A, developed

only placement objectives for its

language programs.

Placement into jobs or enroll-
ment in Title I training was the

most common objective for projects

not offering concurrent vocational
training, and was prevalent among
those offering skills training as

well. Sonoma County and El Paso,

among others, sought to build Eng-
lish capability both among clients
with job skills and those who would
go on to further training. Kansas

City offered some skills training

but also sought to improve English
to the extent that clients would be
able to benefit from further Title

I training.

Enrollment in Title I Training
was the stated objective for the

Springfield ESL program, and the
major objective for Oklahoma City.
Interestingly, however, both these

projects found themselves placing
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people directly in jobs, due to

client desire.

Improveme't of. jobo.related

English was implicit in most pro-
jects' concern with English aimed
at placement; however, a few pro-
jects explicitly targeted their
training at developing the vocabu-
lary and understanding required
for a specific job. Bergen

t
County's ESL and on-the- ob train-
ing (ESL/OJT) project, for ex-

ample, sought to pro ,de the

English needed for specific fac-
tory jobs. One of Oakland's proj-
ects targeted one of its course

modules toward meetlig such a

specific objective as did the

Puerto Rican Forum in its business
English classes.

In some cases these terminal
objectives were supported by

specific performance objectives--

but not often, and rarely in any
detail. Only a few projects
spelled out the nature of the im-
provement they expected to

achieve. Tucson sought to raise

client literacy three grade

levels. El Paso sought an iü-

crease in scores on the Ilyin

placement test. Fort Worth
targeted a 2,000-word vocabulary,
ability to use job-related termi-
nology, and ability to converse

generally in English as perform-
ance objectives. These project
objectives, although still rather
general, were far more specific

than those of most of the proj-
ects. None of the projects,

however, detailed the tasks and

milestones required to meet such
objectives. The "bottom line"--

enrollment in further training or
placement and retention of a job--
was what would count.

Overall project experience
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suggests that only a few projects
entered into ESL training with any
realistic idea of what could be
accomplished. Only one project,
San Francisco, felt that they
would be able to meet ESL training
objectives in less than the number
of hours originally allotted. The
vast majority felt that more time
should be given than was original-
ly planned. This was particularly
true for projects whose clients
were deficient in both English
skills and native language educa-
tion. Their students simply
didn't learn enough English to

function effectively in Title I

training or on jobs.

IMAMS

What can be accomplished in a
six-month to one-year program? It
is extremely difficult to make
hard and fast rules concerning the
number of hours required to
achieve a certain measure of com-
petency. The variables--amount of
English at entry, learning rate,
degree of cultural interference,
types of skills to'be taught (oral
and aural, reading and writing, or
job-related, for example), and
teacher ability, to name a few--
are just too great. It is also
difficult to estimate how much
English is required for a given
job. Obviously a bilingual secre-
tary will need a great deal more
English than a worker in a factory
where a number of other employees
speak his native language. But, a
factory worker will need more than
a minimum of English in order to
advance beyond an entry-level
position.

In general, the projects that
were most successful in setting
and meeting objectives were those
with extensive prior experience in



How much instruction is enough?

Iskoletting objectives, a project must be able to figure out
what can be accomplished realistically within the time frame.
Here is what some of the projects discovered:

For clients with some English, or some skills, and some education:

Kansas City offered three months (540 hours) of inten-
sive basic and intermediate English. They recoamend a
minimum of six months (1,000 hours) to meet the needs of
this group.

Tucson was able to raise clients' English by an average
of three grade levels in their seven-month (1,000

hours), intensive English program. However, they

recommend still more time for slower learners.

San Francisco's project for Southeast Asian refugees
felt that four months (640 hours) for intermediate
students would be sufficient, provided they could score
200 on the Ilyin placement test before entering.

Bergen County felt that beginners need at least a year
of half-day, intensive English to achieve competence and

that already skilled FLESAs should have six to nine

months of English before being placed. Staff also
recommend three to six months of ESL alone befdre stu-
dents are placed into skills training.

For clients with low English, low skills, and low literacy:

Tucson recommends an 18- to 30-mouth program, beginning

with Spanlsh language ABE, followed by six months of

intensive ESL, and finally skills training.

Utah recommends "much more" than the 1000 hours of ESL

they provided for non-literate, non-native speakers.

Salem recommends a full year of English, three hours a

day, before skills training for Southeast Asians with
low-level English skills.

Ventura tried to provide English and clerical skills
training for low-level Mexican-born clients in one year
and found the time to be insufficient. They recommend a

much longer program.

Cameron County sees ABE, ESL, and skills training for
zero-English, low-literacy population as a three-year
effort, and suggests having nothing but bilingual ABE
and English education for the first one or two years.
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teaching ESL. They know from ex-
perience that semi-literate and
low-education level PLESAs could
not learn sufficient English
within the average slap-month train-
ing period to function in posi-
tions requiring significant know-.
ledge of English. Thus, they
adjusted either their objectives
or their prerequisite entry
criteria.

Given that a project has a

good general sense of how much can
be accomplished with its clien-
tele, what objectives are most ap-
propriate for a course? The key
factor in setting objectives
should be client need. Generally
speaking, people come to CETA pro-
grams because they* need jobs.

Projects offering general or sur-
vival ESL are not really focused
on this need. Learning objectives
should be basel on the knowledge
and skills needed to get and hold
a job. In most cases the clients

need as much oral training as pos-
sible, so they can speak and
understand better on the job.

Finally, can specific per-
formance objectives be spelled
out? Detailed performance objec-
tives and tasks have been set for
vocational training and for cer-
tain areas of "general" ESL train-
ing, but to our knowledge, this
has not been accomplished for
manpower-focused ESL. Although
the vocabulary and structures re-
quired would vary according to

occupation, it does not appear
that ESL is so different from
other forms 'of adult education
that performance objectives could
not be set. Certainly a number of
the prolects suffered from the
lack of '..4such specific educational
objectives. Both overall planning
and determination of student
achievement would benefit from
their adoption.

Recommendations
1. ETA should fund research and development projects to define

specific performance objectives and activities for manpowet
ESL.

2. Prime sponsors and projects should set objectives that can be
met in the time available for ESL instruction and given the
language and educational backgrounds of the students.

3. Prime sponsors should, wherever nossible, set specific per-
formance objectives for their MESL training.
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C-.

5.2: What Was Taught

Approaches
The nature of courses varied

greatly from project to project.
The most common approaches in-

cluded .courses in general ESL,

survival ESL, academic ESL, ESL
plus work experience, English for
a specific job, situational ESL.

or manpower ESL.

General ESL for adults was

offered by several projects. It

emphasized both oral and written
skills but little attempt was made
to base training on specific job-

related needs. By and large, pro-
jects offering such a course did
not feel that their ESL experiment
was particularly successful, and
the projects were usually revised
or discontinued after the grant

period. McLennan County, for ex-
ample, offered training in general
grammatical structures, reading

improvement, and conversation to

both CETA and noa-CETA partici-
pants. Atlanta offered a similar
but more intensive program.

Survival ESL was offered by

Cleveland, Rock Island, and

Tucson, among others. The usual

definition of survival English

suggests the teaching of basic

coping skills to low-level stu-

dents. They would learn, for ex-
ample, how to buy food, deal with
landlords, or open a checking ac-
count. Most projects teaching

survival English expanded the

definition during the project to
.include the teaching of specific
job-getting and holding techni-

ques. Cleveland and Rock Island

both included job finding, job

interviewing, dressing for work,

and job communication skills in

their survival English course. A

few projects planned to teach

intermediate ESL, but wound up

concentrating on survival skills

due to the low level of students
recruited.

Academic ESL, stressing

written rather than oral skills,

was probably the least successful
approach for this clientele. The

Cambridge project attempted to

train bilingual service paraprofes-
sionals through English and human

services coursework at a local

college. Project staff felt that
the training was a failure because
the approach was oriented too much
toward reading and writing, and
the students needed oral skills.
Elizabeth's prime .sponsor staff

had great difficulty in getting

. their community college subcon-

tractor to set course objectives
that met the needs of their

clients. Finally, they began
offering an extra day of conver-
sational and job-related English
themselves.
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ESL combined with work ex-
perience was offered by a number

of projects, and most of these

felt that the work experience was
an extremely valuable langoao
learning tool. A post-test con-
ducted by the Springfield project

30 days after students were placed

in work experience situations

showed that significant English

improvement occurred on the job

site. Bergen County offered in-

tensive English plus work experi-

ence subsequent to the Title III

period, and they now recommend



that work experience be part of
any project to train PLESAs.

Job-oriented ESL was .most

often integrated with on-the-job
training or vocational' skills
training,.and in such cases tended
to provide very little ESL beyond
job vocabulary. Bergen County's
ESL/OJT 'project offered only three
hours of English a week, focused
on terminology to be used on the
job. Bridgeport's skills instruc-
tor was also the ESL instructor,
and in his second role he apparent-
ly did littl more than provide
translation of , terminolOgy.

Projects. that offered both
comprehensive and integrated job-
repited /English appeared to be
mote' successful. New York City's
bitOliguil secretarial program run
by the Puerto Rican Forum provided
two hours daily of co versatioaal
and business English. E glish and
clerical instructors ,Olot together
to ensure that the ijOiagrams were
synchronized. The Oiicland Chinese
Community Council project attempt-
ed to integrate English with
several areas of voebtional train-
ing. In general, English was
taught in the mornings and voca-
tional training in the afternoons.
Much of the vocational training,
however, really became voCational
English instruction. Students
signed up either -for clerical
skills training or "production."
Part of the clerical skills train-
iug was business English (vocabu-
lary, letter writing, filling out
forms, message taking). Mlst of

the , ;auction training was in-

struction in elirminology--students
learned the names of tools, rele-
vant vocabulary, job duties, job

requirements, etc. Kansas City,

too, offered ESL linked to its

aut.o repair program.

Situational ESL describes
both an approach and a delivery ,

methodology. A number of projecta
attempted to *simulate real-life
situations for their students--

,

interviews, phone answering situa-,
tions, etc.--but only one adopted
a total situational approach. Los
Angeles' Clinese Restaurant
Association taught both English
and vocational skills in a simu-
rsped, but fully equipped, Chinese
reStaurant. English structures
were outlined in class and then
practiced as the students pur-
chased food, cooked it, and man-
'aged their relations with both
suppliers and diners.
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Manpower ESL (MESL) was the
kind of English that most pro-
jects, on balance, felt they
should have been teaching. MESL
can be defined as training which
seeks.to upgrade ability to func-
tion in English in a skills train-
ing or work situation. It might
also be called prevocational,
intermediate English. jt assumes
that the basics have been learned
--that the student knows enough to
communicate with° a shopkeeper,
find his or her way around town,
and hold a halting but comprehen-
sible cenversation on a general
topic--and that the student is

ready to learn the English needed
to improve employability.

Although approaches varied among
the projects offering this train-
ing, common components appeared to
be oral skills drill, office or
skilled trades, English telephone
technique, office terminology,
understanding safety and task-
related commands, skilled trades
terminology, interviewing and job-
seeking English, woild of- work
orientation, and :vocabulary re-

lated to specific jobs. The Utah



What is MESL?

Although, no one has so far developed a definitive manpower
ESL curriculum or text, PLESA project' expev.ence has pointed out

some answers to the basic questions underlying such development.

What Level Student Should MESL Address? liost instructors

agreed that job-related English can only be taught once

basic language skills are in place. Thus MESL should
most likely be targeted to the intermediate or advanced

student of English.
What Language Skills'Should be Stressed? Clients and

instructors alike agreed on a need for oral rather than

wriXten skills. MESL should also stress the vocabulary
and grammatical structures most often used on a job.

What Special Course Components Tiould be Included? Project

instructors and staff stressed the importance of in-

cluding interview techniques, relating to employers and

fellow employees, and relevant cultural differences in

the curriculum.

How Should MESL be Presented? In general, MESL have
the same practical, hands-on focus as skills training,

with as much simulated or actual real-life experience'as

possible, and with specific and defined performance
objectives and tasks for each part of the course.

project staff among others,

pointed out the need to address

sPecial social skills as well,

such as relating to employers and
other employees. Gary's MESL pro-
gram included GED preparation for
those who needed it. The Chinese
Community Council in Oakland inte-
grated MESL training with occupa-
tional skills training.

Issues

Should trainin focus on oral or

written English? Almost universal-

ly, the projects felt that of the

four basic skills--listening,
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speaking., reading, and writing--

the most important are the oral

skills. Even clients with a

number of years of English train-
ing in their native country have
trouble comprehending and speaking
in a job situation. Projects
whose concentration was on general
or academic ESL stressed that were

they to .design another project,
they would focus .on oral skills.
Participants interviewed also

pointed out their desire tor as

much speaking and listening prac-
ice as possible. Their biggest
complaint in work experience.

situations was an inability to

understand what was being said.



Should ESL training be inte-
grated with skills training and
wotk experience? In general, the
projects that,provided ESL only as
a minor component of a skills
training effort were dot satisfied
with the results. Projects offer-
ing separate, but linked ESL pro-
grams generally felt that the job-
related vocabulary and drills were
an important part of the ESL cur-
riculum. It would appear, on
balance, that if concurrent skills
training is offered, inchision of
job-related vocabulary and struc-
tures in the English training will
be valuable. However, project
staff also tended to feel that ESL
should be offered separately from
'and before skills training, with a
concentration on developing oral
skills. The projects that offered
ESL and concurrent work experience
felt that the work component was
quite valuable in improving
English skills.

Should ESL or MESL be the
training focus? And what, ex-
actly, is MESL? In the United
States, there is an obvious need
for ESL training for adults whose
English abil4.:y is very limited.
However, the projects that at-
tempted to train these people

Recommendations

found that their clients' need for
general and eurvival English was
so great that the clients could
not he adequately prepared to
function in English-speaking job
or training situations within the
time period of the grant. CETA
priorities and the needs of
clients coming to CETA alike dic-
tate a concentration on the kind
of English that will improve em-
ployability. This requires that
projects offer MESL training and
select the kinds of clients that
can best benefit from it.

Some components of MESL cur-
riculum were mentioned above, but
there is as yet no clear defini-
tion of the specific objectives
and tasks that a MESL curriculum
would encompass. It is possible
that basic, intermediate and ad-
vanced MESL would be feasible,
although project experience sug-
gests .that the most basic English
skills should already be in place
when clients enter a CETA program.
Certainly these questions should
be addressed, at both the national
and project level. We cannot as-
sume that the English required to
get and hold a job will fall magi-
cally into place; it must be
taught.

1. ETA should provide guidance and technical assistance to help
projects develop specific manpower ESL performance objectives
and implement performance-based curricula.

2. Prime sponsors and projects should design English training to
improve oral skills and meet manpower ESL objectives.
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3. Prime sponsors and projects should supplement ESL training

with work experience as much as possible. Academic ap-

proaches should be avoided.

4. When skills training is offered with ESL, prime sponsors and

projects should integrate them.

b

5.3: Delivery Melha'ocis

Approaches
There are a number of "buzz"

words in education today that

refer to approaches to education
delivery that have achieved some
currency: programmed learning;
ability grouping; individualized
instruction; open-entry, open-exit
procedures; and the extended
classroom, to name a fewi Each of
these was tried by one or more of
the PLESA projects.

programmed learniag was the
4

least commonly applied of the ap-
proaches mentioned. Kansas City
tried it and 'found it useful in
improving reading ability. How-
ever, staff found that beginners
and people with low education
levels had difficulty using the

machines. The staff expressed
some concern about trying this ap-
proach again with a population so
unused to electronic equipment.

Ability grouping has been
used for some time to ensure that
learning proceeds for both fast

and slow students at the most com-
fortable rate possible. Some pro-
jects used their initial asvss-
meat procedure as a basis llor
"leveling" students, that is,

placing them into different levels
of ESL based on previous experi-
ence. This approach is commonly
used by ESL programs when students

are not somogeneous in background
and when there are esough students

in the program to warrant separate
classes. Passaic divided partici-
pants into two groups and taught

both beeic ESL and intermediate

ESL. Participants entering on-

going programs, such as in Elite-
beth, were often able to be placed
into one of several levels.

A few projects attempted
"releveling", using a form of pro-
gress 'assessment. The San Frah-

. cisco ,project, for example,

measured imprOvement through re-

testing on the Ilyin test and was
able to determine readiness for

more advanced training.
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For a number of the projects,
leveling was not practical due to
the limited number of students in

the program at any given time.

Some of them got around this prob-
lem by using small-group instruc-
tion methods. Interestingly, the

projects found that homogeneous
ability grouping was often not the
best approach. Rather, they found
it helpful to have more advanced
students aid those with less pro-
ficiency. Los Angeles, however,

found that for Vietnamese stu-

dents, grouping by age was more
effective than grouping by abil-
ity, since older students were

nacomfortable about being "shown

up" by younger students.

4.



Individualized instruction
is, almost by definition, a valu-
able approach dealing with stu-
4ents with varied backgrounds and
experience, although large-group
instruction is also available when
teaching oral skills. The approach
was attempted to some extent by
several projects. Gary designed a
semi-individualized course in
which students could progress
througH a series of levels at
their own rate. Passaic's in-
structor developed learning
packets that the students could
use individually or in pairs to
practice vocabulary and structure.
However, none of the projects used
a totally individualized approach,
which would require extensive'use
of learning packets and setting of
individual performance objectives.

Open-entry, open-exit proce-
dure& allow studentseto enter a

program at any time and leave when
'performance objectives are met.
Since none _of the projects devel-
oped specific performance objec-
tives for ESL, or provided totally
individualized programs, it is not
surprrsing that the projects al-
lowing open entry and exit were,
iñ general, not pleased with the
results. Teachers in the Atlanta
project, for example; found that
class unity and curriculum plan-
ning were adversely affected by
the open-entry, open-exit ap-
proach. A new language is "built
up" step by step. Totally open-
entry and -exit can be a signifi-
cant disruption.

Procedures co extend the

classroom were used by several
projects. Cleveland, for instance,
periodically invited outside
speakers who discussed such "real
world" issues as police protec-
ti.m, legal aid, nutrition,
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credit, and finding employment.
Several projects organized field
trips. Projects reported that
trips that helped students deal
with the- lob market, such- as

Lansing's trip to the state em-
ployment services and Rock Is-
land's individual sojourns to em-
ployers to pick up applications
for work, were especially valu-
able. A number of projects used
films, videotapes, and other
audiovisual aid* to extend the
classroom. One project in Oakland
had the students watth a soap
opera each day; and reported that,
not only did their listening
skills improve, but their oral
skills improved also in the ani-
mated discussions that followed.

Sonoma County combined a

number of these ,procedures in
their "world of work" orientation.
Project staff held a three-day,
-job-seeking orientation after the
clients had been in class for

about three months. During' the
orientation, simulated telephone
contacts were.made with emplbyers;
role playing°was used in which one
client would take the role of an
employer and another the role of
the potential employee; employers
were brought in to discuss their
expectations; and films were shown
on how to prepare foi an inter-
view.

Issues
What approaches to delivery

work best? ESL educators have
given up saying that any one
method is the only way to deliver
ESL effectively. An experienced
instructor can surmount any number
of obstacles--large classes, mixed
ability levels, lack of materials
or audiovisual aids--but his or
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her methods will vary according to
course objectives and the kinds of
students in the class. Among the

appioaches discussed above, all

but programmed learning and open-
entry procedures were seen as im-

portant to the success of the pro-

jects involved. Given a different

set of circumstances, programmed
learning and open-entry and -exit
could probably work, too.

Should instruction be indi-

vidualized? Individualized in-

struction is probably the most

potentially significant method

discussed, given the varied back-.
grounds and training needs ot

PLESAs. The question, however, is
how to implement it? Unless the
training uses ,modules, with spe-

cific performance objectives

spelled out, true individualization
will be very difficult'to achieve.

A great deal of teacher planning

is required and the planning must
be based on a thorough understand-

ing of the kind of training that

will best serve the needs of

PLESAs.

Teacher planning is also re-

quired to extend the classroom

successfully. Too often, teachers
rely on trips to the local super-
market or bank to enrich their

students' experiences. Although

such trips may be interesting

exercises, they are not parti-

cularly focused to MEL objec-

tives. When teachers are able to

involve potential employers in

classroom learning or incorporate
world of work experience into

field trips, a number of objec-

tives can be served at once.

Should students be grouped by
ability? The answer to this ques-
tion will depend on the number and

homogeneity ot the students in-

volved. In some cases, leveling

by ability will not be feasible.

In some cases, homogeneous, small

groups will not be as productive

as groups chosen on other cri-

teria. In general, however, the

projects found that grouping did

facilitate learning. Utah, in

fact, suggested that regrouping

should be an ongoing procedure in

order to level classes by learning

rate as well as entry competence.

Recommendaiiont
1. Projects should use initial and ongoing assessment measures

to facilitate grouping of students by ability.

2. Projects should indiviidualize. instruction as much as pos-

sible.

3. Projects should extend the classroom by bringing iu outside

speakers, by sending the class out on work-related trips, and

by using films, videotape, and other audioyisugl media.

4. Projects should consider cpmbining a number of approaches

based on student needs and churse objectives.



5.4: ESL Materials

Approaches
One of the common complaints

voiced by project teaching staff
was that good materials in the
NUL field were hard to locate.
Projects approached the problem of
materials in a number of ways.
Bergen County worked without a
text, as did Bridgeport. These
were projects designed to,provide
only job-related English, and the
teachers developed exercises and
drills to complement whatever was
being taught that week in on-the-
job training or vocational
classes. Most of the projects,'
however, used published materials
in the ESL for adults and voca-
tional fields.

A few projects developed
their own materials to supplement
published texts. El Paso, for ex-
ample, developed Essential _rtszlET

lish, an audiolingual approach to
basic English for adults.

Oakland developed a series of
"familiarization modules" to in-
troduce job-related vocabulary.
Thirty to forty-page workbooks
were developed in Carpenter
English, File Clerk English,
Janitor English, and Manufacturing
English. These workbooks include
dialogues, vocabulary, readings on
the duties of different 'types of
jobi, reading comprehension tests,
vocabulary exercises, and Nnrious
illustrations, examples of appli-
cations, and so forth. The° sub-
contractor in Oakland has also
developed similar mateiials on
American culture and to teach
survival skills, including
Transportation, Health and

Nutrition, Housihs, and United
States History, government, and
Public Affairs.

Passaic developed a series of
"learning packets" that combine
previously published and original
exercises in a format that allows
self-correction. Teachers in a
number of other projects developed
exercises, drills, and innovative
lesson plans for their students,
but these were felt by the teach-
ers to be "what any good teacher
does all the time," and are thus
not cited here.

Two projects, Cameron County
and Honolulu, were set up primar-
ily for the purpose of developing
curricula and materials for ESL
and vocational education. A third
project ir McLennan County pro-
posed to translate into Spanish
the Adult Performance Level (APL),
competency-based, high school
equivalency program of the' Uni-
versity of Texas. But to date,
only six of a total of 45 modules
have been translated and pub-
lished.

The Cameron County project
proposed to develop a comprehen-
sive curriculum to provide adult
basic education, ESL, and voca-
tional skills training to pre-
dominantly Spanish-speaking PLESAs
of low literacy, and to develop
bilingual texts for use in the
classroom. To date the full cur-
riculum has been outlined, and

bilingual texts have been written
for health education and auto
mechanics.
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THE &ESL LIBRARY:
A VALUABLE RESOURPE

Pennsylvania's Intermediate Unit 13 BISL Center Library is a

valuable PLESA program resource. The BESL Center brochure points

out that mare than 9,500 books and materials relevant to ESL and

bilingual education are available on loan at the Center. The

library also provides bibliographies on a number of topics of

interest to PLESA program staff. These include:

Career Vocational English (247 listings)

Selected ESL for Adults (56 listings)

Consumer Education (56 listings)

GED Preparation (17 listings)

Citizenship (19 listings)

Driver Training (15 listings)

Reading for Adults (91 listings)

Materials are also categorized for a number of language groups.

Bibliographies are available for the following:

Korean Language and Culture

Vietnamese Language and Culture

Thai Language and Culture

Cambodian Language and Culture

Hispanic Culture

In addition, the library provides professional consulting

services and bilingual cultural materials upon request. For more

information, write or visit:

BESL Center
Lancaster-Lebanon 1E-13

100 Franklin Street
New Holland, PA 17557



Honolulu developed materials
to teach both English and a skill
(either autobody repair or nurses'
aide skills) to Koreans, Viet-
namese, and Filipinos. For each
language group, reading, listening
and speaking, and tkanslation
booklets are available in each of
the skill areas. In addition,
family health, shopping, and
interview guides were developed.
A total of 31 booklets have been
printed, and two videotapes (one
for autobody and one for nurses'
aid training) are also available.

One project proposed to col-
lect and codify already existing
materials in ESL and adult educa-
tion. Pennsylvania's Intermediate
Unit 13 BESL Center Library (in
New Holland) researched the liter-
ature, collected and evaluated
books, and prepared an annotated
bibliography that should be of use
to any project attempting to .

select text or reference mate-
rials. This effort complemented
an ongoing library collection.
Because of the library's potential
as a PLESA program resource, a

summary of the collections and
services of interest is included.

Winn
What can help projects in

selecting materials? Choosing ma-
terials for MESL and related voca-
tional education is not easy.
There is not much available, and,
in addition, it is often difficult
for projects to discover what is
available. To date, we have not
seen a definitive MESL text,
either printed by a commercial
publither or developed by this or
similar programs. There are, how-
ever, a number of materials that
can be used, alone or in combina-
tion. The bibliography accompany-
ing this report lists many of
them. Information and biblio-
graphies are also available
through the Indochinese Clearing-
house, Center \for Applied Lin-
guistics, in Arlington, Virginia,
and through the lyitermediate Unit
13 BESL Library in. New Holland,
Pennsylvania.

Experienced ESL teachers are
usually able to evaluate texts
based on course objectives and
student needs. Projects whose
teachers are not experienced in
the field may need technical
assistance in making this all-
important purchase.

Recommendations

1. ETA should develop a comprehensive series of MESL texts to be
used in intermediate and advanced classes for PLESAs.

2. Prime sponsors and projects should review materials currently
available, with MESL objectives in mind, before selecting
texts or supplementary materials.

3. Projects should seek professional, technical assistance in
materials selection if thoroughly trained and experienced ESL
staff are not available.
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Chapter 6
Vocational Instruction

This chapter discusses the

approaches to bilingual vocational
skills training taken by the pro-
jects, focusing on objectives, the
nature of bilingual *instruction
offered, delivery methods, and

materials.

Nineteen (40 percent) of the
projects provided skills training
for PLESAs, most often in clerical
and medianical occupations. Ap-

proaches varied, but all projects
involved wrestled with the prob-
lems of too little client English
and not enough time. On balance,
most projects--including many that
did not offer skills training--
felt that vocational training is a
necessary component if clients are
to be fully served. Still, for

some clients it was not possible
to offer the necessary English and
skills training within the time

period of a one-year grant.

The key issues surrounding

vocational training for PLESAs

appear to concern what jobs the

PLESAs are to be trained for, and
how best to approach bilingual

instruction. Because PLESAs are

learning both a new language and a
new skill, they learn more slowly

than native speakers, and probably
will aot achieve 'an advanced level

of skill in a one-year period. In

setting course objectives, there-
fore, projects must take into ac-
count not only job opportunities
and client expectations, but
learning rate as well.

Since clients learn concepts
more quickly in their native lan-

guage, bilingual instruction has

been seen as a way to ensure that
learning takes place in the most
efficient way possible, but

without sacrificing the knowledge
of English required by most em-
ployers. However, there is a wide
spectrum of opinion as to just how
bilingual instruction should best
be offered. Project experience

indicates that offering all in-

struction twice--once in the

native language and once in

English--does not work. What does
work, most often, is a flexible
approach that uses the native
language to explain difficult new
concepts and terminology, but uses
English as much as possible, in

order to prepare students for the
largely monolingual job market
they will be entering.

The principal lessons that

emerge from the PLESA experience
are that more time must be al-

lotted for PLESA vocational edu-



cation programs for PLESAs due to
language barriers, and that a bi-

Approaches

lingual approach is indeed, not.
only desirable, but necessary.

6.1: Course Objectives

The training objectives of
the projects fell generally into
three categories:

Placement in office or .

clerical positions, such
as bilingual secretary,
bilingual import-export
clerk, bilingual clerk
typist, clerk typist,
file clerk, and basic
accountant

Placement in skilled
trade positions, such as
auto mechanic, autobody
worker, welder, elec-
trician's assistant,
building maintenance,
meat cutter, machinist,
and cook

Placement in service
provider positions, such
as bilingual paralegal
positions, bilingual
health aide, food ser-
vice worker, and social
services outreach
worker.

Most of the projects offered
two or more training options,
usually the first two categories
above. Lansing, for example, of-
fered a choice of clerk typist and
auto mechanic training. Cleveland
offered clerical and machine shop
training. Laredo offered bi-
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lingual import-export clerk and
electrician's helper training.
Some projects offered training in
all three Categories. Ventura was
one, offering a choice of auto
mechanics, health aide, or multi-
clerical training. Tucson offered
office work, welding, electri-
cian's helper, health aide, auto-
body, and meat cutting.

The option most often offered
and selected was office and cleri-
cal training, for a number of

reasons. First, labor market re-
search indicated that the jobs
were there. New York City and
Elizabeth chose to concentrate
solely in this area, because
potential for placement appeared
the highest. Second, clerical
training is relatikrely inexpen-
aive--typewriters cost a great
deal less than metal lathes.
Third, projects felt, not always
correctly, that this training
could be delivered within the
relatively short time period of
the grant, unlike machinist or
electrician training which could
take two o;, more years. Projects
that selected clientele with rela-
tively high levels of English and
education such as the Puerto Rican
Forum in New York, were able to
meet their office training objec-
tive easily. Those that selected
low-English, low-education clien-
tele, such as VenLura, had more
difficulty. Ventura participants
did not develop enough English to
learn many skills or apply them.



Srveral of the projects pro-
posed to train bilingual person-
nel, again most often in office
work. Laredo trained bilingual
import-export clerks. The Puerto
Rican Forum trained bilingual
secretaries and clerk typists, as
did Oakland's Educaci6n Para

Adelantar (EPA) project. Other
cities, however, found little
demand for bilingual personnel in
the local job market. Cleveland

and Tuccon, therefore, concen-
trated on preparing office workers
who could function in English.

The Cambridge project
analyzed the local job market and
community needs, and developed a
set of objectives that was unique
among the PLESA projects. They
proposed to train bilingual ser-
vice providers for health, para-
legal, and social services
positions. Once trained, the
participants would be able to go
back to their ethnic communities
and work within them to assist
tneir monolingual neighbors.

In addition to terminal ob-
jectives, some projects also set
specific performance objectives.

Oakland's Chinese Community
Council projert, for example,
targeted a 65 wpm speed as a typ-
ing objective and tested weekly to
measure progress. Lansing used
objectives set by the Michigan
State Department of Vocational
Education Standards that detailed
both tasks to be performed and
criteria for determining pro-

ficiency.

Tucson set up a series of

overall performance objectives in
each subject area which were used
as the basis of an individualized
course of instruction. Each sub-
ject, such as business and office,
was broken down into manageable
components, such as typing, fil-
ing, mail procedures, and office
machines. Each component, in
turn, was broken down into learn-
ing objectives. For example, mail
procedures were broken down into
incoming mail and outgoing mail.

SOME OF THE LEARNING OBJECTIVES RA FILING

FILING

4.02.01 Organize and maintain a
filing system

4.02.02 File surnames

4.02.03 Index and alphabetize
individual names

4.02.04 Alphabetize lcne surnames
with first name initials

4.02.05 Alphabetize surname
prefixes

POST TEST

(Date)
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Finally, each of those objectives
was broken down into steps that
had to be learned to achieve the
objective. For example, there
were five learning steps for the
first phase of outgoing proce-
dures: check outgoing.msil, fold
and insert mail into envelopes,
seal envelopes, use zip code
directory, .and classify mail.
Thus, the entire course was organ-
ized in easy steps that the
traihee could learn at his or her
own pace.

Some of the projects found
that training objectives had to be
revised downwards once the course
was underway. New York City's
Hunts Point project, for example,
discovered that their high school
dropout clientele simply could not
become bilingual secretaries and
junior bookkeepers within the time
period of the grant. So Hunts
Point trained clerk typists and
basic accountants instead. Other
projects discovered that the
average of four to six months of
training they had allotted was in-
sufficient to bring a PLESA clien-
tele to real proficiency. They
therefore found themselves placing
the students into different posi-
tions than they had been trained
for.

Issues
Were the projects' training

objectives appropriate in terms of
the job market? Although some of
the projects failed to meet place-
ment objectives, none indicated
that their problems were due to

inappropriate course selection.
The jobs, by and large, were there
if the participants could be
trained to execute them. However,
in most cases these were not jobs
that a PLESA would be uniquel
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qualified for. Only a few proj-

ects targeted training at jobs
that would take advantage of pre-
vious language and culture as well
as newly acquired skills.

The Cambridge project stands
out in this regard. As bilingual
service prwviders, the partici-
pants would be able to use their
native language ability as well as
their newly acquired English and
vocational skills. New York City,
Laredo, and Oakland EPA's bi-

lingual training programs were
also des....gned to take advantage of
prior language and culture.

Only one project, Oakland,
felt that it was unsuccessful in
attempting to train participants
for bilingual positions. They
proposed to teach retirement-age
Chinese women to become home
hearth aides. The problems en-
countered were attributed more to
the advanced age of the partici-
pants, who were often afraid to go
into the dangerous neighborhoods
where assistance was most needed,
and to the minimum wage the.jobs
paid rather than to the training
itself.

The job market and the nature .

of the client population will, of
course, influence the appropriate-
ness of bilingual objectives.
However, employability can be en-
hanced in many instances if em-
ployees can function bilingually.

Finally, were the training
objectives appropriate in terms of
the time available to train the
PLESAs? As noted in the previous
chapter, a number of the projects
felt that more time was needed for
skills training; others indicated
that the time allotted would prob-



ably have been sufficient if

entry-level English had been
higher. Limited English speakers
learn more slowly than native
speakers,. because they must in-
ternalize both a language and a
skill. Language-learning time,

therefore, must be factored into
any plan to offer skills training
that xequires a working knowledge
of English.

What about specific perfor-
mance objectives? Several states

have developed elaborate minimum
vocational performance objectives
for vocational training programs,
Connecticut and Michigan among

them. Tucson found that they

could develop their own. Project
experience in applying objectives
indicates that they can be ex-

tremely useful in determining ex-
actly what should be expected as a
result of training, and in struc-
turing the lessons themselves.

1. 'Projects should take into account their clients' language
problems as well 'as their vocational training needs if

realistic objectives are to be set.

2. Projects should develop or adapt specific performance ob-
jectives for vocational education.

3. Projects should provide trPining for jobs that can use the
clients' unique language anc .41.tural backgrounds.

6.2: Ap
Approaches

roaches to Bilingual Instruction

In all three major areas of
vocational training offered--
clerical, skilled trades, and
human services provision--most of
the projects offered practical,
hands-on xperierrçe rather than a
descriptive theo. tical approach.
Only two proje Cambridge and
Tacoma, provi d asitulearieally

focused training, f'd their ex-
perience led them co support the
majority opinion that training
should be practical and job-
focused.

The major differences in ap-
proach centered around the Ian-

guage or languages in which train-
ing was offered. Several projects
ofiered instruction in English;
Cameron County offered instruction
in Spanish; but the majority at-
tempted some form of bilingual
instruction.

English languaat_instruction
was provided for both philosophi-
cal and praccical reasons. Sev-
eral projects voiced the sentiment
that if people are going t') work
in English-speaking occupations,
they should learn the job in Eng-
lish, if possible. For some tyres
of training, only monolingual in-
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SHOULD VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR PLESA BE BILINGUAL?

Even within projects, opinions vary as to the nature and
degree of bilingual skilIs training that should be offered. Below
is a sample of instructional staff comments:

"If new ideas can be presented first in the language, they
understand, it is very helpful."

Electrician Instructor, Laredo

"There's no demand for a Spanish-speaking meat cutter. They
have to communicate in English."

Meat Cutting Instructor, Tucson

"They . can learn the business and office skills fastei in
Spanish...at least at first."

Business Office Instructor, Tucson

"They become dependent on the Spanish materials--so I replace
them with a glossary of terms and force them to use English
in class."

Electrical Helper Instructor, Tucson

"You shouldn't have to learn new concepts and a new language
simultaneously. We teach them concepts in Spanish, and then
give 'transitional ESL' to teach the English vocabulary.",-

,-

Project Dirtctor, Brownsville

"I taught everything twice--once in Spanish and once in

English. It would be better to give them ESL first and teach
in English."

Multi-clerical Instructor, Ventura

"If they are goiag to be good bilingual secretaries they need
good skills in English and Spanish."

Office Practice Instructor,
New York City-Puerto Rican Forum
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structors were available. Other
projects had several language and
cultural groups in one class and
findincan experienced instructor,
fluent in 41 the languages and
dialects represented, Of just not /

possible.

A case in point is the cook-
restaurateur training provided by
Los Angeles' United Chinese Res-
taurant Association. The Associa-
tion instructorslelt that it was
important to give training in the
language the students should ulti-
mately use, and the simulated res-
taurant that was set up functioned
to provide practice in English as
well as vocational skills. Fur-
thermore, even had the instruetors
wished to provide bilingual train-
ing, it would have been difficult
due to the range of Chinese dia-
lects and other Asian languages
spoken by the students.

New York's Hunts Point pro-
gram also taught in English.
Since the students had xelatively
good English skills upon entry,
and since they were.being trained
for positions requiring English,
this was felt to be a particularly
appropriate mode of instruction.
Prime sponsor staff in Cambridge,
on the other hand, felt that stw-
dents suffered in the all-English
classes at a local .community
college, at least partly because
their English was not yet good
enough to understand the in-

structor. The project could not
provide bi,...agual instruction due

to the large number of ethnic

groups represented, so bilingual
tutors were employed to try to

alleviate the problem.. Other
projects offered some courses in
English (due usually to the un-
availability of bilingual in-

structors), while other courses
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*xe bilingual. Chey *mtnd that
leariing w s s1. r 1...t the all-
English classes and recommended
orally focused ESL prior to entry
into such training.

was proliasedbyonly one project,
Cameron,County, which developed a
Spanish-language curriculum and
simplified-materials to teach auto
mechanics. Their language_choice
was based on two factors: the

possiblity of successful employ-
ment of persons of extremely
limited English ability' in the
border community of Brownsville,
and the project's commitment to
sequential bilingual trftining.

The curriculum plan stressed
learning of concepts in the native
language, because concepts would
be learned more easily that way,
followed by "transitional" ESL
that would provide the vocabulary
ind structures required to func-
tion on the job in English.

Border communities generally
found the use. of Spanish to be a
practical approach to skills

training. Laredo offered training
in both English 'and Spanish, but
concentrated on Spanish when
client English level was low.

Bilingual instruction was

favored by most of the projects.

Delivery approaches, however,

varied considerably. For example:

Ventura gave all lec-

tures and demonstrations
twice--once in English
and once in Spanish.

New York's Puerto Rican
Forum taught Spanish and
English typing and
stenography--the Spanish



akills in Spanish, and
the English skills in
English.

TUcson and Bridgeport
taught primarily in Ene
lish, but .instructors
translated terms nd
concepts into Spanish as
required.

Elizabeth and Laredo
taught in both English
and Spanish, concentrat-
ing on Spanish for con-
cepts and English for
new vocabulary. This was
also the approach used
by the worker-teachers
in Bergen County.

Lansing had 'a monolin-
gual skills instructor,
but he was.assisted in
class by an ESL in-
structor.

InterestiOgly, all-English or
bilingual approaches to instruc-
tion did not always correlate with
English or'bilingual.placement ob-
jectives. Cambridge, for example,
planned to train bilingual*service
providers, but taught in English.
Ventura trained mechanics and
office petsonnel for English-lan-
guage positions usitig both Spanish
and English throughout the course.

Bilingual materials, native-
language materials, or instructor
translations of existing English
language materials were used by a
number of projects. Tucson staff,
although they provided Spanish
translations of texts and hand-
outs, indicated that they vnuld
prefer to "force" their studeuts
to use mcre English and not rely
so much on the Spanish materials.
Cameron County, on the other hand,

suggested strongly that new con-
cepts should be read, as well as
taught, in the native language.

This .controversy over ma-
terials is indicative of a larger
controversy concerning what bi-
lingual education is and should
be. The variety of comments col-
lected illustrates how greatly
opinions can differ, even within
projects, as to whether bilingual
education should be tried at all,
and if so, how.
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Issues

Should vocational education
be practical or academic in focus?
Project experiince indicates

strongly that it should be the

former* at least for the great
majority of clients. Participants
in the Cambridge project indicated
to counselors that they had
trouble understandimg what was

said 'in class. They also had

trouble keeping up with reading
assignments.. Moreover, these were
people who wanted to be trained,
for jobs. They had families to
support, rents to meet; they
wanted employment quickly, in

positions they were comfortable in
filling. An #Eldemic program
simply didn't meet their 'needs.

1 e."

Should training be offered
bilingually? The answer, though
not as clear, would appear to be
"yes, if possible," although mono-
lingual training can also work.
Learning new concepts is made
doubly hard if the language in

which they are presented at first
is incomprehensible. However,
most projects felt that English
should be used as much as possible
in order to ensure that the native



language does not become a secur-
ity blanket standing in the way of
necessary mastery of English. As
a Tucson instructor explaineCN
"there's no demand for a Spanish-
speaking meat cutter here." Or in
most other places, either.

How should bilingual training
be presented? In examining the
variety of approaches the projects
took, it'appears that a number of
presentation styles can work. The

key to success would appear to be
a flexible approach, based on
placement objectives and client
needs. Obviously, as English pro-
ficiency increases, instructors
will be able to rely less on
native-language instruction.
Tucson instructors, however, point
out that clients may tend to stay
with their native language longer
than they should. It is up to the
instructors to push them toward
greater use of English.

Recommendations

1. ETA should develop guidelines for the appropriate use of
English, native language, or bilingual instruction in voca-
tional courses. In most .cases, native language instruction
will be inappropriate.

2. Prime sponsors should. recognize the importance of a flexible
approach to bilingual vocational programs, moving toward a
greater use of English as, the course progessei.

6.3: Delivery Methods

Approaches
For a number of years, the

favored methadology in adult voca-
tional education has been to pro-
vide practical, hands-on training,
using equipment as similar as pos-
sible to that used in typical jobs
in the field. Traditionally, in-
structors have been experienced
practitioners themselves rather
than "ivory tower" theoreticians.
'They have been the "masters"; the
students, the "apprentices."

Almost all the; projects
adopted this approach. However,
some projects, working within this
overall methodological framework,

attempted to implement delivery
methods that would go beyond the
master-apprentice approach. These
innovations included individual-
ized instruction; open-entry,
open-exit procedures; and situa-
tional learning.

Inditddualized instruction,
in which students could meet per-
formance objectives at their own
pace, was attempted by severJ1
projects, including Lansing,
Oakland, and Tucson. All three of
these projects used performance
milestones as a measure of student
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progress and allowed students to
progress at their own pace.

Tucson went even further,

outlining specific tasks and de-
veloping individual contracts for
task performanCe. Basod on a list

of tasks to be mastered, students
mit with their teachers each week
to draw up a contract that in-

cluded Meeting at least one objec-
tive in each subject area. A test,
at the completion of each set of

tasks, gave an objective indica-

tion of.the competence achieved,
and ongoing records were kept of

objectives met. Once all the ob..,

jectives for each subject were
mastered, the students were free
to leave for jobs. Because most

of the subjects being taught could

be broken down into discrete tasks

that could be mastered individual-.

ly, it was relatively easy for
students to set a pace at which

they could learn comfortably.
Because teachers were not bound by

a traditional lecture/demonstra-

tion format, they could provide
assistance on an individual basis

as needed.

Open-entry, open-exit proce-

dures allow students to begin

training at any time and leave the

program as sbon as competence has

been achieved. Projects using

these procedures could replace

unsuccessful terminations immedi-
ately and train more students for

the same money. Students could

leave for salaried positions as
soon as they were ready, rather

than after a fixed period. The

procedures are thus a useful

corollary to the type of modular,

individualized instruction de-

veloped by Tucson. Oakland, too,

found them effective. Laredo, on

the other hand, discovered that

their import-export training re-
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quired a "building block" ap-

proach, with each lesson drawing
on what was learned before and a

great deal of teacher demonstra-

tionp it was iniompatible with

opmeentry, open-exit.

Situational learning theory
suggests that learning is rein-
forced when provided in context.
For example, office skills train-

ing would take place in a simu-

aated or actual office. Only one

project, the one. run by the

Chinese Restaurant Association in
Los Angeles, used situational

learning in a comprehensive

fashion. Students learned cooking
and restaurant management by
actually setting up and running
their own restaurant. A bonus was
that they got to eat the lunch
they cooked each-day.

laws
How can training be delivered

most efficiently? In designing a
vocational education course, any
project wants to maximize the de-
gree of student learning for a

given amount of instructor and

classroom time. Individualiza-

tion, open-entry/open-exit, and

situational learning appear to be
three methods that can be used

successfully in achieving this

goal. They will not be effective,
however, in every context, nor can
they be implemented successfully
without a great dea/ of planning
in the design stage. Individual-

ization requires setting of objec-

tives that can be individually

met. .)pen-entry requires modular

lessons that new students can

enter and join up with the class

in a short time. Situational

learning requires careful design
.to ensure that students learn

while they do. Project experi-
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ences in Tucson, Oakland, Laredo, these criteria are met, learning
and Los Angeles suggest that when can indeed be enhanced.

Recommendations
1. Projects should try as much as possible to individualize

instruction so that students can learn at their own pace.

1. For vocational education courses that can be presented in
modular fashion, open-entry, open-exit procedures should be
used.

3. A situational 'approach to learning should be used, as

feasible.

6.4: Vocational Educational
Materials

Approaches

The materials used varied
considerably in nature. Some pro-
jects used existing texts; others
developed or adapted their own.
Some used materials in English;
some in Spanish. Some used bi-
lingual materials or provided
native-language translations of
English materials. In short, the
approaches were as varied as the
approaches to instruction. There
was one important difference,
however. While bilingual skills
instructors may not be easy to
find, they can usually be found;
bilingual materials, in some

cases, however, were just not

available.

Two projects were designed to
develop vocational training mate-
rials. Honolulu produced a series

of books and videotapes to provide
English an& skills training to
nurses' aides and auto mechanics.
The books are available in Eng-
lish-Vietnamese, English-Korean,
and Enslish-Ilocano versions.
Accompanying videotapes (15 for
each subject) are in English.
Cameron County developed a simpli-
fied, Spanish language auto repair
text and a curriculum that out-
lines the subsequent "transitional
ESL" needed to transfer the know;
ledge into English.

The Intermediate Unit 13 BESL
Library developed a bibliography
of English and native language
materials for vocational educa-
tion. More information on the
library A,./as contained in the
preceding chapter.



Issues
What ere, the. best Waterials

to use in bilingual. vocational -

training of PLESAs? number of

projecte voiced the concern. that

"nothing is available" in the way

of native-language, bilingual, or

simplified English 'vocational

texts. While this not ,exnttly

true, as the BESL bibliograpt4 nd

the bibliography accompanying this
report attest, there is still .a

. distinct shortage of materials.

Because many of the texts and

supplementary materials available
for native speakers are extremely
difficult for PLESAs to compre-
hend, projects will have to search
carefully to find texts compatible

s with client English ability.

Recommendations'

1. Technical assistance in se cting materials should be pro-

vided to projects eerience d in .bilingusl training,

perhaps through manpower institute grants.

2. Projects should review materials-svailable.in English and in

clients' native languages before making materials selection.

6.5: Linkages with English Language Training

Approaches
Teaching PLESAs differs from

other vocational education because
for most jobs PLESAs need to learn
English as well as a skill. The

type and degree of linkage between

ESL and vocational education was
often a significant factor in pro-
ject success.

The ways of combining English
and skills training ranged across
a wide spectrum. At one end were
the projects geared to providing
vocational training with only a
minimum of ESL. Next were pro-
jects that provided concurrent ESL
and vocational training. Other
projects provided ESL first, fol-
lowed by concurrent ESL and skills
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'i)training. Finally, there were

projects that provided only ESL,

with the understanding that

clients would go on to other

training funded by Title I.

Vocational training was the
primary focus for only a few pro-

jects. Bridgeport was ones

Lansing was another. Bridgeport

proposed to offer a daily English

class taught by the skills in-

structor. In fact, the English

was often subsumed into skills

trainiag. Lansing failed to offer

any separate ESL program, but did
providr. a bilingualESL instructor
to trauslate terms for a monolin-

gual skills instructor.



Concurrent ESL and vocational
traininK was offered by several
projects, including New York City
and Corpus Christi. New York's
Puerto Rican Forum felt that the
two hours a day of conversational
and business.English they provided
was essential to the success of
the bilingual secretarial program.
But, were they to do it again, the
staff saidthey would try to offer
even more English--preferably two
to three months before Skills
training. Corpus Christi felt
that English should also have been
offered prior to its autobody re-
'pair program.

Seauential ESL and vocational
_training were offered by several
of the projects. Cleveland of-
fered a number of options, for
example, including ESL alone, ESL
followed by skills training, and
concurrent ESL and skills train-
ing. Ventura, training low-
English, low-education level stu-
dents, offered only a few weeks of
ESL prior to their clerical pro-
gram. The staff felt that skills
training should not have been
begun until the students had about
nine months of ESL, for they found
that the students were unable to
learn .clerical skills effectively
due to their low English level.
Oregon Attempted a sequential pro-
gram for another low-English, low-
education group, but dropped the
skills training component com-
pletely when they found how much
English the students needed.

Among the projects that of-
fered concurrent and seqt.ential

instruction, there were a number
of attempts to provide strong
links between the ESL and voca-
tional classes. Oakland, for ex-
ample,ideveloped "familiarization
modules" to teach the ESL students

vocational terminology. And, many
of the ESL teachers worked inform-
ally with thie skills instructors
to match vocabulary.

ESL without skills training
was the approach adopted by the
majority of the projects. They
sought to prepare students to find
jobs on their own or enter into
Title I pfograms later. Same of
the projects felt that this ap-.
proach was particularly appropri-
ate in training PLESAs. Others
suggested that vocational educe-
tion'targeted to this population
was 'Needed as welli since even af-
ter jcompleting the course, stu-
dents were not always able to
function effectively in Title I
programs.

Issues
Should ESL and vocational

training be linked--and if so, \

how? The.issues surrounding link-
ages are complex. .ESL training is
obviously required if a PLESA is
to move beyond entry-level employ-
ment. But without skills training
he or she will be equally trapped.
Concurrent training in ESL and vo-
cational education is tempting be-
cause it allows the ESL course to
be tailored to vocational needs.
?el., more projects recommend using
a sequuntial approach, with ESL
fitzr, followed by more ESL and
concurrent vocational training.
This allows the student to build
up oral skills before entering vo-
cational training.

Decision will have to be
based on careful analysis of stu-
dent abilities and needs matched
tc an assessment of what can
realistically be accomplished
within the time frame. Project
experience suggests that in most
cases sequential linkages will be
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more effective than starting

vocational training right away.

However, it is clear that voca-
tional training will suffer if

given , short shrift. For low

Engliih, low skilled PLESAs, the
only solution may be a. longer

training period.

Recommendations

1. Prime sponsórs inexperienced in training PLESA's should

request technical assistance in determining the best ap-

proaches to linking ESL and vocational education.

2. Projects should use a sequential approach, offering English

prior to skills training.

r)
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Chapter 7
Job Development and Placement

This chapter describes how
the PtESA projects identified
jobs, prepared clients and placed
them in jobs, and what fellow-up
they conducted.

As with the other services,
projects varied in the approaches
they used to develop jobs. A few
projects didn't develop jobs for
their clients because placement
was not an objective--preparation
for entry into Title I training
was. Those projects that did job
development followed the tradi-
tional CETA approach. They found
that it wes very important to
match the client to the job.

Teamwork among the counselors,
instructors, and job developers
was also important. Preparing the
clients both for getting and hold-
ing a job was very important.
Finally, not only did clients need
information on filling out applic-
ations and interviewing, but they
also needed cultural awareness
sessions to help them understand
the customs and traditions sur-
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rounding work in this country,

including employer expectations,
the role of unions, and so forth.

Placement rates varied tre-

mendously, from a low of zero
placements to a high of 78 percent
of .the clients placed in jobs.
Unfortunately little follow-up in-
formation was collected so there
is no accurate information on job
retention, but informal feedback
from employers indicates that it
was often low. Lack of adequate
English, skills, experience, inap-
propriate placement and poor selec-
tion of clients were some of the
reasons for difficulties in both
placement and retention.

Probably the key lesson
learned from the PLESA experience
is that it is very important to
match people to jobs. Projects
that found or created jobs that
fit their clients' needs and capa-
bilities seemed to be more effec-
tive than those that did not.



7.1 IdentifyIng Jobs

Approaches
The projects took different

approaches to job development and
placement. A few projects did not
have any job development at all.
These were projects which intended
to prepare clients for entry into
Title I training.- About half of
the remaining projects provided
job development through Title
and about half provided it through
their PLESA grant.

A few projects, such as

Tacoma, Cleveland, New Holland,
and Tucson,.provided an employment
service that did not involve much,
if any training, counseling, or

support services. For example, in
Cleveland most PLESA clients just
went through Job Search, the pro-
ject's employment service. The
process involved is fairly stan-
dard. The job developer contacted
employers looking for job open-
ings. When he found an opening he
wrote up a job order and sent it
to the employment counselor who
interviewed clients and tried to
select an appropriate job order
for the client. Once a suitable
job order was selected, the em-
ployment counselor called the em-
ployer to verify that the job was

still open, made an appointment
for the client to be interviewed,
and then referred the client to
the employer. If the client got
the job, he or she was supposed to
notify the project's intake work-
er, who kept a tally sheet. If

the client didn't get the job, he

or she might return for another
job order and interview.

Most projects did much more
than this for clients they trained.

In general, they would identify
certain types of jobs that would
fit their clients' needs and

skills. They would hold special
classes or counseling sessions on
getting and 'holding a jbb. They
would provide extra help to the
client in identifying and applying
for jobs. And they would contact
the client, the employer, or both,
at periodic intervals after place-
ment to see what happened. Very
few projects got jobs first and
then selected clients to train for
them. The Elizabeth and Bergen
County projects did try this

route, but quite unsuccessfully.
Elizabeth did an analysis of the
job market and found that bi-
lingual office and bank personnel
were in demand. They formed a

banking advisory committee made up
of prominent bankers and got them
to hold jobs for the project
graduates. Then they contracted
with Union College to train 52
clients. Unfortunately, coordina-
tion and communication between ,the
key agencies became a problem, the
bankers failed to attend committee
meetings, and the promised jobs
failed to materialize.

Bergen County examined em-

ployment service data and decided
that there were a number of opera-
tor-level factory jobs that PLESAs
could fill. If bilingual/ bicul-
tural supervisors could be found
at the job site, and if the
companies could be reimbursed for
on-the-job training, they felt

they could have a successful pro-
ject. They found the companies

and got commitments for jobs.

Then they began recruiting

clients. This approach didn't

work well either. The project



recruited people who were not
suited to the available jobs; the
factories couldn't provide much
training; and the ESL training was
minimal.

Most projects identified jobs
after the clients were recruited,
and in some cases, only as they
were completing training. Some
took the approach that Cleveland
used. They identified as many
jobs as they could find. They
watched the want ads, posted job
openings listed by the employemnt
service, called employers to see
what was open, and so forth. This
might be called a "passive" ap-
proach to job development. The
projects didn't develop jobs as
much as identify openings that

existed.

There were many projects that
took a more active, aggressive ap-
proach which seemed to be more

effective. Job developers and

other staff would call employers
they knew and try to sell the pro-
ject, the client group, and a

particular client. Vocational
instructors were particularly ef-
fective in doing this since they
often knew both small and large
employers in the fields for which
they had been training PLESAs.

They would contact them and line
up jobs for their students.

Laredo sent a form letter to all
contractors in the area informing
them that a training program was
underway for electrician's help-
ers. The letter was followed up
with telephone calls and personal
contacts with those contractors

who were interested.

Many job developers learned

that. employers saw them as pro-

viding a service to employers.

Besides finding and recommending

good employees, employers also saw
these projects as helping them

meet Affirmative Action and Equal

Employment Opportunity require-

ments. So, if the job developer
could produce.a good worker, the
Iployer would come back for more.

A few projects used an inno-
vattve approach to get the

client's foot in the door. They

called it "job exposure." One of

the San Francisco subcontractors
placed 85 percent of its clients,
in part, they feel, because of

"job ,exposure." After about four
weeks of.intensive ESL; the stu-
dents spent up to 16 hours a week
at a work site observing the job

they were going to apply for. The

exact Achedule was determined by

the individual companies. In most

cases the student was employed by
the company that offered the job

exposure.

The project in Passaic set up
If vocational experience," . where
students spent five half days in a

public service job. This differed
from the San Francisco approach in
that the students did not always
get assigned to the types of jobs

they were interested in, and they
did not have much counseling to
prepare them for the experience.

Several projects, San Fran-

cisco, Gary, and Cambridge, among
them, took pains to match clients
to the jobs. In San Francisco the
job developer spent a lot of time
contacting employers in banks and
insurance companies. These were

the jobs that their Southeast
Asian clients wani:ed, and fortu-
nately, San Francisco has a lot of
banks and insurance companies.

Some other projects that tried to
force similar clients to take blue
collar jobs found that many
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clients either wouldn't take the
jobs or quit shortly after they
were hired.

The projects diffettd widely
in how far they would go in

getting the job for the client.
Most felt that the client had to
learn to get the job on his own.
Thus, the job developers would
usually set everything up, even
make the appointment, but they
would not go with the client to
the interview. In a few projects,
however, like Fort Worth, Atlanta,
Salem, and Kansas City (Kan.), the
job developer accompanied the

client to the interview, and acted
as an intermediary between the

%employer and the client, actually
participating in'the interview.

Based on their experience
with PLESAs, the projecis have

identified several features as

particularly important for suc-

cessful job development:

Teamwork among the key

staff is crucial. The
counselor, instructors,
and job developer have
to work together aad
provide each other with
feedback about the

client. This helps them
both identify jobs that
the client can do well
and also prepare clients
better for the jobs.

Matchilig of clients.and
jobs is very important.
Some projects were suc-
cessful because they
found jobs that fit

their clients needs and
skills. .0thers were
less successful because
the clients were placed
in jobs that they
couldn't handle or

didn't like.

Satisfied employers are
very important to the
project. If they are
happy, they recommend the
project to others.

Contacts with employers
are also important.
SuCcessful projects
didn't rely on want ads,
they relied on their
personal contacts with
employers in their area.

An agressive job devel-
oper is also important.
It takes a certain type
of person to be a suc-
cessful job developer.
He or she must be per-
sonable, assertive, an
advo,.ate for the client,
knowledgeable about the
strengths and weaknesses
of 'he clients, honest,
objective and willing to
spend a lot of time out
in the field contacting
employers.

Recommendations
1. Projects should be particularly careful

to the jobs.

to match the client

2. Projects should also be careful in selecting lob developers
who should be personable, aggressive, anti knowledgeable
about the clients.
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7.2: Preparing ellehts for
Getting and Holding a Job

Approaches

Resides finding jobs for the
clients, most projects found out
that it was very important to pre-
pare the clients first for getting

a job .and then for holding it.
Project staffs typically provided
information on the job market to
clients; taught them how to fill
out an application and interview

for a job; and.tried to deal with

cultural differences that might

affect the client'S chances of

getting and retaining a job, such
as grooming habits and attitudes

toward tardiness and absenteeism.

Job preparation often began
with an intake interview or a

counseling session during which

the client identified job inter-
ests and the staff described the

types of jobs available. A typi-
cal product of such a session was

an employment development plan,

which described the client's em-
ployment goals and the.steps that

were to be taken to reach those

goals.

In Tucson, the clients were
asked to choose three preferred
jobs, such as draftsman, welder,
and miner. The client then met
with the job developer to discuss

the choices. Because the job de-
veloper-knew the labor market and
what employers were looking for,

he might talk the client out of

one or more of the choices. For

example, the demauJ for welders

had declined in Tucson, but the
demand for miners had increased.
After selecting J job prefernce
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area, 'the client and the staff

worked out an employment develop-
ment plan. Then, aepending on the
client's needs, he or she would be

scheduled to get ESL, skills train-

ing or both.

During the time the clients
were in. training, most projects
provided special classes or coun-
seling sessions to help prepare
them for work. Sometimes 'the
classes were integrated into ESL,
but usually they were separate.
The Ventura project used a typical
approach. The job developer con-
ducted a course in job search

techniques. It was held two hours
a week for 18 weeks and consisted
of an introduction to the world of
work, how and where to look for a
job, how to place an application,
how to prepare for an interview,
how to behave at the interview,
and what to do after the inter-

view. In addition, films on in-

terviewing and work situations

were shown; mock interriews were

held; employers were iivited to

speak to the class; and the

classes visited prospective work

sites.

Several projects also found
videotapes very useful. Student::

went through a practice interview
which was taped and then played
back. This helped the students
identify inappropriate mannerisms
and mistakes, and motivated them
to correct them.

Field trips were also effec-
tive. One of the field trips in
Orange County was to the Employ-
ment Development Department. Five



4

Row To Prepare Clients For Getting And Holding A Job

Instructors, counselors and job developers at different PLESA
projects tried various approaches to Aelp their clients become
prepared for getting and keeping a job. Below is a sample of
subjects and various techniques that were tried.

Employment Development Plan. This could be drawn up
individually or in a workshop, such as a "career
decisions workshop" sometimes offered in youth programs.
Follow-up sessions and updating of the plans were some-
times added to make the plan a "living" document.

Identifyink Jobs. The subject here was how to look for
a job when you are on your own, using newspaper ads,
employment service listings, the telephone book, and
contacting employers.

Getting a Job. Films on interviewing dos and don'ts
were shown. Some job developers obtained actual employ-
ment applications for practice. Videotaping of practice
interviews was effective. Resume writing and obtaining
an appointment for a job interview were practiced.

Overcoming,_ Cultural Interference. Games, awareness
sessions, and discussions of work habits, attitudes
toward supervisors, assertiveness, and time sense were
used to teach clients how to retain jobs once they got
them.

Salary, Taxes, and Fringes. Understanding a paycheck
isn't always easy. Clients needed to know about deduc-
tions, contributions, and the benefits to which they are
entitled. Union rules, sick leave, vacations, lay-offs
and many other world of work items also needed to be
understood.
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students got jobs on the spot.

One of the most important

items that projelearned they

had to deal with invoNed cultural-
ly-derived attitudes. This seemed

to be a particularly significant
problem with recent immigrants and

refugees. For instance, some

would not consider taking jobs

that were considered "low status"

jobs in their native culture.

Some would not move or travel to

jobs outside of their community.

In Cleveland the staff found that

their biggest problem was getting

their clients to understand that

it was important to be reliable,
dependable, and to show up at work

on time. Laredo found it couldn't
recruit men for clerk training or

women for electrician training,

because it wasn't culturally ac-
ceptable. Kansas City (Mo.) had
trouble getting some Vietnamese

clients to ledile the PLESA pro-

gram, even after they were quali-

fied to work.

As a result, most projects,

whether they had planned for it or

not, began counseling students in

work values that would prepare

them for getting and holding a job

in this culture. The effort was

apparently important, and helpful
wherever it was done.

.4
Is preparation of clients for

getting and holding jobs important
to include in a PLESA project, and

if so, what should it consist of?

The PLESA experience indicates

that it is probably more important
for this type of clientele than
for other CITA clients. Many

PLESA clients are recent immi-

grants who do not understand how
to apply for a job, what work
customs are here, what a union is,

and so forth. They need specific
instruction in the techniques of

getting a job, and they also heed

to understand the cultural differ-

ences between work behavior in

their native country and the

United States. Even native-born
PLESAs often need help in under-

standing and overcoming, what one
couselor called, "the pressures of

the cultural clash."

In general, 'priw sponsors

can expect that PLESA c'.ents will
need preparaLion in buLn the tech-

niques of applying for a job, and

the cultural values that are in-

herent in the work world.

Recommendation
Projects should include specific sessions in the curriculum

they use for preparing clients for the world of work. These

sessions should include orientation in American work values as

well as in techniques for getting and holding a job.
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73: Placement and Follow-up

Approaches
As was mentioned previously,

the data on job placement and re-
tention are Incomplete and, in
some cases, inaccurate. This is
because followup practices varied
widely among PLESA projects. For
example, Bridgeport did no follow-
up. Atlanta checked on clients
one, two, and four weeks after
placement.b Oklahoma did it "peri-
odically," South Carolina did it
"informally." Many projects, such
as Utah, did it at 30, 60 and 90
days after placement. Some, like
Tucson, also did it 180 days
later. A few, like San Francisco,
also did followup one year after
placement.

Follow-up was sometimes done
by project staff, as in Chicago;
by Title I staff, as in Cambridge;
or by the prime sponsor, as in New
Haven. Some projects, like Rock
Island, contacted participants.
Others, like Passaic, contacted
employers. And a few, like Eliza-
beth, contacted both.

There were other variations,
too. Some projects just called to
verify employment, others got a
more detailed description of job
history since leaving the project.
Some asked for feedback on the
PLESA project. Some collected the
data by telephone, some by letter,
some by personal contact.

The result is that there is
very little hard data that is

comparable among projects. The
estimates of placement and reten-
tion can only be rough approxima-
tions. The official placement

figures, which come from the sub-
contractors' closewout reports,
show placement rates ranging from
zero to 78 percent. We know that
some subcontractors in multi..
agency projects had even higher
rates. The Puerto Rican Forum in
New York placed
&ESA clients..
Asian Refugee
Francisco placed

79 percent of its
The Southeast

Program in San
85 percent.

Low placement rates do not
necessarily indicate failure, for
some PLESA projects did not have
placement as a goal. They at-
tempted to give their clients
enough English language ability to
qualify for Title I training. And
some projects, such as Cleveland,
worked with hard*cere, unemployed
PLESAs, making placement more dif-
ficult than for projects that
selected clients more likely to
succeed.

Still, according to the of-
ficial figures, only about one-
quarter of the PLESA projects were
able to place half or more of
their clients. Out of 6547
clients enrolled in PLESA, only
2560 were placed in jobs for an
average placement rate of .391.
(See Table 2.)

Retention rates are unknown,
but informal feedback from some
staff, clients, and employers
indicates that it is low. For
example, Laredo had a relatively
high placement rate, 61 percent.
Sixty days later 2 verification of
employment showed that 20 of the
36 clients were still employed (56
percent),. 10 were unemployed (28
percent), and six (17 percent) had

c '
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moved or could not be found. One
year later we learned from inter .
views with a few of the clients
that some clients did not do as
well as the figures indicated.
Two of the graduates of the elec-
trician's course, who 'were thought
to be prize students because they
had started their .own business,
actually had difficulty finding

work. That's why they said they
were "self-employed." Another
client got a job installing tele-
phones in cars, but he didn't know
how to do the wiring, so he quit.
Now he's employed, but he's drivii
ing a bus. Only three or four of
the nine women whosjouncrjobs got
them in the field they were
trained in, import-export clerk.
Another woman has been looking for
work for over a year. At least
one other went back to work as a
migrant farmer.

In Cleveland, which had a

placement rate closer to the

average for PIMA (.336), informal

feedback from cholla and em-
ployers indicates that many PUMA
participants did not stay with
their jobs. One letter from an
employer who had hired a large

number of machine shop graduates
listed the experiences he had with
each student. Most had stayed for
awhile and then left, often with-
out notice, he said.

Issues
What are the reasons for

these apparent problems with

placement and retention? The

staff and clients that we inter-
yiewed identified quite a few:

Lack of English. Despite the
special training in ESL, this
remained one of the key prob-

lems. Once on the job, many
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clients still had trouble
speaking and comprehending
English. Eventually they or
their supervisors became
frustrated and the client
often left the job.

Pot Enoush Skills. Training
was so short that most
clients did not acquireamany
new' skills. In fact, most
PLESA projects did not get
into skill training at all.

Lack of EXperience. Thoie

who came into the. program
without experience still had
this deficiency. . As far as
some employers were concern-
ed, they had no work record.

Inappropriate Placement.

Some clients were eager to
take any job because they

needed money. Some projects
rushed clients through the

program and sent them out

before they were ready. Many
projects did not match the
client and the job.

Poor Selection. Some clients
could not be helped in the
time available. Some .were
overqualified.. Some had no
intention of working. Others
had no confidence, no motiva-
tion, or.lacked the prerequi-
sites for training.

Unrealistic Expectations.
Some clieets expected high
level, well-paying jobs and
were disappointed when they
found out what they were
likely to get. Some employ-
ers expected fluent, skilled,
self-motivated workers and
were disappointed with what
they got.
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.
PROJECT

Placement Rates for PLESA

tithinaltai *

.780

.773

.665

.636 .

.621

.611

.610

.575

.560

Projects

NUMBER PLACED

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

Atlanta
Tucson
Oakland
Bridgeport
San Francisco
Laredo/Webb
Corpus Christi
Rock Island
Los Angeles tounty

334
150

169

7

77
22
36
23
65

10 Cary i .556 25
11 East Middlesex .500 7
12 State of Wyoming .444 28
13 State of South

Carolina .438 21
14 Dallas .436 24
15 'Cameron County .420 165
16 Philadelphia .419 57
17 Orange County .415 54
18 Passaic County .

.415 27
19 Kansas City, Kan. .375 24
20 Oklahoma City .372 58
21 Bergen County .364 40
22 New Raven .348 8
23 State of

Pennsylvania .342 139
24 Cleveland .336 142
25 El Paso .328 21
26 New York City .327 74
27 Jersey City .326 44
28 Chicago .317 138
29 Ft. Worth .290 60
30 Tacoma .276 47

.31 Honolulu .271 23
32 Las Vegas .267 23
33 State of New Mexico .250 18
34 Lansing .231 12
35 Salem .221 271
36 Elizabeth .208 11

37 Ventura .206 . 14
38 Austin .186 8
39 State of Texas .173 13
40 Sonoma .147 5
41 State of Hawaii .143 7

42 Kansas City, Mo. .128 10
43 State of Utah .102 6
44 State of Mew York .081 3

45 Hidalgo .076 49
46 Springfield .022 1

47 McLennan .000 0

Average .391 2,560

* Number of clients/Numuers of placements
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This does not mean that PLESA got. "The program was excellent,"

had no successes. Within each he said. "I recommend it for

project there were numerous suc- everyone who doesn't know Eng-

cess stories. For example, one lish."

Cleveland participant was totally
monolingual and illiterate in his
own language when he entered the
project. He took almost every-
thing the project had to offer:
ESL, ABE, and the machine shop
course. Now he hat a job,and he
speaks English well. "I'm happy,"

he said. "I found a good job.".
Although he thought the training
was too short, he liked what he

But, in general, too little
information was gathered on place-
ment and retention to know what

happened to the PLESA clients.
Without felloww-up information,

prime spousors will have diffi-
culty determining whether the

projects have been effective, and
if so, what they did that worked.

Recommendations
1; ETA should require a, standardized follow-up of PLESA partici-

pants. Guidelines should be provided .to help the projects

collect the same type of data in the same manner and at the

same time.
1/4

2. Prime sponsors should make sure that follow-up information is

collected, evaluated, and fed back to projects.



fr Pad III: MASA Overall

Chapter 8
Programand Policy Implications

This final chapter presents an

assessment of the overall. PLESA

experience, and .41 discussion of

the implications for future

programs and policies.

8.1: An Assessment of the.PLESA Program

What did the PLESA program
do?

Although PLESAs constitute a
significant -and growing segment of
the economically and educationally
disadvantaged but potentially em-
ployable adults of this country,
they have been traditionally
underrepresented in CETA training
programa. Over half the programs
funded under the PLESA grant were
not providing training for PLESAs

at the time of funding. Those
which were, generally had limited
funds allocated for this purpose.
At a minimum, therefore, it can be

said that the PLESA program pro-
vided enough funds to enable 47

.prime sponsors to serve 6,547

peeple who otherwise would not

have been served. It also re-

sulted in 2,560 of these people

getting jobs and perhaps another

1,000 becoming eligible for Title

I training.

The PLESA money was neither

designated nor used for research

or demonstration of new ways to
serve PLESAs more effectively. It

was used largely to.extend exist-
ing services to a few members of a

large, needy population. Now suc-

cessful was the program, both in

meeting client needs and the

federal priorities set for the

program?

How successful was the pro-
gram overall?

A lot was learned about

serving PLESAs because of 'this

program. The project staff
probably learned the most because
they were in direct contact with

the PLESA participants. Some

projects which had never served

Hispanics or Asians before learned
--often through trial and error--
what was involved in serving

PLESAs. Those projects which

continued to serve PLESAs after

'971



the .Title III funding ceased un-
doubtedly provided better services
because of the experience they
gained.

There was some success in up-
grading the English language
ability of PLESAs and in over-
coming obstacles to employment and
entry into vocational training
programs. Because of the PLESA
program, a substantial number of
the participants improved their
ability to speak, read, write, and
comprehend English. Some improved
one, two, or even three grade
levels because of the program.
For some of the participants that
was enough to enable them to get a
job or to enter a Title I training
program.

There was also some success
in meeting the federal priorities,
particularly numbers two (develop-
ing new employment opportunities
for PLESAs); four (disseminating
information and providing job
placement and counseking to
PLESAs); and six (conducting pro-
grams designed to increltse the
English-speaking ability of
PLESAs):

There was some success in

getting the program established
within the prime sponsors' CETA
program. ApproXimately 18 prime
sponsors (38 percent) continued
their PLESA projects, in whole or
in pa:t, under Title I. Four pro-
jectstobtained support from their
states, and one project continued
under a MEW grant.

There were successes. But
the successes were not as numerous
as the designers of the program
may have expected. Only 39 per-
cent of the PLESA participants
were placed in jobs. Job reten-
tion apparently was not high.
English language ability' did not
improve enough in many cases to
enable participants to get and
hold jobs. The program was not
successful in meeting three of the
federal priorities: numbers one
(teaching occupational skills in
the primary language for occupa-
tions which do not require a high
proficiency in English); three
(developing opportunities for
promotion within existing employ-
ment situations); and five (con-
ducting training and employment
programs in the primary language).
And finally, almost two-thirds of
the prime sponsors did not con-
tinue their PLESA projects.

8.2: The Need for Programs for NESAs

The PLESA program was a one-
time "windfall". No special fund-
ing is planned for the future. Is

the need still there? If so, how
much special attention do PLESAs
require, and whose responsiblity
is it to serve them?

98

The Need is There

There is a large, growing,
needy population which is not
being adequately served by exist-
ing programs. The PLESA experi-
ence demonstrates that there are

41,
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thousands of Latins, Asians and
others who need the type of help a.
PLESA prograi can provide. Long

waiting lists of people currently
trying to get into a PLESA program
attest to this fact. .

-

Exactly how many people need
help is unknown because MBAs
tend to .be undercounted in census
and other demographic surireys.

However,"it is clear that the de-
.

mend for assistance far .exceede

the resources currently'available
to supply needed services.

Special Services are Required

The population in need of ser-
vices is not only large, but di-

verse. Some PLESAs can function
relatively well in regular CETA

training or work elperience Situa-

tions after a relatively short

"English brushup" course. These

are people with high native lan-
guage literacy, a good background
in English already, and probably
previous job skills and experience
in a relevant field. However, the

majority of PLESAs have special

needs that are not met easily by

most regular CETA programs. These

needs lie in several areas.

--Acculturation: Most PLESAs

come from a different cul-
ture. They need help in

overcoming culture shock,
understanding the U.S. way of

life, and in accepting U.S.
work values.

--English: Not only is Eng-

lish needed to get a job, but

it is also a prerequisite to
many vocational training pro-

grams. The ESL that is re-

quired is not the "general

ESL" usually taught, but

rather English focused on
manpcwer objectives.

--Skillet Many PLESAs lack
work experience and have only

o low level skills. They need
training:7a they are to get
anything other than unskilled
jobs. iiRWever, this train-
ing, to be effective, must in
manye.cases boffered bilin-
gually:

--Literacy: 'Si" Elgin are
illiterate, not just in
English, but in their native
language.' They need to learn
to reed_and write in their
own langitage before they can
deal with English. Others
are literitte in their native
ladguages, ))1tt cannot read

well in. English, certainly
not at the "6th grade level"
required for entry into much
CETA training.

--Basic- education: Some

PLESAs have little or .no

formal education. Without it

they have difficulty under-
standing basic concepts that
are .prerequisites 'to voca-

tional training. Mathematics
is one Critical area. Some

PLESAs don't know how to

count, add, measure, weigh,
subtract, and so forth: They
need to. learn this before

they enter skills.trt'aling,

In each of the areas above,
needs vary across a wide spectrum.
Depending on where the .target
population for a program falls on
the spectrum, it will need more or
fewer services. Graphically, the
rause of needs can be illustrated,
at least roughly, as follows:

4.1
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The specific mix of needs
will, of course, vary from indi-
vidual to indivfdual and locality
to locality. However any program
to train PLESAs will probably have
to deal, at a minimum, with accul-
turation, English, and bilingual
skills training. Literacy sad ABE
training may also be required in a
number of cAses. Most CETA pro-
grams are not set up to meet a].
these needs. Some, however,
first offer ABE and ESL to Er:
and follow that with vocat:.ual
training. The problem is that

when PLUM are foreign-accul-
turated, non-English speaking,
unskilled, and illiterate or un-
educated, the amount of time re-
quired to bring them to full em-
ployability in a nonmenial*occupa-
tion is considerable--three to

four years, according to most
estimates.

4 How Should These Needs Be
Adressed?

Given the special needs of
the PLESA population, it is undi

realistic to assume that they can
be met within regular CETA pro-
grams, which were designed pri-
marily for English-speaking parti-
cipants. For those clients who
need basic education as well as
English and skills training, a

combination of training programs
may be required. For example,
general ESL and ABE courses could
be---offertid- first by educational
institutions funded by DREW, the
states or local school districts.
This could be followed by MESL and
skills training offered by Prime
sponsors. Another approach would
be to provide all of the needed
services through special projects
developed by prime sponsors or
t4rough another national program
'for PLESAs.

1 The reality is that a nation-

i

1 program 'is unlikely at this
ime. If services are to be pro-
ided at all, the prime sponsors
ill,have to take the lead. But
TA can provide indirect support
hrough research, technical as-
s\istance, training, and so forth.

8.3: What Prime Sponsors Can Do

The First Step: A Decision
to Act

The first thing a prime spon-
sor should do is decide whether to
provide special services to PLESAs
or not. Since PLESAs are iot al-
pays a highly visible -minority,
the prime sponsor needs to take a
areful, periodic look at the
Oanging demographics in the com-

'thunity. The need for PLESA ser-
vices will, of course, vary from
locality to locality. Many lo-

t .
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calities dO aft have a significant
number of PLESAs. But for those
localities that do, federal xegu-
lations require prime sponsors to
provide such services "when
persons of limited English-speak-
ing ability constitute a signifi-
cant proportion of a prime spon-
sor's target population." But it
is still necessary for the prime
sponsor's board to identify PLESAs
as a special population in need of
services and to place PLESAs in a
priority category. Only then will

,1



a specLai project or program be
mandated.

If a prime sponsor decides to
provide services, there are two
broad options available: 1) the
/mime sponsor can provide all of
the needed services; or 2) the

prime sponsor can provide some of
the services and refer partici-
pants to other agencies for the
remaining services. For example,
participants could be referred to
the community colleges for basic
education and ESL, to skills

centers for vocational training,
and to the employment service for
job placement. .

But the PLESA experience has
shown that services will be more
effective if they are provided by
one agency rather than by several.
Thus, the first option would be
preferable unless clients need a
three to four year program. In

that case CETA would take over

once ABE training is completqd.

If the prime sponsor decides

to provide the services, then
fundint becomes an important
issue. PLESA projects are expen-
sive. Most prime sponsors will
have to use regular CETA training
funds but other funds are avail-
able from state departments of
education and vocational educa-
tion, local school districts, and
federal grants from DREW. Prime
sponsors have applied for these
funds in the past to serve PLESAs.

Designing and Operating a
PLESA Project

Chapters 3 through 7 included
specific recommendations for
planning, organizing, staffing,
recruiting clients, counseling,
training, developing jobs, and sc
forth. Those recommendations
constitute an "Operators Guide"
for prime sponsors and project
staffs who are interested in pro-
viding services -to PLESAs. Some
of the more important recommenda-
tions for designing and operating
a PLESA project are summarizp4
below:

1. Plan proiects thoroughly from the start. This involves a
needs assessment to determine types, numbers, and training

needs of setting separate course objectives for different
levels of PLESAs, and involvement cf potential employers and
unions at the planning stage to ensure ultimate placement.

2. Organize proiects along client lines. A client-based organi-
zation will ideally have one group responsible for all ser-
vices rather than a separation of responsibility by function.
Key staff will coordinate their work rather than operate in-
dependently. The organization selected will be responsive to
the ethnic community.

3. Develop specific selection criteria that are based on what

can be achieved in the course of the tralnin for PLESAs_.

Entry-level requirements should be established and used as

selection criteria. Where possible, projects should use a

neutral third party for eligibility certification, but selec-
tion should be done by a project team.

rr!



4. Use both forRal and informal assessment procedures 19 meaiure

d =I skil s a* of Lowledge. vo a nal ti de

and expressed motivation. These should be used in combina-

tion, since no- single procedure oc test can provide suffi-.

cient information. Projects should not rely on general lit-

eracy tests for selection.

5. Budget funds specificallv for counseling-of PLESA 'clients.

Counselors should be bilingual andapreferably from the'same

cultural background as the PLESA clients. They should be

prepared to deal with a variety of personal, accultigationl

and vocational counseling needs.

6. Spell out terminal auk interim performance obiectives for

language and vocatiOnal training_courses. Terminal objectives

should be realistic within time allotted for training,.and

matched to student entry level. Specific performance objec-

tives ahd tasks should be laid out for both MESL and voca- .

tional courses.

7. Target ESL training toward manpower objectives end the im-

provement of oral skills. One way to ensure that .manpower

objectives are met is to supplement classroom instruction

with work experience as much as possible.

8. Integrate MESL with vocational training. A sequential ap-

proach that begins with MESL and then combiies English and

skills training has proved effective in a number of cases. :

Offer vocational instruction bilingually. but-with as much

emphasis on English as possible. If possible, use bilingual

instructors rather than rely on materials written in both-

languages. Instructors can adjust to the language level of

each student.

10. Use innovative delivery methods where feasible. /ndividual-

ized instruction, procedures to extend the classroom, situa-

tional approaches, and, for vocational education, open-entry-

open-exit procedures should be considered.

11. Seek professionals technical assistance in materials selec-

tion if thoroughly trained and experienced ESL and bilingual

vocational educators are not available. Even trained project

staff should consult available libraries and bibliographies

before making a selection.

12. Include specific sessions in the curriculum for clients for

the world of work. These sessions should include orientation

in work values as well as in techniques for getting and hold-

ing a job. Acculturation problems should also be dealt with.

102 /
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13. d

14.

I _ bs h cl to' a t
abilikal. Make sure that lob developers are not only'knowl-
edgeable about thejob market, but about their clients as
well.

Co du fol u and fa d e in rma ion back nto he_proT.
213; Mike sure that information is collected about job re-
tention, job adjustment, the.strengths and weaknesses of the
PLESA services. Set up a mechanism to feed this information
back to the instructors, counselors, and job developers.

In general, prime sponsors
can expect to be effective in
serving PLESAs if they are Syste-
matic and thorough in planning the
project, designing a curriculum

that is focused on clients'
special English and acculturation
needs, and matching clients to

jobs.

8.4: What ETA Can Do
How Can ETA Assist Prime-4,

Sponsors?

CITA projects are, by law,
decentralized and designed to

respond to local needs. The
decision to serve PLESAs or not is
one that each prime sponsor must
make for itself, based on local
needs and local priorities. But
for those prime sponsors interest-
ed in serving PLESAs, ETA can pIay
a supportive role through staff
training, technical assistance to
projects, dissemination of infor-
mation, research, and demonstra-
tions. Particularly needed are
technical assistance to build the
competence of projects to serve

PLESAk, ,dissemination of informa-
tion concerning innovative ap-

proaches and materials4 and train-
ing of prime Sponsor and project
staff. Particularly useful would
be an ETA-sponsored training pro-
gram or series of conferences that
would provide practical "how to do
it" information focused on the
unique needs of PLESAs, and thus
meet a number of prime sponsor and
project information needs at once.

Chapters 3 through 7 included
specific recommendations for ETA
in these areas. Some of the more
important recommendations are sum-
marized below:

1. Sponsor research. Areas where research is needed are: the
employment and training needs of PLESAs; the types of jobs for
which they can be trained in different periods of time; the
English language requirements for various occupational fields;
the actual cost of providing different types of services to
PLESAs.

2. Provide Technical Assistance. Provide prime sponsors with
guidelines and/or on-site technical assistance for running a
PLESA project; setting objectives; selecting participants;
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selecting ESL and vocational training materialsr linking ESL
and vocational training; conducting follow-up; and monitoring
and evaluating PLESA services.

3. Conductpevelontept and Demonstration Proiects. ETA- could
sponsor a series of specific demonstration.projects for ser-
ving different types of PLESAs. These could serve as models
for future PLASA projects.. Projects are needed to develop.and
test specific performance objectives and activities for man-
power ESL. Finally, ETA could help- develop a comprehensive
series of MESL texts to be used in intermediate and advanced
classes for PLESAs.

8.5: What ihe Administration
and Congreu Can Do

The PLESA population is one
that has a variety of needs that
tend to "fall through the cracks,"
because of its special needs and
because of its lack of political
muscle at the local level. If
PLESAs were a small and diminish-
ing percentage of the nation's
potential work force, this
tendency would not pose a serious
concern. But the opposite is

true. A recent TIME Magazine
article highlighted the fact that
Spanish-speaking Americans will
probably be our largest minoiity
group by the year 1980. And the
growth of the Alien American
population in the Far West is
likely to make that group a sig-
nificant minority as well. Cur-
rently constituted local projects
and current legislation are unpre-
pared to deal with this phenom-
enon.

The Administration could play
a coordinative and supportive
role. A first step could be to
recognize that PLESAs are a large
and growing group in need of
special attention and services. A
second step could be to develop a

strategy and an interagency plan
for providing those services.

The responsibility for serv-
ing this population does not fall
wholly on ETA. The Department of
Health, sk14ucation and Welfare
funds a variety of ESL, ABE, and
bilingual vocational training pro-
jects around the country. Other
departments bf the fedekal and
state governments .are also in-
volved in providing services to
PLISAs. Greater 'coordination
among these agencies is needed to
increase the range of services
provided to PLESAs and to reduce
duplication of effort. For exam-
OA, in some areas it may be more
efficient to provide ESL instruc-
tion through DHEW programs than
through CITA. Research and de-
velopment projects, such as those
suggested in Section 4.4, could be
sponsored by DHEW as well as by
ETA.

It is probably unrealistic to
assume that a truly comprehensive
national PLESA policy can be

implemented across agency lines
without a congressional mandate.
To date there is no such mandate.
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For.example, the most recent CITA
legislation recognizes that
persons of limited English-speak-
ing ability constitute a special
group and require special ser-
vices. However, no funds 'were
appropriated to provide those ser-
vices. The legislation merely
requires the Secretary of Labor to
make sure that such services are
provided. That is, no special
PLESA program was authorized. As
noted previously, it is largely up
to the local prime sponsors to

determine whether PLESAs will be
served and which services they
will be provided.

Finally, it is not at all
certain that some of the CETA
legislative requirements can or
should be met. The legislation

currently requires "teaching oc-
cupational skills in the primary
language for occupations which do
not require a high proficiency in
English" and "conducting training
and employment programs in the
primary language" of PLESAs. Hut
the PIMA experience shows that
there are few jobs in which
English is not required and that
those that do exist are usually
"dead end" jobs. That is why none
of the 47 PLESA projects provided
either of these services. Pro-
viding instruction in the primary
language of PLESAs may be a

reasonable first step, but in most
cases it will not be enough.
Almost all of the PLESA projects
found out that most clients will
have to be able to function in
English to get and hold a job.



Appendix A

ESL for PLESA

An Annotated Bibliography of Instructional Materials
for Persons of Limited Englishspeaking Ability

by
Marta Kelsey

This bibliography has been compiled to aid prime sponsors and others
who are interested in locating materials that can be used in training
persons of limited English-speaking ability.

The bibliography is organized in six sections

Vocationally -oriented ESL instructional materials
General ESL instructional materials
Vocational training materials
Tests
Bibliographies
Publishers of instructional materials

I am grateful to Allene Grognet and Barbara Robson of the Center for
Applied Linguistics, Gladys Garcia of SIR, Jobs for Progress, Inc. and

Kamer Davis of Univer.ity Research Corporation for .their hell) in

compiling this bibliography.



VOCATIONALLY-ORIENTED ESL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Bernstein, Roselle, Charles W. Day,.Robert B. Kaplan, and Ron D. Schoesler,

En lish at Yo r Fin erti s: A Typewriter Assisted Language Learnin

Program. . Portland, 0 : English Language Services, 1975.

Typing speed is secondary to English proficiency in this text. It is

designed for use by experienced.ESL teachers with literate non-English

speakers.

Bodman, J., and M. Lanzano, No Hot Water Tonight. New York: Collier-

MacMillan International, 1975.

There is no specific target language background in this supplementary

reader for students at a Sth grade or below level. It is vocationally

oriented and refers to factory, office/clerical, vocational/trade, etc.

topics. Incidents concern aspects of life a newcomer encounters and

must cope with.

Center for Applied Linguistics; English for Your Job. 4 Modules: Auto

Mechanics, Clerical, Food Services, Prevocational. Arlington, VA:

Center for Applied Linguistics, 1978.

This is a series of four vocational/technical education ESL books

designed for adults. The vocabulary is extensive but the sentence

structure is simple. Vietnamese-English glossaries are included.

Spanish-English glossaries are in preparation.

Honolulu Community College, English Honolulu,

HI: University of Hawaii,-1977.

This is a series of books on autobody repair and nursing. Translation

danuals are available for Korean, Vietnamese, and Ilocano.

Rusthoi, Daniel, Prevocational ES lish Texts I and II. Silver Spring, MD:

Institute of Modern Languages, Inc., 1974-77.

The text has been designed to introduce intermediate ESL students to

vocational English. Text I includes: general mechanics, electricity,

plumbing and repairing, measurement; Text II includes: map-reading,

charts, graphs, etc.
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Taylor, Marcia E., 00entation in Business English: Secretarial Skills.
Silver Spring, MD: Institute of Modern Languages, 1972-77.

Three levels are available in this series of text books and workbooks.
. ,A teachers guide is available.

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Guidelines
for English as a Second Language. Washington, D.C.: 11577(ET
Handbook No. 330.)

This guide is designed to provide prime sponsors with a source of
information on English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction. This
document in intended to improve existing services and serve as a guide
to establish and maintain new ESL programs.

Wordsall, V., Rotel Personnel Books 1 and 2. New York: MacMillan Co.,
1971.

Book 1 is for office managers, clerk!, cashiers, and telephone
operators. Book 2 is for bar and restaurant et*Loyees. Both are
designed for ESL students who need to learn specialized English. They

should be used by experienced ESL teachers.

GENERAL ESL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Breckenridge, Robert G., Access to English as a Second Language: 1.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973.

A beginning English text, it is useful with a non-urban student of any
language background.

English Languages Services, Inc., Drills and Exercises in English
Pronounciation. New York: Collier Macmillan, 1971.

Ungraded texts can be used independently or together at any level of
proficiency. Book I 'covers Consonants and Vowels, Books II and III
deal with Stress and Intonation. Tapes are available. Introductions

to each book include suggestions for teachers.

Hall, Eugene J., and
Silver Spring,
1977.)

Sandra Costinett, Orientation in American English.
MD: Institute of Modern Languages, 1974. (revised

%

The six levels of this series move from the student with no Eneish to
academic proficiency. Tapes and cassettes are available.
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Nawaii Newspaper Agency, Inc., Using Your Daily Newspaper to Teach English

as a Second Language.

A guide for implementing the newspaper as a teaching tool, the booklet

introduces iiscussions of cultural differences.

Iwataki, Sadao, et al. :English as a Second Len um e A New A roach for

the 21st Century. San Juan Capistrano, CA: ModuLearn, Inc., 1973-74.

This is a coping skills based text designed to help non-English-

speaking adults function in an English-speaking community. It is
situationally oriented and stractarally sequenced. Cultural notes for
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Asians in general, and Spanish are included

as well as response patterns and structural notes for each group.
General topics are travel, police, occupations, looking for a job, and

payins bills.

Lado , Robert, Ledo English Series. New York: Regents Publishing Company,

1970-73. Books 1-6.

Generally, this series is for adults of 8th grade level of education or

better. It can be used by the inexperienced ESL instructor and imple-

ments an audio-lingual approach.

Macero, Jeanette D., and Martha A. Lane, The Laubach Way to English.

Syracuse, NY: New Readers Press.

A system for teaching English to speakers of other languages is

presented. It is designed primarily to teach adults who'are illiterate

in their own language as well as in English. It is also ideal for
literate sutdents whose native writing system is different than the

Roman alphabet. It can be used by inexperienced ESL instructor.

Mackey, I.S., English as a Basic Course for Adults. Rowley, MA: Newbury

Rouse Publishers, 1972.

This is a basic English course for zero-level English students.

Material is basic and carefully controlled to give immediately useful

structures and vocabulary. It is good for use in adult education
classes and for teachers with no ESL experience. Some life skills are

included.



Mellgren, L., andM. Walker. New Horizons in English, Books I-VI. Barring-
ton, IL: Addison-Wesley, 1973.

A series of English texts, this portrays humorous, realistic situa-
tions. Listening and speaking are stressed rather than reading in the
early bookC The series can be used by the inexperienced ESL teacher.

Mor ly, Joan, Improving Aural Comprehension. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 19732.

This is a ridely used directed program of purposeful listening to
improve aural comprehension. A teacher's book of readings and tapes is
available.

Natienal Indochinese Clearinghouse, English Pronounciation Exercises for
Speakers of Vietnamese. Arlington,. VA: 'Center for Applied Linguis-
tici, 1977.

This series of pronunciation lessons on the specific problems that
Vietnamese speakers have in speaking Egnlish can be used with students
of all ages and levels of English.

Nilsen, Don, and Allen Pace Nilsen, Pronunciation Contrasts in English.
New York: Regents, 1971.

Pronunciation exercises are presented by problem, dealing with par-
ticular problems such as the lcck of /b/ /v/ contrast, that ESL
students are likely to have. This is appropriate for all levels of-
student and is particularly useful for teachers of Vietnamese students.
A glossary of phonetic terms is included.

Paulson, Christina B., and Mary Bruder, Teaching English as a Second
Language: Techniques and Procedures. Cambridge, MA: Winthrop

Publishers, 1976.

A practical discussion of the classroom methods and procedures of ESL
instruction are presented.

Sheeler, Willard D., Welcome to Enalish. Portland, OR: English Language

Services, Inc., 1976.

This is aa adult course for ESL students, consisting of six basic texts
of 24 lessons. It intends to develop four language skills: speaking
and understanding, followed by reading and writing skills.
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SW Cooperative Educational Laboratory, Inc., Alphabet. Albuquerque, NM:

SWCEL, 1971.

This bilingual approach to learning the alphabet is suitable for use by
Spanish-speaking double illiterates. Tapes and workbooks involve much

repetition. It is part of a more extensive series, "Learning English."

VOCATIONAL TRAINING MATERIALS

Anema, Durlynn, Don't Get Fired: 13 Ways To Hold Your Job. Hayward, CA:
Janus, 1978.

A career education book, proper and improper behavior are indicated and
presented through photo-dialogue essays.

Chacon, Louis, Jr., Bilingual Materials for Business Office Education.
° Phoenix, AZ: Arizona Department of Education.

This material is in both English and Spanish.

Dailey, J. T., and C. Neyman, Occupations For You. Alexandria, VA:

Allington Corporation, 1961.

A variety of vocational occupations are presented. Salaries, training
requirements, working conditions, and employment -. outlooks are included.

This is an excellent .supplementary material in a vocationally-oriented

ESL class taught by .an experienced ESL teacher.

de Meza, Barbara S. Business Letter Handbook: Spanish-English/English-

Spanish. New York: Regents, 1973.

This is a complete guide to bilingual letter-writing and other aspects

of commercial correspondence in both Spanish and English. (Spanish.)

Goltry, M., Forms in Your Future. New York: Learniug Trends, 1973.

Many forms are included. Among
tions, job applications, check
insurance forms, drivers' license
voter registration.

them are: social security applica-
and savings 'account applications,

and marriage licenses, tax forms, and



Jew, Wing., and Carol Tandy, Using the Want Ads. Hayward, CA: Janus Book
Publishers, 1977.

This is designed for secondary students with low reading skills, but is
easily adaptedA,for ESL students. Strategies for reading different
kinds of classified ads are taught.

Kahn, Charles, Wing, Jew, and Robert Tong, My Job Application File. .

Hayward, CA: Janus Book Publishers, 1975.

Originally intended for native speaker* with low reading skills, this
is excellent foi ESL students. There is a minimum of explanatory text,
and a maximum of vocabulary work. Nine application forms are'idcluded.
A free teachers' manual is available.

Lang, Carole J., Handbook of Job Facts. Chicago, IL: Science Research
Associates, Inc., Guidance Department, 5th edition, 1972.

This is a valuable resource for discovering what skills are needed for
particular jbosi.

Larned, Phyllis, People Working Today. Hayward, CA: Janus Book Publishers,
1975-77.

This is a series of ten books about teenagers getting and keeping their
first job. .Each book features the duties, responsibilities, and

working conditions of a different entry-level job.

Mountford, A., English in Workshop Practice. Fairlawn, NJ: Oxford
University Press; 1975.

Highly specialized vocabulary in technical, skilled workshop materials
and processes is presented for use by experienced vocational/technical
and ESL teacher. This text can be used for students at a 5-8th grade
reading level.

Roderman, Winifred Ho, Reading Schedules. Hayward, CA: Janus Book

Publishers, 1978.

This a workbook designed 'for secondary students with low reading
skills, but adaptable and useful for ESL students. Different typps of
schedules are presented, including bus and train schedules, TV logs,
etc., with exercises and activities. Free teachers manual is included

with workbooks.
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Sheff, Donald A., Secretarial English. New York: Regents, 1964.

Secretarial English is presented in a direct, easy to learn manner.

The book covers every rule of grammar, punctuation, and common usage
and is accompanied by concise instruction.

TESTS

Bes', J., and Donna Ilyin, English Language Structure Tests. Rowley, MA:
Newbury House Publishers, 1976.

This consists of siX tests of English structure which can be correlated
with the Ilyin Interview tests for placement of students.

Harris, David, and Leslie Palmer, CELT: A Comprehensive English Language
Test for Speakers of English as a Second Laneuage. New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1970.

CELT is an academically-oriented test designed to measure the pro-
ficiency of teenage and adult students and includes multiple choice
tests of grammar, vocabulary, and listening comprehension.

Ilyin, Donna, Ilyin Oral Interview. Rowley, MA: Newbury House Publishers,

1972.

This is a test of students' oral comprehension and production through a
series of questions geared to pictures. Questions become progressively
harder, and tests progressively more complex structures. It is given
to students individually and takes up to half-hour per student. It can

be used for placement or as a standard check of progress.

Kunz, Linda, The John Test: A Test of Oral Proficiency for ESL Placement.
New York: Language Innovations, Inc., 1976.

The John Test is a quick placement test designed for adults. Students

are tested orally and individually; testing takes about five minutes

per student.

Poczik, Robert, English as a Second Language Tests. Albany, NY: Bureau

of Basic Continuing Education, State Education Department, 1973.

The instruments are appropriate for use in adult basic education
programs and can be administered in 5-10 minutes.
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Upshur; John, it al. tichisan Test of Iftlish Laflamme Proficiency.
Ann Aftore Anglish, Language Institute, University of Michigan,
1971; .

The -test consists og,
comprehensiee% It can
posttest. The Myhigan

the. parte: grammar, vocabulary, and reading
be used diagnostically for placement or as a
TOS° iskaUtfejokally oriented
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Bilingual .Bicultural Education, EvaIiitiOn Initcpments for Bilingual
Education: An Annotated Biblikikr.;e6k6 4uitin TX:

u

This compendium of over 250 'evaluatio4 instOments in.use by project
sties throughout the. U.S.' ts destApeWlAkassist4bilingual/bicultural
educatOrs in lecating, developingt..Wadipi*ng evaluation instruments
suitable to local assessdent needi." (Available from Dissemination
Center for Bilingual Bicultural -E4ucation,' 6504 'Tralor Lane, Austin,
Texas 78721.)

'it

Basic English as. a Second Language Center, andout Series of Biblio
graphiea, New Belland, PA.

.,

Annoteted bibliographies' for (specific Asian- target
culturei-have been° develoPed by the BESL Center. All
are available for loan'frod the BEK Library. Specific
Cambodian, Chinese, Japanese, Korea4Laotian, and Thai.

1

/, .

Escobar, Joanna Sculley, And 'John Daughtery,. An Annottd Bibliography of
Adult ESL Instructional Mater4a1s. .Arlingto eights, IL: Illinois

(°)°*

ESL/ABE Service Center, 1976.

languages and
listed entries
languages are:

. .

This is an annotated bibliogripby _of available adult ESL student
materials. It has been prepared with.the needs of adult ESL adminis-
trators, coordinators, ,teaeheis, and %teacher aides in mind. It
provides-a...representatire skdpling of materials available and will
assist in the selection of materials for adult ESL programs.

Ney, James W,; and Donella K. Eberle, A Selected Bibliography of Bilingual/
Bicultural Educition. ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics,
Arlington, VA: 1975.

This selected bibliography presents a listing of available articles,
surveys, textbooks, and anthologies in the field of bilingual/bi-
cultural education. Equal emphasis is given to theory and education.
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PUBLISHERS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
406 West Station Street
Barrington, IL 60010

Allington Corporation
801 North Pitt Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

BESL Center
100 Franklin Street
New Holland, PA 17557

Cambridge Book Company
488 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 Noerh Ketn Street
Arlington, VA 22209

Collier Macmillan International
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

English Language Series
14350 N.W. Science Park Drive
Portland, OR 97229

Follett's Michigan Bookstore
322 South State Street
Ann Arbor,,MI 48108

Modulearn, Inc.
32158 Camino Capistrano
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

New Readers Press
Division of Laubach Literacy, Inc.
Box 131
Syracuse, NY 13210

Newbury House Publishers
68 Middle Road
Rowley, MA 01969
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James R. Heineman, Inc.
475 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Honolulu Community College
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, HI 96817

Institute of Modern Languages
2622 Pitman Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20190

Kirschner Associates, Inc.
5309 Sequoia Road, N.W.
Albuquerque, NM 87210

Janus Book Publishers
3541 Investment Blvd., Suite 5
Hayward, CA 94545

Language Innovations, Inc.
Suite 67A
200 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Macmillan Publishing Company
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Southwestern Cooperative Educational
Laboratory, Ind.

229 Truman, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Steck-Vaughn Company
P.O. Box 2028
Austin, TX 78767

University of Michigan Press
English Language Institute
615 East University
Ann ARbor, MI 48106



Oxford.University Press
1600 Pollitt Drive
Fairlawn, NJ 07410

Regents Publishing Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East EricStreet
Chicago, IL 60611
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Univyrsity Research Corporation
Suite 1600
5530 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20015

Wibble Language Inttitute, Inc,.
24 South 8th Street
Allentown, PA 18105

Winthrop Publishing Company
Prentice Hall
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
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Appendix B

RESOURCES FOR PLESA PROJECTS

An aanotited list of resources for PLESA prima sponsors.

by
Marta Kelsey

The following list identifies some organizations who can serve as
valuable resources to prime sponsors and their subcontracts in the

organization and implementation of training programs for persons of

limited English-speaking ability. fttional reiources are listed first,

followed by regional/local resources.

My thanks go to Allen. Grognet of the Center for Applied Linguistics .

and Jonathan Bair for their help in identifying potential resourcgs.
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National Resources

ESL

BBSL Center
Laneaster-Lebanon IU-13
100 Franklin Street
New Holland, PA 17447
(717) 354-4601

Center for Applied Linguistics
10th Floor
1611 North Rent Street
Arlington, VA 22209 -

(703) 528-4312

TESOL - Teachers of English
to Speakers of Other Languages
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 337-7264

Hispanic

National Council of LaRaza
1725 "I" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 659-1215

Manpower

SER, Jobs for Progress, Inc.
Suite 1024
9841 Airport Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(213) 649-1511

0

The BESL Center has more than 9,500
Bilingual Education books and materials
available ft.,: anyone interested in ESL
education. Specific areas are: ESL,
Adult vocatiopal English, Spanish as a
First Language, Hispanic Culture,
Vietnamese Language and Culture.

The Center can offer consultation in
how to serve different language groups
and training materials development. -

Information on ESL, bilingual education,
and other related fields is collected and
disseminated. The Center is concerned
primarily with the practical application of
ESL theory. The Indochinese°Clearinghouse
is also operated by the Center.

TESOL is a national, professional organi-
zation of teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages. There are many local
TESOt affiliates across the country.

LaRaza is dedicated to the social and
economic advancement of Hispanic Aiericans.
The Council currently has a grant to
DOL/ETA to recommend strategies to overcome
employment barriers to Hispanic Youth.

SER is a training program and employment
service specifically for Spanish-speaking
Americans. There are many local SER
affiliates across the country.
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CenterWed,4ral'hisnpower and
Public Affairs
Agriculture Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 355-0135

Human Resdurces,Institute
Business Office Building
.Room 412
University of Utah
Salt Like'City, UT 84112
(801) 581-6127

General

ETA Resource Clearinghouse
U.S. DOL/ETA
Room 10011
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20213
(202) 376-7411

The Center.serves as a clearinghouse for
manpower and labor information and pub- t

lications. Their Focus is specifically
oriented to Region V, but some general
information is available.

Faculty members and graduate sLdents
of the University are avallable
to offer technical advice and assistance
in the general.prea of manpower
training program implementation.

The Clearinghouse is a national
resource center for DOL publications.
Each Region also has a Regional Resource
Center, their addresses and phone
nambers are listed below.

Regional/Local

ETA Regional Resource Centers provide an access to ETA materials. Address

inquiries to: ETA Regional Resource Center., at appropriate address.

Region I
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 1700
JFK Federal Building
Boston, MA 02203
(617) 223-4684

(Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Maine, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts, Vermont)

Region II
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 3701
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
(212) 662-5871

(New Jersey, New York, Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands)
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Region IV
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 418
1371 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 257-3328

(Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee)

Region V
U.S. DOL/ETA, 6th Floor
230 South Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-5061

(Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin)



Region III
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 13112
3535 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19101
(215) 5964349

(Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, Wesi Virginia)

Region VII
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 16417
711 Walnut Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
(316) 758-5995

(Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska)

Region VIII
Federal Office Building
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80294
(303) 837-4571

(Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming)

RegionNI
U.S. DOL/ETA, Room 316
555 Griffin Square Building
Dallai, TX 75202
(214) 749-1782

(Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas)

Region IX
U.S. DCMWETA, Room 9209
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 556-4928

(Arizona, California, Hawaii,
Nevada, American Samoa, Guam,
Trust Territory)

Region X,
U.S. DOLMA
Arcade Plaza
1321 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 623-9558

(Alaska, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington)
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